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Credits & acknowledgments

Some of the material presented in these slides is based on

Matteo Poggi's tutorial: Learning and understanding single image depth estimation in the wild, CVPR 2020

which is an excellent resource for approaching the problem of depth estimation.  
The introductory material is inspired by Justin Johnson: Deep learning for computer vision (lecture 17) 

Monodepth and material on self-supervision is based on the oral presentation done by Clément Godard at  
CVPR 2017.

Some slides are "stolen" from the AN2DL course of Prof. Giacomo Boracchi, who is kindly acknowledged 
here for his suggestions and support. Typically, the images are taken from the papers cited at the bottom 
of each slide.
The codes accompanying this lecture were provided by Andrea Porfiri dal Cin, whom I thank for his help.

Errors are my own! You are encouraged to report any of them to luca.magri@polimi.it
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Motivations

Applications
• Robotics

• Autonomous Driving Assistive System

• Medical applications
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Navigation  & mapping Robot grasping Augmented reality



Perceiving depth

Active technologies
• Structured Light
• Time of Flight (TOF)
• Laser Image Detection Ranging (LiDAR)

üvery accurate

LiDAR:
✘Sparse measurements  
✘Expensive

Structured Light:
✘Can’t work outdoor
✘Limited range 

Passive technologies
• Binocular and multi-view stereo
• Structure from Motion

ücheap

Stereo:
✘Occlusions

SfM:
✘Moving objects
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By estimating depth from a single image, 
we can bypass all these limitations!



Depth estimation 
from a single image
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Depth map

Given a RGB image of size 𝐻×𝑊×3, we want to estimate 

a depth map: an image of size 𝐻×𝑊
that, for each pixel, gives the distance from the camera 
to the object in the world at that pixel.

RGB image + Depth map = RGB-D image 2.5D 
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Depth map

Camera 
center

3D point

M = (x, y, z)
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The depth is the 𝑧-
coordinate of 𝑀 in the 
camera reference system

Camera reference system

z
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close

far

m = (u, v)
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Depth from a single image is an ill posed problem

The capture of an image of a 3D scene is modelled as the projection of 3D points on a 2D image plane.

All the points belonging to the optical ray projects on the same 3D points.

It is not possible to recover the depth of a point from a single image, as the same image point can be 
back-projected to multiple plausible depths.
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Image plane

Image 
point

Camera 
center

3D point

M = (x, y, z)
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Camera reference system



Estimating depth form a single image is an ill posed problem!
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Estimating depth form a single image is an ill posed problem!
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Scale-depth ambiguity:
a small close object looks the  same  as a much larger 
one further away.
Absolute scale / depth is ambiguous from a single 
image



Thank for your attention!
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…but humans succeed estimating depth
however not all the 3D structures are equally likely! Humans are able to infer a (nearly) correct 3D 
structure and relative depth, using prior experience and visual cues such as:
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How is it possible to automatically estimate the 
depth form a single image?

1. Linear perspective
2. Relative size position
3. Texture gradient
4. Occlusions (the occluded object is far away)

5. Aerial perspective
6. Light and shadows
7. Blur/defocus



Today menu

Depth estimation from a single image
• Supervised methods
• Visual cues for single image depth estimation

Depth estimation from a  calibrated stereo pairs
• Stereo self-supervision

Multiview depth estimation
• Mono-depth training & deep SfM

Aims:

Get an intuition of the main 
approach for inferring 3D data from 
2D images

Fill our box with the geometric tools 
necessary  to depth estimation
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Supervised approach
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Justin Johnson November 13, 2019

Predicting Depth Maps

Lecture 17 - 11

RGB Input Image:
3 x H x W

Fully Convolutional 
network

Predicted Depth Image:
1 x H x W

Predicted Depth Image:
1 x H x W

Per-Pixel Loss
(L2 Distance)

Eigen, Puhrsh, and Fergus, “Depth Map Prediction from a Single Image using a Multi-Scale Deep Network”, NeurIPS 2014
Eigen and Fergus, “Predicting Depth, Surface Normals and Semantic Labels with a Common Multi-Scale Convolutional Architecture”, ICCV 2015

Input image
𝐼

Target depth
𝑌

Our training set is a collection of images and depth maps (RGD images)  
𝑇𝑅 = {(𝐼! , 𝑌!)}



Supervised approach
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From semantic segmentation to depths

A simple solution is to start with a Fully Convolutional Neural Networks as the one used for semantic 
segmentation
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Input image 𝐼

Semantic
labels

𝑊×𝐻×3

𝑊×𝐻×𝐿

𝑊×𝐻×1



From semantic segmentation to depths

A simple solution is to start with a Fully Convolutional Neural Networks as the one used for semantic 
segmentation and adapt it to predict depth values instead of semantic labels.
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Input image 𝐼

Depth values 
-𝑌	

𝑊×𝐻×3
𝑊×𝐻×1

𝑊×𝐻×𝐿



Encoder & decoder (sketch of the idea)

• The encoder reduces the spatial extent of the image and produce deeper features that enode richer 
information

• The decoder upsamples the predictions to cover each pixel in the image at the original resolution
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Encoder Decoder

Convolution & downsampling Upsampling & convolution 



Encoder & decoder (sketch of the idea)

• The encoder reduces the spatial extent of the image and produce deeper features that enode richer 
information

• The decoder upsamples the predictions to cover each pixel in the image at the original resolution
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Encoder Decoder

Convolution & downsampling Upsampling & convolution 

Nearest 
neighbor

Bed 
of nails

1 2
3 4

1 1
1 1

2 2
2 2

3 3
3 3

4 4
4 4

1 0
0 0

2 0
0 0

3 0
0 0

4 0
0 0



Encoder & decoder (sketch of the idea)

• The encoder reduces the spatial extent of the image and produce deeper features that enode richer 
information

• The decoder upsamples the predictions to cover each pixel in the image at the original resolution
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Encoder Decoder

Convolution & downsampling Upsampling & convolution

https://github.com/vdumoulin/conv_arithmetic

learn the weights to perform 
interpolation across the 

upsampled values 

https://github.com/vdumoulin/conv_arithmetic


Encoder & decoder (sketch of the idea)

• In semantic segmentation a soft-max to predict the proability of belonging to one of the 𝐿 classes  Λ =
𝑙!, … , 𝑙" , 

• To regress depth maps we have instead a linear layer.
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Encoder Decoder

Convolution & downsampling Upsampling & convolution

softmax(⋅)

Semantic
labels



Encoder & decoder (sketch of the idea)

• In semantic segmentation a soft-max to predict the proability of belonging to one of the 𝐿 classes  Λ =
𝑙!, … , 𝑙" , 

• To regress depth maps we have instead a linear layer.
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Encoder Decoder

Convolution & downsampling Upsampling & convolution

Linear 
activations



Other architectures

Most of the architectures for supervised depth estimation from a single image are based 
on this encoder-decoder paradigm, keeping this in mind you should be able to navigate the literature...
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Bhat, Shariq Farooq, Ibraheem Alhashim, and Peter Wonka. "Adabins: Depth estimation 
using adaptive bins." CVPR 2021.

Encoder Decoder Adaptive bin

AdaBins: Depth Estimation Using Adaptive Bins

Shariq Farooq Bhat
KAUST

shariq.bhat@kaust.edu.sa

Ibraheem Alhashim
KAUST

ibraheem.alhashim@kaust.edu.sa

Peter Wonka
KAUST

pwonka@gmail.com

Abstract

We address the problem of estimating a high quality

dense depth map from a single RGB input image. We start

out with a baseline encoder-decoder convolutional neu-

ral network architecture and pose the question of how the

global processing of information can help improve overall

depth estimation. To this end, we propose a transformer-

based architecture block that divides the depth range into

bins whose center value is estimated adaptively per image.

The final depth values are estimated as linear combinations

of the bin centers. We call our new building block AdaBins.

Our results show a decisive improvement over the state-of-

the-art on several popular depth datasets across all metrics.

We also validate the effectiveness of the proposed block with

an ablation study and provide the code and corresponding

pre-trained weights of the new state-of-the-art model.

1. Introduction

This paper tackles the problem of estimating a high qual-
ity dense depth map from a single RGB input image. This
is a classical problem in computer vision that is essential
for many applications [26, 30, 16, 6]. In this work, we pro-
pose a new architecture building block, called AdaBins that
leads to a new state-of-the-art architecture for depth estima-
tion on the two most popular indoor and outdoor datasets,
NYU [36] and KITTI [13].

The motivation for our work is the conjecture that current
architectures do not perform enough global analysis of the
output values. A drawback of convolutional layers is that
they only process global information once the tensors reach
a very low spatial resolution at or near the bottleneck. How-
ever, we believe that global processing is much more pow-
erful when done at high resolution. Our general idea is to
perform a global statistical analysis of the output of a tradi-
tional encoder-decoder architecture and to refine the output
with a learned post-processing building block that operates
at the highest resolution. As a particular realization of this
idea, we propose to analyze and modify the distribution of
the depth values.

Figure 1: Illustration of AdaBins: Top: input RGB images.
Middle: depth predicted by our model. Bottom: histogram
of depth values of the ground truth (blue) and predicted bin
density (red) with depth values increasing from left to right.
Note that the predicted bin-centers are focused near smaller
depth values for closeup images but are widely distributed
for images with a wider range of depth values.

Depth distribution corresponding to different RGB in-
puts can vary to a large extent (see Fig. 1). Some images
have most of the objects located over a very small range of
depth values. Closeup images of furniture will, for example,
contain pixels most of which are close to the camera while
other images may have depth values distributed over a much
broader range, e.g. a corridor, where depth values range
from a small value to the maximum depth supported by the
network. Along with the ill-posed nature of the problem,
such a variation in depth distribution makes depth regres-
sion in an end-to-end manner an even more difficult task.
Recent works have proposed to exploit assumptions about
indoor environments such as planarity constraints [25, 21]
to guide the network, which may or may not hold for a real-
world environment, especially for outdoors scenes.

Instead of imposing such assumptions, we investigate an
approach where the network learns to adaptively focus on
regions of the depth range which are more probable to occur

4009

a transformer- based architecture block that divides 
the depth range into bins whose center value is 
estimated adaptively per image 

Ground truth Histograms

Predicted Histograms

For close-up images bins 
are concentrated near 
smaller values

+

e.g., Adabins



A naïve loss

As a loss, we could minimize the ℓ# norm between the predicted and the regressed values.
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A naïve loss

As a loss, we could minimize the ℓ# norm between the predicted and the regressed values.

But this wouldn’t work well because of the depth-scale ambiguity!

To predict depth effectively, we must consider the geometric nature of the problem
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A naïve loss

As a loss, we could minimize the ℓ# norm between the predicted and the regressed values.
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Geometric wisdom

𝐷 𝑦, 𝑦∗ = 𝐷(𝜆𝑦, 𝑦∗) 



Back to the roots: a CNN for single image depth estimation

[Eigen et al, NIPS 2014] is a milestone in single image depth 
estimation, being the first work leveraging a CNN to estimate the 
depth in a supervised way.

• While stereo methods rely on local disparity (see later), in single 
image depth estimation a global view is needed to relate all the 
available visual cues.

Two-branch architecture: global and  fine scale

• One of the major ambiguity is the global scale of the scene 
(moderate variations in room furniture and size). 

Scale invariant loss
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Eigen et al. Depth Map Prediction from a Single Image using a Multi-Scale Deep Network, NIPS 2014

Fine Global 
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Model architecture

Two branches estimate a coarse and a refined depth maps, the former used as to ease the prediction of 
the latter.
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Eigen et al. Depth Map Prediction from a Single Image using a Multi-Scale Deep Network, NIPS 2014
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predict depth explicitly, but instead categorize image regions into geometric structures (ground, sky,
vertical), which they use to compose a simple 3D model of the scene.

More recently, Ladicky et al. [?] show how to integrate semantic object labels with monocular depth
features to improve performance; however, they rely on handcrafted features and use superpixels to
segment the image. Karsch et al. [?] use a kNN transfer mechanism based on SIFT Flow [?] to esti-
mate depths of static backgrounds from single images, which they augment with motion information
to better estimate moving foreground subjects in videos. This can achieve better alignment, but re-
quires the entire dataset to be available at runtime and performs expensive alignment procedures.
By contrast, our method learns an easier-to-store set of network parameters, and can be applied to
images in real-time.

More broadly, stereo depth estimation has been extensively investigated. Scharstein et al. [?] provide
a survey and evaluation of many methods for 2-frame stereo correspondence methods, organized by
matching, aggregation and optimization techniques. In a creative application of multiview stereo,
Snavely et al. [?] match across views of many uncalibrated consumer photographs of the same scene
to create accurate 3D reconstructions of common landmarks.

Machine learning techniques have been applied in the stereo case, often obtaining better results
while relaxing the need for careful camera alignment [?, ?, ?, ?]. Most relevant to this work is
Konda et al. [?], who train a factored autoencoder on image patches to predict depth from stereo
sequences; however, this relies on the local displacements provided by stereo.

There are also several hardware-based solutions for single-image depth estimation. Levin et al. [?]
perform depth from defocus using a modified camera aperature, while the Kinect and Kinect v2 use
active stereo and time-of-flight to capture depth. Our method makes indirect use of such sensors
to provide ground truth depth targets during training; however, at test time our system is purely
software-based, predicting depth from RGB images only.
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as vanishing points, object locations, and room alignment. A local view (as is commonly used for
stereo matching) is insufficient to notice important features such as these.

As illustrated in Fig. 1, the global, coarse-scale network contains five feature extraction layers of
convolution and max-pooling, followed by two fully connected layers. The input, feature map and
output sizes are also given in Fig. 1. The final output is at 1/4-resolution compared to the input
(which is itself downsampled from the original dataset by a factor of 2), and corresponds to a center
crop containing most of the input (as we describe later, we lose a small border area due to the first
layer of the fine-scale network and image transformations).

Note that the spatial dimension of the output is larger than that of the topmost convolutional feature
map. Rather than limiting the output to the feature map size and relying on hardcoded upsampling
before passing the prediction to the fine network, we allow the top full layer to learn templates over
the larger area (74x55 for NYU Depth). These are expected to be blurry, but will be better than the
upsampled output of a 8x6 prediction (the top feature map size); essentially, we allow the network
to learn its own upsampling based on the features. Sample output weights are shown in Fig. 2

All hidden layers use rectified linear units for activations, with the exception of the coarse output
layer 7, which is linear. Dropout is applied to the fully-connected hidden layer 6. The convolu-
tional layers (1-5) of the coarse-scale network are pretrained on the ImageNet classification task [1]
— while developing the model, we found pretraining on ImageNet worked better than initializing
randomly, although the difference was not very large1.

3.1.2 Local Fine-Scale Network
After taking a global perspective to predict the coarse depth map, we make local refinements using
a second, fine-scale network. The task of this component is to edit the coarse prediction it receives
to align with local details such as object and wall edges. The fine-scale network stack consists of
convolutional layers only, along with one pooling stage for the first layer edge features.

While the coarse network sees the entire scene, the field of view of an output unit in the fine network
is 45x45 pixels of input. The convolutional layers are applied across feature maps at the target output
size, allowing a relatively high-resolution output at 1/4 the input scale.

More concretely, the coarse output is fed in as an additional low-level feature map. By design, the
coarse prediction is the same spatial size as the output of the first fine-scale layer (after pooling),

1When pretraining, we stack two fully connected layers with 4096 - 4096 - 1000 output units each, with
dropout applied to the two hidden layers, as in [9]. We train the network using random 224x224 crops from the
center 256x256 region of each training image, rescaled so the shortest side has length 256. This model achieves
a top-5 error rate of 18.1% on the ILSVRC2012 validation set, voting with 2 flips and 5 translations per image.
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Model architecture

Two branches estimate a coarse and a refined depth maps, the former used as to ease the prediction of 
the latter.
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predict depth explicitly, but instead categorize image regions into geometric structures (ground, sky,
vertical), which they use to compose a simple 3D model of the scene.

More recently, Ladicky et al. [?] show how to integrate semantic object labels with monocular depth
features to improve performance; however, they rely on handcrafted features and use superpixels to
segment the image. Karsch et al. [?] use a kNN transfer mechanism based on SIFT Flow [?] to esti-
mate depths of static backgrounds from single images, which they augment with motion information
to better estimate moving foreground subjects in videos. This can achieve better alignment, but re-
quires the entire dataset to be available at runtime and performs expensive alignment procedures.
By contrast, our method learns an easier-to-store set of network parameters, and can be applied to
images in real-time.

More broadly, stereo depth estimation has been extensively investigated. Scharstein et al. [?] provide
a survey and evaluation of many methods for 2-frame stereo correspondence methods, organized by
matching, aggregation and optimization techniques. In a creative application of multiview stereo,
Snavely et al. [?] match across views of many uncalibrated consumer photographs of the same scene
to create accurate 3D reconstructions of common landmarks.

Machine learning techniques have been applied in the stereo case, often obtaining better results
while relaxing the need for careful camera alignment [?, ?, ?, ?]. Most relevant to this work is
Konda et al. [?], who train a factored autoencoder on image patches to predict depth from stereo
sequences; however, this relies on the local displacements provided by stereo.

There are also several hardware-based solutions for single-image depth estimation. Levin et al. [?]
perform depth from defocus using a modified camera aperature, while the Kinect and Kinect v2 use
active stereo and time-of-flight to capture depth. Our method makes indirect use of such sensors
to provide ground truth depth targets during training; however, at test time our system is purely
software-based, predicting depth from RGB images only.
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as vanishing points, object locations, and room alignment. A local view (as is commonly used for
stereo matching) is insufficient to notice important features such as these.

As illustrated in Fig. 1, the global, coarse-scale network contains five feature extraction layers of
convolution and max-pooling, followed by two fully connected layers. The input, feature map and
output sizes are also given in Fig. 1. The final output is at 1/4-resolution compared to the input
(which is itself downsampled from the original dataset by a factor of 2), and corresponds to a center
crop containing most of the input (as we describe later, we lose a small border area due to the first
layer of the fine-scale network and image transformations).

Note that the spatial dimension of the output is larger than that of the topmost convolutional feature
map. Rather than limiting the output to the feature map size and relying on hardcoded upsampling
before passing the prediction to the fine network, we allow the top full layer to learn templates over
the larger area (74x55 for NYU Depth). These are expected to be blurry, but will be better than the
upsampled output of a 8x6 prediction (the top feature map size); essentially, we allow the network
to learn its own upsampling based on the features. Sample output weights are shown in Fig. 2

All hidden layers use rectified linear units for activations, with the exception of the coarse output
layer 7, which is linear. Dropout is applied to the fully-connected hidden layer 6. The convolu-
tional layers (1-5) of the coarse-scale network are pretrained on the ImageNet classification task [1]
— while developing the model, we found pretraining on ImageNet worked better than initializing
randomly, although the difference was not very large1.

3.1.2 Local Fine-Scale Network
After taking a global perspective to predict the coarse depth map, we make local refinements using
a second, fine-scale network. The task of this component is to edit the coarse prediction it receives
to align with local details such as object and wall edges. The fine-scale network stack consists of
convolutional layers only, along with one pooling stage for the first layer edge features.

While the coarse network sees the entire scene, the field of view of an output unit in the fine network
is 45x45 pixels of input. The convolutional layers are applied across feature maps at the target output
size, allowing a relatively high-resolution output at 1/4 the input scale.

More concretely, the coarse output is fed in as an additional low-level feature map. By design, the
coarse prediction is the same spatial size as the output of the first fine-scale layer (after pooling),

1When pretraining, we stack two fully connected layers with 4096 - 4096 - 1000 output units each, with
dropout applied to the two hidden layers, as in [9]. We train the network using random 224x224 crops from the
center 256x256 region of each training image, rescaled so the shortest side has length 256. This model achieves
a top-5 error rate of 18.1% on the ILSVRC2012 validation set, voting with 2 flips and 5 translations per image.
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(a) (b)

Figure 4. Visualization of outputs of different layers of the encoder
network for the input image shown in Fig. 2. Selected channels of
(a) block1, and (b) block2.

fed to the refinement module having three convolutional
layers to give the final prediction. MFF and the refinement
module only add a small number of parameters as com-
pared with the encoder-decoder part. For instance, if we
use the ResNet-50 as the encoder, then the encoder-decoder
part has 63.6M parameters, while the feature fusion and re-
finement modules have only 4M parameters.

3.2. Loss Functions
Most of the previous studies employ the sum of the dif-

ference between the depth estimate di and its ground truth
gi for a loss:

l1 =
1

n

nX

i=1

ei, (1)

where ei = kdi � gik1. Some use its `2 norm or robusti-
fied version. There are two issues with this type of losses.
One is that a unit depth difference (e.g., 1cm) has an equal
contribution to the loss between distant and nearby points
in a scene. It should be more on nearby points and less on
distant points. This is pointed out in [21], where a depth-
balanced Euclidean loss is employed. We propose a simpler
remedy here, which is to use the logarithm of depth errors
as

ldepth =
1

n

nX

i=1

F (ei), (2)

where
F (x) = ln(x + ↵), (3)

where ↵(> 0) is a parameter we set.
The other issue, which is the main concern here, is that

for a step edge structure of depth, while the above conven-
tional loss is sensitive to shifts in depth direction, it is com-
paratively insensitive to shifts in x and y directions, as il-
lustrated in the top and second rows of Fig. 5. It is similarly
insensitive also to distortion and blur of edges.

The statistics of natural range images indicate that natu-
ral scenes consist of a lot of such step edge structures [15],
which can easily be confirmed from examples of ground

ldepth lgrad lnormal

�� �

� �

� ��

�

Figure 5. The three loss functions have orthogonal sensitivities to
different types of errors of estimated depth maps. The solid and
dotted lines depicted in the first column indicate two depth maps
under comparison, where they are represented by one-dimensional
depth images for the sake of explanation, and the vertical axis is
depth and the horizontal axis is, say, the x axis of the images.

truth depth maps in various datasets. We think that this in-
sensitivity to small errors around edges must be a major rea-
son for the phenomenon that the edges in depth maps esti-
mated by CNNs trained using this loss tend to be distorted
or blurry.

Thus, it is necessary to penalize such errors around edges
more. Thus, we consider the following loss function of the
gradients of depth;

lgrad =
1

n

nX

i=1

(F (rx(ei)) + F (ry(ei))), (4)

where rx(ei) is the spatial derivative of ei computed at the
ith pixel with respect to x, and so on. This loss is sensi-
tive to the shift of edges in x and y directions, as shown in
Fig. 5. Note that the proposed two loss functions ldepth and
lgrad work in a complementary manner for different types
of errors. Thus, we use the (weighted) sum of ldepth and
lgrad to train our networks.

Depth maps of natural scenes can roughly be modeled
by a limited number of smooth surfaces and step edges in
between them, according to the statistics of natural range
images [15]. For instance, depth will often be discontinu-
ous at the boundary of an object. Errors around such strong
edges are well penalized by lgrad. However, since depth dif-
ferences at such occluding boundaries of objects can some-
times be very large, we must choose a modest (i.e., not very
large) weight � > 0 on lgrad (Note that lgrad is not up-
per bounded.). Then, the term �lgrad cannot penalize small
structural errors such as those of high-frequency undulation
of a surface, as shown in the bottom row of Fig. 5.

To deal with such small depth structures and fur-
ther improve fine details of depth maps, we consider
yet another loss for training, which measures accu-
racy of the normal to the surface of an estimated
depth map with respect to its ground truth. Denot-
ing the surface normal of an estimated depth map and
its ground truth by nd

i ⌘ [�rx(di),�ry(di), 1]> and
ng
i ⌘ [�rx(gi),�ry(gi), 1]> respectively, we define the

J. Hu, et al. Revisiting single image depth estimation: Toward higher resolution maps with accurate object 
boundaries. In WACV, 2019. 
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Figure 6. Results of different methods for six images. From the first to the last row; input RGB images, ground truth depth map, a multi-task
learning method [8], encoder-decoder network [16], CRF-based method [40], dilated ordinary regression network [10], and our proposed
network trained with the full loss function. We show them in the ascending order of quality in traditional measures.

objects, and mosaic effect is even observed. Although the
method of [8] shows relatively clear image boundaries, they
produced many inaccurate weak edges which can be ob-
served in the far side of each room. Our method shows sig-
nificant performance by correctly recovering edges of ob-
jects and small structures, such as bottles in a kitchen and
lamp shades on a desk.

We also observe a relationship between our proposed
measure of edge accuracy and visual quality of estimated
depth maps. For instance, our proposed method outper-
forms all the other methods given in Table 3, and provides
depth maps with the finest details in Fig.6. A similar re-
lationship is also observed for the method of [8] which
shows the best scores among the previous works in Table 3,
and provides better visual results compared to these related
work in Fig.6.

Table 4. Results of our method that is built on ResNet-50 trained
with different loss functions on the NYU-Depth V2 dataset. For
edge accuracy, we report the results for >0.5.

RMS REL � < 1.25 F1
w/ ldepth 0.580 0.133 0.830 0.525
w/ ldepth + �lgrad 0.563 0.128 0.841 0.543
w/ full loss 0.555 0.126 0.843 0.548

4.3. Ablation Study

In order to compare and analyze the performance of the
proposed loss functions, we train our model with different
losses while using ResNet-50 as an encoder. In visual com-
parison of their estimated depth maps side by side, as shown
in Figure 7 with several samples, it can be observed that
the results trained with ldepth are more distorted and blurry.

Figure 7. Visual comparison of our method trained using ResNet-
50 with different loss functions on the NYU-Depth V2 dataset.
From top to bottom: Ground Truth, trained with ldepth and the
full loss, respectively.

Moreover, the proposed loss function provides significant
improvement especially for estimation of fine details and
clear boundaries of objects in scenes. The numerical results
given in Table 4, show that finer details of objects in the
scenes are gradually recovered using a model with ldepth,
ldepth + �lgrad and the full loss ldepth + �lgrad + µlnormal,
respectively.

5. Conclusion
We have presented two improvements to existing meth-

ods for single image depth estimation. One is the improved
design of network architecture. It consists of four modules:
an encoder, a decoder, a multi-scale feature fusion module
and a refinement module. Any base network can be used
for the encoder, such as ResNet, DenseNet, and SENet. The
overall network is trained in an end to end fashion without
any post-processing refinement.

The previous methods fail to correctly estimate bound-
aries of objects in scenes. We explain that this failure may
be attributable to the loss functions employed by the previ-
ous methods. The analyses of natural range image statis-
tics indicate that the real world scene can be decomposed
into smooth surfaces and sharp discontinuities in between
them; the latter corresponds to object boundaries. Then,
this makes it important to be able to accurately reconstruct
those discontinuities, which appear as step edges in depth

maps, and to deal with them appropriately during training
of CNNs. We have made a simple analysis of how dif-
ferent loss functions affect measurement of estimation er-
rors around step edges. Based on it, we argue that the loss
of difference in depth is insensitive to positional shift and
blurring of the edges, whereas the loss of difference in gra-
dients tends to be sensitive to them. We further employ an
additional loss of difference in surface normals, which is
expected to be sensitive to small structures that tend to be
neglected by the above two losses. We then propose to use
a combined loss of the three loss functions.

Finally, we presented experimental results on the NYU
Depth V2 dataset. We observed that existing measures,
which make use of difference in depth, fail to correctly mea-
sure reconstruction error of step edges for evaluation of esti-
mation accuracy. For more proper evaluation, we presented
a simple measure of reconstruction accuracy of step edges.
Our method outperforms previous methods using both tradi-
tional measures and the proposed measure, especially pro-
viding remarkable improvement on reconstruction of small
objects and estimation of object boundaries. This agrees
well with visual comparisons between the results of the pro-
posed method and those of the previous ones.
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Loss on gradients

Let 𝛻+𝑑% and 𝛻,𝑑% be the horizontal and vertical image gradients of the log difference 𝑑% = log 𝑦% − log 𝑦%∗

𝑙-./0 =
!
'
∑[ 𝛻+𝑑% # + 𝛻,𝑑%

#]

compares image gradients of the prediction with the ground truth. 
This encourages predictions to have

• close values, 
• but also similar local structure, 

resulting in depthmaps that better follow depth gradients, with no degradation in measured l2 
performance.

Luca Magri 2024

Eigen et al. Depth Map Prediction from a Single Image using a Multi-Scale Deep Network, NIPS 2014



Loss on normals

Depth can be seen as a surface 𝑧 = 𝑧(𝑥, 𝑦) defined on the image pixel gird (𝑥, 𝑦)
The normal in (𝑥, 𝑦) can be computed from the depth by taking the cross product between the tangent 
vectors to 𝑧(𝑥, 𝑦). 
(Viceversa, from normals it is possible to retrieve the depth by integration)

Let  𝑛 and 𝑛∗ be the estimated and the predicted normals

𝑙'123 = cos(𝑛, 𝑛∗)

Luca Magri 2024
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Predicting depth, normal and semantic labels

According to the loss employed, 
the very same network can be used to  regress:

• Depth
(loss on depth and gradients)

• Normals
(loss on normals)

• Semanitc labels 
(per pixel cross entropy)

Luca Magri 2024

Eigen et al. Depth Map Prediction from a Single Image using a Multi-Scale 
Deep Network, NIPS 2014

timization on a grid drawn from vanishing point rays [11],
while Ladicky et al. learn a regression from over-segmented
regions to a discrete set of normals and mixture coefficients.
Barron and Malik [3, 2] infer normals from RGB-D inputs
using a set of handcrafted priors, along with illumination
and reflectance. From RGB inputs, Wang et al. [37] use
convolutional networks to combine normals estimates from
local and global scales, while also employing cues from
room layout, edge labels and vanishing points. Importantly,
we achieve as good or superior results with a more general
multiscale architecture that can naturally be used to perform
many different tasks.

Prior work on semantic segmentation includes many dif-
ferent approaches, both using RGB-only data [35, 4, 9] as
well as RGB-D [31, 29, 26, 6, 15, 17, 13]. Most of these
use local features to classify over-segmented regions, fol-
lowed by a global consistency optimization such as a CRF.
By comparison, our method takes an essentially inverted ap-
proach: We make a consistent global prediction first, then
follow it with iterative local refinements. In so doing, the lo-
cal networks are made aware of their place within the global
scene, and can can use this information in their refined pre-
dictions.

Gupta et al. [13, 14] create semantic segmentations first
by generating contours, then classifying regions using either
hand-generated features and SVM [13], or a convolutional
network for object detection [14]. Notably, [13] also per-
forms amodal completion, which transfers labels between
disparate regions of the image by comparing planes from
the depth.

Most related to our method in semantic segmentation
are other approaches using convolutional networks. Farabet
et al. [9] and Couprie et al. [6] each use a convolutional net-
work applied to multiple scales in parallel generate features,
then aggregate predictions using superpixels. Our method
differs in several important ways. First, our model has a
large, full-image field of view at the coarsest scale; as we
demonstrate, this is of critical importance, particularly for
depth and normals tasks. In addition, we do not use super-
pixels or post-process smoothing — instead, our network
produces fairly smooth outputs on its own, allowing us to
take a simple pixel-wise maximum.

Pinheiro et al. [28] use a recurrent convolutional network
in which each iteration incorporates progressively more
context, by combining a more coarsely-sampled image in-
put along with the local prediction from the previous itera-
tion. This direction is precisely the reverse of our approach,
which makes a global prediction first, then iteratively re-
fines it. In addition, whereas they apply the same network
parameters at all scales, we learn distinct networks that can
specialize in the edits appropriate to their stage.

Most recently, in concurrent work, Long et al. [24] adapt
the recent VGG ImageNet model [32] to semantic segmen-
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Figure 1. Model architecture. C is the number of output channels

in the final prediction, which depends on the task. The input to the

network is 320x240.

tation by applying 1x1 convolutional label classifiers at fea-
ture maps from different layers, corresponding to different
scales, and averaging the outputs. By contrast, we apply
networks for different scales in series, which allows them to
make more complex edits and refinements, starting from the
full image field of view. Thus our architecture easily adapts
to many tasks, whereas by considering relatively smaller
context and summing predictions, theirs is specific to se-
mantic labeling.
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work applied to multiple scales in parallel generate features,
then aggregate predictions using superpixels. Our method
differs in several important ways. First, our model has a
large, full-image field of view at the coarsest scale; as we
demonstrate, this is of critical importance, particularly for
depth and normals tasks. In addition, we do not use super-
pixels or post-process smoothing — instead, our network
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Figure 1. Model architecture. C is the number of output channels

in the final prediction, which depends on the task. The input to the

network is 320x240.

tation by applying 1x1 convolutional label classifiers at fea-
ture maps from different layers, corresponding to different
scales, and averaging the outputs. By contrast, we apply
networks for different scales in series, which allows them to
make more complex edits and refinements, starting from the
full image field of view. Thus our architecture easily adapts
to many tasks, whereas by considering relatively smaller
context and summing predictions, theirs is specific to se-
mantic labeling.
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Predicting depth, normal and semantic labels

Inferring normals from a single image typically requires several images of the same scene acquired under 
varying and controlled illumination conditions (this problem is known as Photometric Stereo).

Luca Magri 2024

timization on a grid drawn from vanishing point rays [11],
while Ladicky et al. learn a regression from over-segmented
regions to a discrete set of normals and mixture coefficients.
Barron and Malik [3, 2] infer normals from RGB-D inputs
using a set of handcrafted priors, along with illumination
and reflectance. From RGB inputs, Wang et al. [37] use
convolutional networks to combine normals estimates from
local and global scales, while also employing cues from
room layout, edge labels and vanishing points. Importantly,
we achieve as good or superior results with a more general
multiscale architecture that can naturally be used to perform
many different tasks.

Prior work on semantic segmentation includes many dif-
ferent approaches, both using RGB-only data [35, 4, 9] as
well as RGB-D [31, 29, 26, 6, 15, 17, 13]. Most of these
use local features to classify over-segmented regions, fol-
lowed by a global consistency optimization such as a CRF.
By comparison, our method takes an essentially inverted ap-
proach: We make a consistent global prediction first, then
follow it with iterative local refinements. In so doing, the lo-
cal networks are made aware of their place within the global
scene, and can can use this information in their refined pre-
dictions.

Gupta et al. [13, 14] create semantic segmentations first
by generating contours, then classifying regions using either
hand-generated features and SVM [13], or a convolutional
network for object detection [14]. Notably, [13] also per-
forms amodal completion, which transfers labels between
disparate regions of the image by comparing planes from
the depth.
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et al. [9] and Couprie et al. [6] each use a convolutional net-
work applied to multiple scales in parallel generate features,
then aggregate predictions using superpixels. Our method
differs in several important ways. First, our model has a
large, full-image field of view at the coarsest scale; as we
demonstrate, this is of critical importance, particularly for
depth and normals tasks. In addition, we do not use super-
pixels or post-process smoothing — instead, our network
produces fairly smooth outputs on its own, allowing us to
take a simple pixel-wise maximum.

Pinheiro et al. [28] use a recurrent convolutional network
in which each iteration incorporates progressively more
context, by combining a more coarsely-sampled image in-
put along with the local prediction from the previous itera-
tion. This direction is precisely the reverse of our approach,
which makes a global prediction first, then iteratively re-
fines it. In addition, whereas they apply the same network
parameters at all scales, we learn distinct networks that can
specialize in the edits appropriate to their stage.

Most recently, in concurrent work, Long et al. [24] adapt
the recent VGG ImageNet model [32] to semantic segmen-
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tation by applying 1x1 convolutional label classifiers at fea-
ture maps from different layers, corresponding to different
scales, and averaging the outputs. By contrast, we apply
networks for different scales in series, which allows them to
make more complex edits and refinements, starting from the
full image field of view. Thus our architecture easily adapts
to many tasks, whereas by considering relatively smaller
context and summing predictions, theirs is specific to se-
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NormalsLamber2an	photometric	stereo
In	case	of:	
• Lamber2an	surface		(diffuse	reflec2on)	
• Single	point	light-source

Observing	a		Lamber2an	surface	point	under	varying	light	direc2ons	(>3)	allow	to	
compute	the	normal	from	D	and	L	using	linear	algebra.
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The	radiance	of	a	surface	points	can	be	expressed		in	term	of

The	actual	surface	can	be	recovered	integra2ng	surface	gradient,	e.g.	path	integral	or	
varia2onal	formula2on

This	formula2on	can	be	extended	via	the	so-called	reflectance	map	combining	ligh2ng,	
reflectance	and	viewing	geometry.  
In	this	way	the	surface	orienta2on	is	directly	related	to	image	intensity.
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The benefits of combining losses 
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Evaluation metrics

• Accuracy scores: the percentage of pixels having a relative error 𝛿 lower than a threshold ϵ (typical 
values of 𝜖 are 1,25, 1.25#, 1.254)

𝛿 = max
𝑦
𝑦∗ ,

𝑦∗

𝑦 < 𝜖

• Absolute Relative error: to normalize per-pixel errors according to real depth, reducing the impact of 
large errors with the distance

1
𝑛
0 𝑦% − 𝑦%∗ /𝑦%∗

• Squared Relative Error: to penalize larger depth errors (e.g. near discontinuities)
1
𝑛0| 𝑦% − 𝑦%∗| #/𝑦%∗

• Root Mean Squared Error: !
'
∑ | 𝑦% − 𝑦%∗|

#

• Roor Mean Squared Logarithmic Error: !
'
∑ | log 𝑦% − log 𝑦_𝑖^ ∗ | #

Luca Magri 2024



3D data for supervision

A training set 

𝑇𝑅 = {(𝐼%, , 𝑌%)}
of RGB-D image can be acquired using dedicated sensors.  

Luca Magri 2024

Left IR Camera

Right IR Camera
Infrared projector



Why depth from a single image?

What is the advantage of having a deep network (4K€ for a GPU) that works on a single image rather than 
using a sensor that costs a few hundred €?

There are good reasons… would you rather have a Kinect or a small endoscopic probe in your belly?
We can rely on deep network when acquiring 3D data is not possible!

Luca Magri 2024



The need of 3D data for supervision (and where to find them)

Deep learning method have recently driven significant progress in supervised depth estimation from a 
single image, but being entirely data driven, their potential grows with the amount of data using during 
training.
Popular datasets:

Luca Magri 2024

Ranftl et al. Towards Robust Monocular Depth Estimation: Mixing Datasets for
Zero-shot Cross-dataset Transfer. TPAMI 2020



NYU v2

Video sequences form a variety of indoor scenes acquired with a 
Microsoft Kinect to record both the RGB and Depth Map.

• 1449 densely labeled pairs of aligned RGB and depth images

• 464 new scenes taken from 3 cities
• 407,024 new unlabeled frames

• Each object is labeled with a class and an instance number 
(cup1, cup2, cup3, etc)

Luca Magri 2024

https://cs.nyu.edu/~silberman/d
atasets/nyu_depth_v2.html



KITTI dataset

A large collection of images acquired in driving 
environment. 

3D point cloud acquired by a LiDAR registered 
with RGB.

A subset of 200 images (KITTI 2015 stereo training 
set) with accurate ground truth (moving object 
replaced with accurate cad model)

Luca Magri 2024

https://www.cvlibs.net/data
sets/kitti/



MegaDepth

A large scale dataset generated from Internet photo collections for a set 
of well-photographed landmarks.

The idea is to feed multiple images with overlapping viewpoint to 
Structure from Motion and Multi-view Stereo to automatically produce 
depth maps.
Multiple filtering steps are necessary.

3D data is only up to unknown scale factor, which could be problematic 
for applications requiring scaled values.

Luca Magri 2024

https://www.cs.cornell.edu/pro
jects/megadepth/

Geometric 
wisdom



Depth anything

Luca Magri 2024

https://depth-
anything.github.io



Single image depth estimation

üObtaining training data for deep learning models in the wild is nowadays possible 

üSingle-image depth estimation models can be effectively trained on such data

Luca Magri 2024

Ranftl et al. Towards Robust Monocular Depth Estimation: Mixing Datasets for
Zero-shot Cross-dataset Transfer. TPAMI 2020

MiDaS Depth Estimation is a machine learning model from Intel Labs for monocular depth estimation. It was trained on up to 12 datasets and 
covers both in-and outdoor scenes. Multiple different MiDaS models are available, ranging from high quality depth estimation to lightweight 
models for mobile downstream tasks



Single image depth estimation

üObtaining training data for deep learning models in the wild is nowadays possible 

üSingle-image depth estimation models can be effectively trained on such data

✘ It’s challenging to collect data that capture the diversity of the visual world to ensure generalization
✘RGB+ depth data are difficult to collect (Kinect is limited to indoor use, LiDAR are expensive and produce 

only a sparse depth map)
✘ These methods can be easily fooled-out by out-of-distribution samples

Luca Magri 2024

Differently from other techniques (e.g., stereo), estimating depth from a single 
image can’t rely on geometry.
Monocular networks potential grows with data and can be easily fooled by out-
of-distribution samples

4Module 4

Learning and Understanding Single Image Depth Estimation in the 
Wild

Picture from
artedelporfido.wordpress.com

Depth map from MegaDepth [1]
megadepthdemo.pythonanywhere.com



Do NN learns from the same 
visual cues used by humans?
Explaining depth estimation

Luca Magri 2024



It is crucial to understand how NNs estimate depths to safely 
apply them in critical application as autonomous driving…



Understanding single image depth estimation

It is crucial to understand how NNs estimate depths in order to safely apply them in critical application as 
autonomous driving…

1. Which are the most relevant visual cues in image? 

2. How biased are depth values in presence of specific objects, shadows, camera orientations?
3. How reliable are depth values?

Luca Magri 2024



Which pixels of an image 𝐼 are relevant for depth estimation?

Cast the question as an optimization problem: 

select a mask 𝑀 with the smallest set of pixels from 
which 𝑁, a target CNN, produces the maximally similar 
depth \𝑌 = 𝑁 𝐼 ⊙𝑀 to the original output 𝑌 = 𝑁 𝐼 .

in formulas

min ℓ 𝑌, \𝑌 + 𝜆| 𝑀 |5

The idea is that CNNs can infer depth map equally well 
from a selected set of sparse pixels, as long as they are 
relevant to depth estimation.

Luca Magri 2024

Hu et al., Visualization of Convolutional Neural Networks for Monocular Depth Estimation, ICCV, 2019

𝑁 𝑁

?

Image 𝐼 Masked 𝐼 ⊙𝑀

Original output 𝑌



Visualization of CNN for depth estimation

In practice, this problem requires to optimize the output of the CNN with respect to its input that can lead 
to noisy visualization or even to adversarial examples.  
Thus: 
• Rather than directly optimizing the elements of 𝑀,  obtain the mask by processing 𝐼 via a network 𝐺, 

• Relax the entries of the matrix to be in [0,1]
thus we have the following problem:

min
6
ℓ 𝐷, b𝐷 + 𝜆| 𝐺(𝐼) |!

Luca Magri 2024

Hu et al., Visualization of Convolutional Neural Networks for Monocular Depth Estimation, ICCV, 2019

RGB image (I)
Mask prediction

network (G)
Predicted Mask

(M)
Trained depth 

estimation net (N)
Element-wise
multiplication 

Approximated 
depth map ( 𝑌)

Figure 2. Diagram of the proposed approach. The target of visualization is the trained depth estimation net N . To identify the pixels of the
input image I that N uses to estimate its depth map Y , we input I to the network G for predicting the set of relevant pixels, or the mask
M . The output M is element-wise multiplied with I and inputted to N , yielding an estimate Ŷ of the depth map. G is trained so that Ŷ
will be as close to the original estimate Y from the entire image I and M will be maximally sparse. Note that N is fixed in this process.

sociated with small regions in the visual field.
We then formulate the problem of identifying relevant

pixels as a problem of sparse optimization. Specifically, we
estimate an image mask that selects the smallest number of
pixels from which the target CNN can provide the maxi-
mally similar depth map to that it estimates from the orig-
inal input. This optimization requires optimization of the
output of the CNN with respect to its input. As is shown in
previous studies of visualization, such optimization through
a CNN in its backward direction sometimes yields unex-
pected results, such as noisy visualization [35, 37] at best
and even phenomenon similar to adversarial examples [7]
at worst. To avoid this issue, we use an additional CNN
to estimate the mask from the input image in the forward
computation; this CNN is independent of the target CNN of
visualization. Our method is illustrated in Figure 2.

We conduct a number of experiments to evaluate the ef-
fectiveness of our approach. We apply our method to CNNs
trained on indoor scenes (the NYU-v2 dataset) and those
trained on outdoor scenes (the KITTI dataset). We confirm
through the experiments that

• CNNs can infer the depth map from only a sparse set
of pixels in the input image with similar accuracy to
those they infer from the entire image;

• The mask selecting the relevant pixels can be predicted
stably by a CNN. This CNN is trained to predict masks
for a target CNN for depth estimation.

The visualization of CNNs on the indoor and outdoor scenes
provides several findings including the following, which we
think contribute to understanding of how CNNs works on
the monocular depth estimation task.

• CNNs frequently use some of the edges in input im-
ages but not all of them. Their importance depends not
necessarily on their edge strengths but more on useful-
ness for grasping the scene geometry.

• For outdoor scenes, large weights tend to be given

to distant regions around the vanishing points in the
scene.

2. Related work
There are many studies that attempt to interpret inference

of CNNs, most of which have focused on the task of image
classification [1, 43, 37, 36, 44, 31, 33, 17, 7, 28, 38]. How-
ever, there are only a few methods that have been recog-
nized to be practically useful in the community [11, 20, 21].

Gradient based methods [36, 28, 38] compute a saliency
map that visualizes sensitivity of each pixel of the input im-
age to the final prediction, which is obtained by calculating
the derivatives of the output of the model with respect to
each image pixel.

There are many methods that mask part of the input im-
age to see its effects [42]. General-purpose methods devel-
oped for interpreting inference of machine learning models,
such as LIME [31] and Prediction Difference Analysis [44],
may be categorized in this class, when they are applied to
CNNs classifying an input image.

The most dependable method as of now for visualiza-
tion of CNNs for classification is arguably the class activa-
tion map (CAM) [43], which calculate the linear combina-
tion of the activation of the last convolutional layers in its
channel dimension. Its extension, Grad-CAM [33], is also
widely used, which integrates the gradient-based method
with CAM to enable to use general network architectures
that cannot be dealt with by CAM.

However, the above methods, which are developed
mainly for explanation of classification, cannot directly
be applied to CNNs performing depth estimation. In the
case of depth estimation, the output of CNNs is a two-
dimensional map, not a score for a category. This imme-
diately excludes gradient based methods as well as CAM
and its variants. The masking methods that employ fixed-
shape masks [44] or super-pixels obtained using low-level
image features [31] are not fit for our purpose, either, since
there is no guarantee that their shapes match well with the
depth cues in input images that are utilized by the CNNs.

2



Visualization of CNN for depth estimation: results

The network concentrate on edges, but with some differences

Luca Magri 2024
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Figure 6. Predicted masks for different input images for different depth estimation networks, ResNet-50-based model of [16] and three
models of [14] whose backbones are ResNet-50, DenseNet-161, and SENet-154, respectively. The edge map of the input I is also shown
for comparison.

difference between M and the edge map; M tends to have
non-zero pixels over the filled regions of objects, not on
their boundaries, as with the table in (5), the chairs in (7)
etc. Moreover, very strong image edges sometimes disap-

pear in M , as is the case with a bottom edge of the cabinet
in (2); instead, M has non-zero pixels along a weaker im-
age edge emerging on the border of the cabinet and the wall.
This is also the case with the intersecting lines between the

6

Comparison of accuracy of depth estimation 
when se- lecting input image pixels using M and 
using the edge map of input images.



Visualization of CNN for depth estimation: indoor results

The network concentrate on edges, but consider some edge that are important for the understanding the 
3D geometry and neglects others
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Visualization of CNN for depth estimation: indoor results

The network concentrate on edges, but consider some edge that are important for the understanding the 
3D geometry and neglects others
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Visualization of CNN for depth estimation: indoor results

Not boundary alone but filled region is highlighted for small objects.

The CNNs recognize the objects and somehow utilize it for depth estimation.

Luca Magri 2024
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Visualization of CNN for depth estimation: indoor results
By using different losses we get different results

Luca Magri 2024

(a) RGB
images

(b) ldepth (c) ldepth
+lgrad

(d) ldepth
+lgrad

+lnormal

Figure 8. Comparison of the estimated mask M for the three com-
binations of loss functions.

Vanishing points In the case of outdoor scenes of KITTI,
the regions around vanishing points (or simply far-away
regions) are always highlighted almost without exception.
This shows that these regions are important for N to pro-
vide accurate depths. This may be attributable to the fact
that distant scene points tend to yield large errors because
of the loss evaluating the difference in absolute depths; then
such distant scene regions will be given more weights than
others. Another possible explanation is that this is due to the
natural importance of vanishing points; they are naturally a
strong cue to understand geometry of a scene. Although
these two explanations appear to be orthogonal, they could
be coupled with each other in practice. A possible hypoth-
esis is that CNNs (and/or human vision) learn to look at the
vanishing points as they are distant and given more weights.
Further investigation will be a direction of future studies.

4.4. Evaluation of Training Losses

There are several discussions in recent studies on how we
should measure accuracy of estimated depth maps [22, 14]
and what losses we should use for training CNNs [14].
We compare the impact of losses by visualizing a network
N trained on different losses. Following [14], we con-
sider three losses, ldepth (the most widely used one mea-
suring difference in depth values); lgrad (difference in gra-
dients of scene surfaces); and lnormal (difference in orien-
tation of normal to scene surfaces). We train a ResNet-
50 based model of [14] on NYU-v2 using different com-

binations of the three losses, i.e., ldepth, ldepth + lgrad, and
ldepth+lgrad+lnormal. Figure 8 shows the generated masks
for networks trained using the three loss combinations. It is
observed that the inclusion of lgrad highlights more on the
surface of objects. The further addition of lnormal highlight
more on small objects and makes edges more straight if they
should be.

5. Summary and Conclusion
Toward answering the question of how CNNs can infer

the depth of a scene from its monocular image, we have
considered their visualization. Assuming that CNNs can in-
fer a depth map accurately from a small number of image
pixels, we considered the problem of identifying these pix-
els, or equivalently a mask concealing the other pixels, in
each input image. We formulated the problem as an opti-
mization problem of selecting the smallest number of pix-
els from which the CNN can estimate a depth map with the
minimum difference to that it estimates from the entire im-
age. Pointing out that there are difficulties with optimiza-
tion through a deep CNN, we propose to use an additional
network to predict the mask for an input image in forward
computation.

We have confirmed through several experiments that the
above assumption holds well and the proposed approach can
stably predict the mask for each input image with good ac-
curacy. We then applied the proposed method to a number
of monocular depth estimation CNNs on indoor and out-
door scene datasets. The results provided several findings,
such as i) the behaviour of CNNs that they seem to select
edges in input images depending not on their strengths but
on importance for inference of scene geometry; ii) the ten-
dency of attending not only on the boundary but the inside
region of each individual object; iii) the importance of im-
age regions around the vanishing points for depth estima-
tion on outdoor scenes. We also show an application of the
proposed method, which is to visualize the effect of using
different losses for training a depth estimation CNN.

We think these findings contribute to moving forward our
understanding of CNNs on the depth estimation task, shed-
ding some light on the problem that has not been explored
so far in the community.
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Visualization of CNN for depth estimation: outdoor results
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Figure 7. Predicted masks for different networks trained on the KITTI dataset for different input images from the test split.

floor and the bed in (6); M has large values along them,
whereas their edge strength is very weak.

To further investigate (dis)similarity between M and the
edge map, we compare them by setting the edge map to M
and evaluate the accuracy of the predicted depth N(I⌦M).
Figure 5 shows the results. It is seen that the use of edge
maps yields less accurate depth estimation, which clearly
indicates the difference of the edge maps and the masks pre-
dicted by G.

Not boundary alone but filled region is highlighted for
small objects. We conjecture that the CNNs recognize the
objects and somehow utilize it for depth estimation.

4.3.2 KITTI dataset

Figure 7 shows the predicted masks on the KITTI dataset
for three randomly selected images along with their edge
maps. More examples are given in the supplementary mate-
rial. As with the NYU-v2 dataset, the predicted masks tend
to consist of edges and filled regions, and are clearly dif-
ferent from the edge maps. It is observed that some image
edges are seen in the masks but some are not. For exam-
ple, in the first image, the guard rail on the left has strong
edges, which are also seen in the mask. On the other hand,
the white line on the road surface provides strong edges in
the edge map but is absent in the mask. This indicates that
the CNNs utilizes the guard rail but does not use the white
line for depth estimation for some reason. This is also the
same as the white vertical narrow object on the roadside in
the second image.

A notable characteristic of the predicted masks on this
dataset is that the region around the vanishing point of the
scene is strongly highlighted in the predicted masks. This is
the case with all the images in the dataset, not limited to the
three shown here. Our interpretation of this phenomenon
will be given in the discussion below.

4.3.3 Summary and Discussion

In summary, there are three findings from the above visual-
ization results.

Important/unimportant image edges Some of the im-
age edges are highlighted in M and some are not. This im-
plies that the depth prediction network N selects important
edges that are necessary for depth estimation. The selec-
tion seems to be more or less independent of the strength of
edges. We conjecture that those selected are essential for in-
ferring the 3D structure (e.g., orientation, perspective etc.)
of a room and a road.

Attending on the regions inside objects As for objects
in a scene, not only the boundary but the inside region of
them tend to be highlighted. This is the case more with
smaller objects, although this may be partly attributable to
the use of sparseness constraint. Unlike the image edges
providing the geometric structure of the scene, we conjec-
ture that the depth estimation network N may ‘recognize’
the objects and use their sizes to infer absolute or relative
distance to them.
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Biases in training set?

Being completely data driven, depth estimation from a single image might inherits the biases encoded in 
the training set. 

Let’s investigate how some cues (e.g., relative position, apparent size… ) affect depth estimation.
Understanding this aspect is crucial for the generalization of the model.

Luca Magri 2024

Dijk, Tom van, and Guido de Croon. "How do neural networks see depth in single images?." CVPR 2019



Geometric interlude
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We build a simplified geometric model and do not consider aperture, exposure, lens distortion…

Pin-hole camera: geometric abstraction

Dürer, Underwey-sung der Messung
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Pin-hole camera: central perspective projection

Center of projection

ray 𝑟

image plane 𝜙

object point 𝑴

3D object

2D representation 𝒎 = 𝜙 ∩ 𝑟



Pin-hole camera geometry

Luca Magri 2022

Is described by its optical center C and the image plane 𝜙.

The distance of the image plane from C is the f, the focal length.

The relation between 𝑀 the 3D coordinates of a scene point and 𝑚 the coordinates of its projection onto 
the image plane is described by the perspective projection

optical center image plane
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<latexit sha1_base64="nMZnyAZxk7h7daDiA9UKXULwxHY=">AAACG3icbVC7TgJBFJ1BVFxfoKXNREJiRXYNRkuijSUk8khgQ2aHC06YfWTmrglu+AJbLf0aO2Nr4d+4rFsIeqqTc+69Ofd4kZIGbfuLFjaKm1vbpR1rd2//4LBcOeqaMNYCOiJUoe573ICSAXRQooJ+pIH7noKeN7tZ+r0H0EaGwR3OI3B9Pg3kRAqOqdR+HJWrdt3OwP4SJydVkqM1qtDicByK2IcAheLGDBw7QjfhGqVQsLCGsYGIixmfwiClAffBuEmWdMFqseEYsgg0k4plIli1XyvJJP1Mgl6sqtw3Zu576QGf472x1ryl+K/n+WuBcHLlJjKIYoRALPOgVJDlMULLtClgY6kBkS8fBCYDJrjmiKAl40KkYpxWZ6W9Oest/SXd87rTqF+0G9Xmdd5giZyQU3JGHHJJmuSWtEiHCALkiTyTF/pK3+g7/fgZLdB855isgH5+A6P4oH8=</latexit>

fy/z

<latexit sha1_base64="eVY3y4DMTKMbJfsCsF2YPiEwozo=">AAACHnicbVDLTsJAFJ0iKtYX6NLNRELiCluD0SXRjUtM5JFAQ6bDLUyYPjJza4KEX3CrS7/GnXGrf2NbuxDwrE7Ouffm3ONGUmi0rG+jsFHc3Nou7Zi7e/sHh+XKUUeHseLQ5qEMVc9lGqQIoI0CJfQiBcx3JXTd6W3qdx9BaREGDziLwPHZOBCe4AxTyZudPw3LVatuZaDrxM5JleRoDStGcTAKeexDgFwyrfu2FaEzZwoFl7AwB7GGiPEpG0M/oQHzQTvzLOyC1mLNMKQRKCokzUQwa39W5l7ynAC1WFaZr/XMd5MDPsOJNle8VPzXc/2VQOhdO3MRRDFCwNM8KCRkeTRXIikL6EgoQGTpg0BFQDlTDBGUoIzzRIyT9sykN3u1pXXSuajbjfrlfaPavMkbLJETckrOiE2uSJPckRZpE04m5Jm8kFfjzXg3PozP39GCke8ckyUYXz/ktqGr</latexit>

y

<latexit sha1_base64="MMr1jEhkUN+aG1GJ7TViGq/bqu8=">AAACG3icbVBNT8JAFNwiKtYv0KOXjYTEE2kNRo9ELx4hkY8EGrJdHrhhu212X00I4Rd41aO/xpvx6sF/Y1t7EHBOk5n3XuaNH0lh0HG+rcJWcXtnt7Rn7x8cHh2XKyddE8aaQ4eHMtR9nxmQQkEHBUroRxpY4Evo+bO71O89gTYiVA84j8AL2FSJieAME6k9H5WrTt3JQDeJm5MqydEaVazicBzyOACFXDJjBq4TobdgGgWXsLSHsYGI8RmbwiChigVgvEWWdElrsWEY0gg0FZJmIti1PyuLSfKZAL1cVVlgzDzwkwMBw0djr3mp+K/nB2uBcHLjLYSKYgTF0zwoJGR5DNciaQroWGhAZOmDQIWinGmGCFpQxnkixkl1dtKbu97SJule1t1G/ardqDZv8wZL5IyckwvikmvSJPekRTqEEyDP5IW8Wm/Wu/Vhff6OFqx855SswPr6AaJBoH4=</latexit>

p

<latexit sha1_base64="Q1djrazt1oflPqLlwrmLOe5oMpI=">AAACG3icbVBNT8JAFNwiKtYv0KOXjYTEE2kNRo9ELx4hkY8EGrJdHrhht212X00I4Rd41aO/xpvx6sF/Y1t7EHBOk5n3XuaNH0lh0HG+rcJWcXtnt7Rn7x8cHh2XKyddE8aaQ4eHMtR9nxmQIoAOCpTQjzQw5Uvo+bO71O89gTYiDB5wHoGn2DQQE8EZJlI7GpWrTt3JQDeJm5MqydEaVazicBzyWEGAXDJjBq4TobdgGgWXsLSHsYGI8RmbwiChAVNgvEWWdElrsWEY0gg0FZJmIti1PyuLSfKZAL1cVZkyZq785IBi+GjsNS8V//V8tRYIJzfeQgRRjBDwNA8KCVkew7VImgI6FhoQWfogUBFQzjRDBC0o4zwR46Q6O+nNXW9pk3Qv626jftVuVJu3eYMlckbOyQVxyTVpknvSIh3CCZBn8kJerTfr3fqwPn9HC1a+c0pWYH39AJLSoHU=</latexit>

p

<latexit sha1_base64="Q1djrazt1oflPqLlwrmLOe5oMpI=">AAACG3icbVBNT8JAFNwiKtYv0KOXjYTEE2kNRo9ELx4hkY8EGrJdHrhht212X00I4Rd41aO/xpvx6sF/Y1t7EHBOk5n3XuaNH0lh0HG+rcJWcXtnt7Rn7x8cHh2XKyddE8aaQ4eHMtR9nxmQIoAOCpTQjzQw5Uvo+bO71O89gTYiDB5wHoGn2DQQE8EZJlI7GpWrTt3JQDeJm5MqydEaVazicBzyWEGAXDJjBq4TobdgGgWXsLSHsYGI8RmbwiChAVNgvEWWdElrsWEY0gg0FZJmIti1PyuLSfKZAL1cVZkyZq785IBi+GjsNS8V//V8tRYIJzfeQgRRjBDwNA8KCVkew7VImgI6FhoQWfogUBFQzjRDBC0o4zwR46Q6O+nNXW9pk3Qv626jftVuVJu3eYMlckbOyQVxyTVpknvSIh3CCZBn8kJerTfr3fqwPn9HC1a+c0pWYH39AJLSoHU=</latexit>

focal length

fY/Z

<latexit sha1_base64="cvhUN86jt5zKggZ9a8Knx3nQh44=">AAACHnicbVC7TsNAEDxDgGBeCZQ0J6JIVMFGQVBG0FAGiTwgsaLzZZ2ccn7obo0URfkFWij5GjpEC3+DbVyQhKlGM7ur2XEjKTRa1rextl7Y2Nwqbps7u3v7B6XyYVuHseLQ4qEMVddlGqQIoIUCJXQjBcx3JXTcyU3qd55AaREG9ziNwPHZKBCe4AxTyXs4exyUKlbNykBXiZ2TCsnRHJSNQn8Y8tiHALlkWvdsK0JnxhQKLmFu9mMNEeMTNoJeQgPmg3ZmWdg5rcaaYUgjUFRImolgVv+szLzkOQFqvqgyX+up7yYHfIZjbS55qfiv5/pLgdC7cmYiiGKEgKd5UEjI8miuRFIW0KFQgMjSB4GKgHKmGCIoQRnniRgn7ZlJb/ZyS6ukfV6z67WLu3qlcZ03WCTH5IScEptckga5JU3SIpyMyTN5Ia/Gm/FufBifv6NrRr5zRBZgfP0Adrahaw==</latexit>

Y

<latexit sha1_base64="DXBgJNKs2qawouAEfUCCosfVj1w=">AAACG3icbVC7TgJBFJ1FVFxfoKXNREJiRXYNRkuijSUk8jCwIbPDBSfMPjJz14QQvsBWS7/Gztha+DfOrlsIeqqTc+69Off4sRQaHefLKmwUN7e2Szv27t7+wWG5ctTVUaI4dHgkI9X3mQYpQuigQAn9WAELfAk9f3aT+r1HUFpE4R3OY/ACNg3FRHCGRmrfj8pVp+5koH+Jm5MqydEaVazicBzxJIAQuWRaD1wnRm/BFAouYWkPEw0x4zM2hYGhIQtAe4ss6ZLWEs0wojEoKiTNRLBrv1YWE/OZALVcVVmg9TzwzYGA4YO217xU/Nfzg7VAOLnyFiKME4SQp3lQSMjyaK6EaQroWChAZOmDQEVIOVMMEZSgjHMjJqY62/Tmrrf0l3TP626jftFuVJvXeYMlckJOyRlxySVpklvSIh3CCZAn8kxerFfrzXq3Pn5GC1a+c0xWYH1+A2thoF4=</latexit>

Z

<latexit sha1_base64="Ni+VfDJ/EtJeGEL3Hl94o3GI5aE=">AAACG3icbVC7SgNBFJ2NUeP6SrS0GQwBq7ArijZi0MYyAfPAJITZyU0cMvtg5q4QlnyBrZZWfoqFILYi/o27mxQm8VSHc+69nHucQAqNlvVjZFayq2vruQ1zc2t7Zzdf2GtoP1Qc6tyXvmo5TIMUHtRRoIRWoIC5joSmM7pO/OYDKC187xbHAXRdNvTEQHCGsVS76+WLVtlKQZeJPSPFy3fzInj9Nqu9gpHt9H0euuAhl0zrtm0F2I2YQsElTMxOqCFgfMSG0I6px1zQ3ShNOqGlUDP0aQCKCklTEczSn5VoEH8mQE3mVeZqPXad+IDL8F6bC14i/us57kIgHJx3I+EFIYLHkzwoJKR5NFcibgpoXyhAZMmDQIVHOVMMEZSgjPNYDOPqzLg3e7GlZdI4Ltsn5dOaXaxckSly5IAckiNikzNSITekSuqEEyCP5Ik8Gy/Gm/FhfE5HM8ZsZ5/Mwfj6BXLxo50=</latexit>

M

<latexit sha1_base64="zUYpRAh07M6TU62sLakMT86sFpQ=">AAACG3icbVC7SgNBFJ2JUeP6SrS0GQwBq7ArES2DNjZCAuYByRJmJzdxyOyDmbtCWPIFtlr6NXZia+HfuFm3MNFTHc6593Lu8SIlDdr2Fy1sFDe3tks71u7e/sFhuXLUNWGsBXREqELd97gBJQPooEQF/UgD9z0FPW92s/R7j6CNDIN7nEfg+nwayIkUHFOpfTcqV+26nYH9JU5OqiRHa1ShxeE4FLEPAQrFjRk4doRuwjVKoWBhDWMDERczPoVBSgPug3GTLOmC1WLDMWQRaCYVy0Swar9Wkkn6mQS9WFW5b8zc99IDPscHY615S/Ffz/PXAuHkyk1kEMUIgVjmQakgy2OElmlTwMZSAyJfPghMBkxwzRFBS8aFSMU4rc5Ke3PWW/pLuud1p1G/aDeqzeu8wRI5IafkjDjkkjTJLWmRDhEEyBN5Ji/0lb7Rd/rxM1qg+c4xWQH9/AZWzaBS</latexit>

m

<latexit sha1_base64="HKOjLF1WQdytPHPtz/npJLKFTws=">AAACG3icbVBNT8JAFNwiKtYv0KOXjYTEE2kNRo9ELx4hkY8EGrJdHrhht212X00I4Rd41aO/xpvx6sF/Y1t7EHBOk5n3XuaNH0lh0HG+rcJWcXtnt7Rn7x8cHh2XKyddE8aaQ4eHMtR9nxmQIoAOCpTQjzQw5Uvo+bO71O89gTYiDB5wHoGn2DQQE8EZJlJbjcpVp+5koJvEzUmV5GiNKlZxOA55rCBALpkxA9eJ0FswjYJLWNrD2EDE+IxNYZDQgCkw3iJLuqS12DAMaQSaCkkzEezan5XFJPlMgF6uqkwZM1d+ckAxfDT2mpeK/3q+WguEkxtvIYIoRgh4mgeFhCyP4VokTQEdCw2ILH0QqAgoZ5ohghaUcZ6IcVKdnfTmrre0SbqXdbdRv2o3qs3bvMESOSPn5IK45Jo0yT1pkQ7hBMgzeSGv1pv1bn1Yn7+jBSvfOSUrsL5+AI2toHI=</latexit>

C

<latexit sha1_base64="U1ZgUwq6+FnLRc6WhOdzKUXyQBc=">AAACG3icbVBNT8JAFNwiKtYv0KOXjYTEE2mNRo9ELh4hkY8EGrJdHrhht212X00I4Rd41aO/xpvx6sF/Y1t7EHBOk5n3XuaNH0lh0HG+rcJWcXtnt7Rn7x8cHh2XKyddE8aaQ4eHMtR9nxmQIoAOCpTQjzQw5Uvo+bNm6veeQBsRBg84j8BTbBqIieAME6ndHJWrTt3JQDeJm5MqydEaVazicBzyWEGAXDJjBq4TobdgGgWXsLSHsYGI8RmbwiChAVNgvEWWdElrsWEY0gg0FZJmIti1PyuLSfKZAL1cVZkyZq785IBi+GjsNS8V//V8tRYIJ7feQgRRjBDwNA8KCVkew7VImgI6FhoQWfogUBFQzjRDBC0o4zwR46Q6O+nNXW9pk3Qv6+5V/bp9VW3c5Q2WyBk5JxfEJTekQe5Ji3QIJ0CeyQt5td6sd+vD+vwdLVj5zilZgfX1A0WnoEg=</latexit>

�y

<latexit sha1_base64="CJxKC2Znd7Ax/yqn8EDuEKF0fc8=">AAACInicbVA9TwJBEN1DVDy/QEubjYTEitwZjZZEG0tM5CMBQuaWATfs3l1250wI4U/YaumvsTNWJv4Yj5NCwFe9vDczefOCWElLnvfl5Dbym1vbhR13d2//4LBYOmraKDECGyJSkWkHYFHJEBskSWE7Ngg6UNgKxrdzv/WExsoofKBJjD0No1AOpQBKpXZ3BFpDf9Ivlr2ql4GvE39BymyBer/k5LuDSCQaQxIKrO34Xky9KRiSQuHM7SYWYxBjGGEnpSFotL1pFnjGK4kFiniMhkvFMxHdyp+V6TB9UKKZLaugrZ3oID2ggR6tu+LNxX+9QK8EouF1byrDOCEMxTwPSYVZHiuMTAtDPpAGiWD+IHIZcgEGiNBIDkKkYpI26Ka9+astrZPmedW/qF7eX5RrN4sGC+yEnbIz5rMrVmN3rM4aTDDFntkLe3XenHfnw/n8Hc05i51jtgTn+wdlJ6OC</latexit>

�z

<latexit sha1_base64="hnxQ/WfNxFW1Q4i/zMqYu5KC0DE=">AAACInicbVA9TwJBEN1DVDy/QEubjYTEitwZjJZEG0tM5CMBQuaWATfs3l1250yQ8CdstfTX2BkrE3+MB1II+KqX92Ymb14QK2nJ876czEZ2c2s7t+Pu7u0fHOYLRw0bJUZgXUQqMq0ALCoZYp0kKWzFBkEHCpvB6GbmNx/RWBmF9zSOsathGMqBFECp1OoMQWvoPfXyRa/szcHXib8gRbZArVdwsp1+JBKNIQkF1rZ9L6buBAxJoXDqdhKLMYgRDLGd0hA02u5kHnjKS4kFiniMhkvF5yK6pT8rk0H6oEQzXVZBWzvWQXpAAz1Yd8Wbif96gV4JRIOr7kSGcUIYilkekgrneawwMi0MeV8aJILZg8hlyAUYIEIjOQiRiknaoJv25q+2tE4a52W/Ur64qxSr14sGc+yEnbIz5rNLVmW3rMbqTDDFntkLe3XenHfnw/n8Hc04i51jtgTn+wdm3qOD</latexit>

f

<latexit sha1_base64="DMmpci/NkexlPu4+zY7UVF7XUTU=">AAACG3icbVC7TsNAEDyHAMG8EihpTkSRqCIbBUEZQUOZSOQhJVZ0vqzDKeeH7tZIkZUvoIWSr6FDtBT8DbZxQRKmGs3srmbHjaTQaFnfRmmrvL2zW9kz9w8Oj46rtZO+DmPFocdDGaqhyzRIEUAPBUoYRgqY70oYuPO7zB88gdIiDB5wEYHjs1kgPMEZplLXm1TrVtPKQTeJXZA6KdCZ1IzyeBry2IcAuWRaj2wrQidhCgWXsDTHsYaI8TmbwSilAfNBO0medEkbsWYY0ggUFZLmIpiNPyuJl34mQC1XVeZrvfDd9IDP8FGba14m/uu5/log9G6cRARRjBDwLA8KCXkezZVImwI6FQoQWfYgUBFQzhRDBCUo4zwV47Q6M+3NXm9pk/Qvm3aredVt1du3RYMVckbOyQWxyTVpk3vSIT3CCZBn8kJejTfj3fgwPn9HS0axc0pWYHz9AIGsoGs=</latexit>

p

<latexit sha1_base64="Q1djrazt1oflPqLlwrmLOe5oMpI=">AAACG3icbVBNT8JAFNwiKtYv0KOXjYTEE2kNRo9ELx4hkY8EGrJdHrhht212X00I4Rd41aO/xpvx6sF/Y1t7EHBOk5n3XuaNH0lh0HG+rcJWcXtnt7Rn7x8cHh2XKyddE8aaQ4eHMtR9nxmQIoAOCpTQjzQw5Uvo+bO71O89gTYiDB5wHoGn2DQQE8EZJlI7GpWrTt3JQDeJm5MqydEaVazicBzyWEGAXDJjBq4TobdgGgWXsLSHsYGI8RmbwiChAVNgvEWWdElrsWEY0gg0FZJmIti1PyuLSfKZAL1cVZkyZq785IBi+GjsNS8V//V8tRYIJzfeQgRRjBDwNA8KCVkew7VImgI6FhoQWfogUBFQzjRDBC0o4zwR46Q6O+nNXW9pk3Qv626jftVuVJu3eYMlckbOyQVxyTVpknvSIh3CCZBn8kJerTfr3fqwPn9HC1a+c0pWYH39AJLSoHU=</latexit>



Perspective equations from triangle similarity

𝑴 = 𝑋7, 𝑌7, 𝑍7 ↦ 𝒎 = 𝑥3, 𝑦3 , where m
𝑥3 = 𝑓 𝑋7/𝑍7
𝑦3 = 𝑓 𝑌7/𝑍7

Luca Magri 2022

Fix a Cartesian coordinate system {𝛾/ , 𝛾0 , 𝛾1} in the optical center, with 𝛾1 perpendicular to the image plane.
By similar triangles, 𝑀 = (𝑋2 , 𝑌2 , 𝑍2) is mapped to point 𝑚 = (34!

5!
, 36!
5!
)

optical center image plane

M

<latexit sha1_base64="zUYpRAh07M6TU62sLakMT86sFpQ=">AAACG3icbVC7SgNBFJ2JUeP6SrS0GQwBq7ArES2DNjZCAuYByRJmJzdxyOyDmbtCWPIFtlr6NXZia+HfuFm3MNFTHc6593Lu8SIlDdr2Fy1sFDe3tks71u7e/sFhuXLUNWGsBXREqELd97gBJQPooEQF/UgD9z0FPW92s/R7j6CNDIN7nEfg+nwayIkUHFOpfTcqV+26nYH9JU5OqiRHa1ShxeE4FLEPAQrFjRk4doRuwjVKoWBhDWMDERczPoVBSgPug3GTLOmC1WLDMWQRaCYVy0Swar9Wkkn6mQS9WFW5b8zc99IDPscHY615S/Ffz/PXAuHkyk1kEMUIgVjmQakgy2OElmlTwMZSAyJfPghMBkxwzRFBS8aFSMU4rc5Ke3PWW/pLuud1p1G/aDeqzeu8wRI5IafkjDjkkjTJLWmRDhEEyBN5Ji/0lb7Rd/rxM1qg+c4xWQH9/AZWzaBS</latexit>

m

<latexit sha1_base64="HKOjLF1WQdytPHPtz/npJLKFTws=">AAACG3icbVBNT8JAFNwiKtYv0KOXjYTEE2kNRo9ELx4hkY8EGrJdHrhht212X00I4Rd41aO/xpvx6sF/Y1t7EHBOk5n3XuaNH0lh0HG+rcJWcXtnt7Rn7x8cHh2XKyddE8aaQ4eHMtR9nxmQIoAOCpTQjzQw5Uvo+bO71O89gTYiDB5wHoGn2DQQE8EZJlJbjcpVp+5koJvEzUmV5GiNKlZxOA55rCBALpkxA9eJ0FswjYJLWNrD2EDE+IxNYZDQgCkw3iJLuqS12DAMaQSaCkkzEezan5XFJPlMgF6uqkwZM1d+ckAxfDT2mpeK/3q+WguEkxtvIYIoRgh4mgeFhCyP4VokTQEdCw2ILH0QqAgoZ5ohghaUcZ6IcVKdnfTmrre0SbqXdbdRv2o3qs3bvMESOSPn5IK45Jo0yT1pkQ7hBMgzeSGv1pv1bn1Yn7+jBSvfOSUrsL5+AI2toHI=</latexit>

M

<latexit sha1_base64="zUYpRAh07M6TU62sLakMT86sFpQ=">AAACG3icbVC7SgNBFJ2JUeP6SrS0GQwBq7ArES2DNjZCAuYByRJmJzdxyOyDmbtCWPIFtlr6NXZia+HfuFm3MNFTHc6593Lu8SIlDdr2Fy1sFDe3tks71u7e/sFhuXLUNWGsBXREqELd97gBJQPooEQF/UgD9z0FPW92s/R7j6CNDIN7nEfg+nwayIkUHFOpfTcqV+26nYH9JU5OqiRHa1ShxeE4FLEPAQrFjRk4doRuwjVKoWBhDWMDERczPoVBSgPug3GTLOmC1WLDMWQRaCYVy0Swar9Wkkn6mQS9WFW5b8zc99IDPscHY615S/Ffz/PXAuHkyk1kEMUIgVjmQakgy2OElmlTwMZSAyJfPghMBkxwzRFBS8aFSMU4rc5Ke3PWW/pLuud1p1G/aDeqzeu8wRI5IafkjDjkkjTJLWmRDhEEyBN5Ji/0lb7Rd/rxM1qg+c4xWQH9/AZWzaBS</latexit>

m

<latexit sha1_base64="HKOjLF1WQdytPHPtz/npJLKFTws=">AAACG3icbVBNT8JAFNwiKtYv0KOXjYTEE2kNRo9ELx4hkY8EGrJdHrhht212X00I4Rd41aO/xpvx6sF/Y1t7EHBOk5n3XuaNH0lh0HG+rcJWcXtnt7Rn7x8cHh2XKyddE8aaQ4eHMtR9nxmQIoAOCpTQjzQw5Uvo+bO71O89gTYiDB5wHoGn2DQQE8EZJlJbjcpVp+5koJvEzUmV5GiNKlZxOA55rCBALpkxA9eJ0FswjYJLWNrD2EDE+IxNYZDQgCkw3iJLuqS12DAMaQSaCkkzEezan5XFJPlMgF6uqkwZM1d+ckAxfDT2mpeK/3q+WguEkxtvIYIoRgh4mgeFhCyP4VokTQEdCw2ILH0QqAgoZ5ohghaUcZ6IcVKdnfTmrre0SbqXdbdRv2o3qs3bvMESOSPn5IK45Jo0yT1pkQ7hBMgzeSGv1pv1bn1Yn7+jBSvfOSUrsL5+AI2toHI=</latexit>

C

<latexit sha1_base64="U1ZgUwq6+FnLRc6WhOdzKUXyQBc=">AAACG3icbVBNT8JAFNwiKtYv0KOXjYTEE2mNRo9ELh4hkY8EGrJdHrhht212X00I4Rd41aO/xpvx6sF/Y1t7EHBOk5n3XuaNH0lh0HG+rcJWcXtnt7Rn7x8cHh2XKyddE8aaQ4eHMtR9nxmQIoAOCpTQjzQw5Uvo+bNm6veeQBsRBg84j8BTbBqIieAME6ndHJWrTt3JQDeJm5MqydEaVazicBzyWEGAXDJjBq4TobdgGgWXsLSHsYGI8RmbwiChAVNgvEWWdElrsWEY0gg0FZJmIti1PyuLSfKZAL1cVZkyZq785IBi+GjsNS8V//V8tRYIJ7feQgRRjBDwNA8KCVkew7VImgI6FhoQWfogUBFQzjRDBC0o4zwR46Q6O+nNXW9pk3Qv6+5V/bp9VW3c5Q2WyBk5JxfEJTekQe5Ji3QIJ0CeyQt5td6sd+vD+vwdLVj5zilZgfX1A0WnoEg=</latexit>

C

<latexit sha1_base64="U1ZgUwq6+FnLRc6WhOdzKUXyQBc=">AAACG3icbVBNT8JAFNwiKtYv0KOXjYTEE2mNRo9ELh4hkY8EGrJdHrhht212X00I4Rd41aO/xpvx6sF/Y1t7EHBOk5n3XuaNH0lh0HG+rcJWcXtnt7Rn7x8cHh2XKyddE8aaQ4eHMtR9nxmQIoAOCpTQjzQw5Uvo+bNm6veeQBsRBg84j8BTbBqIieAME6ndHJWrTt3JQDeJm5MqydEaVazicBzyWEGAXDJjBq4TobdgGgWXsLSHsYGI8RmbwiChAVNgvEWWdElrsWEY0gg0FZJmIti1PyuLSfKZAL1cVZkyZq785IBi+GjsNS8V//V8tRYIJ7feQgRRjBDwNA8KCVkew7VImgI6FhoQWfogUBFQzjRDBC0o4zwR46Q6O+nNXW9pk3Qv6+5V/bp9VW3c5Q2WyBk5JxfEJTekQe5Ji3QIJ0CeyQt5td6sd+vD+vwdLVj5zilZgfX1A0WnoEg=</latexit>

�x

<latexit sha1_base64="YkVLI8iJTP9N6edcrqrgRCPnNsA=">AAACInicbVA9TwJBEN1DVDy/QEubjYTEitwZjJZEG0tM5CMBQuaWATfs3l1254yE8CdstfTX2BkrE3+MB1II+KqX92Ymb14QK2nJ876czEZ2c2s7t+Pu7u0fHOYLRw0bJUZgXUQqMq0ALCoZYp0kKWzFBkEHCpvB6GbmNx/RWBmF9zSOsathGMqBFECp1OoMQWvoPfXyRa/szcHXib8gRbZArVdwsp1+JBKNIQkF1rZ9L6buBAxJoXDqdhKLMYgRDLGd0hA02u5kHnjKS4kFiniMhkvF5yK6pT8rk0H6oEQzXVZBWzvWQXpAAz1Yd8Wbif96gV4JRIOr7kSGcUIYilkekgrneawwMi0MeV8aJILZg8hlyAUYIEIjOQiRiknaoJv25q+2tE4a52W/Ur64qxSr14sGc+yEnbIz5rNLVmW3rMbqTDDFntkLe3XenHfnw/n8Hc04i51jtgTn+wdjcKOB</latexit>

�y

<latexit sha1_base64="CJxKC2Znd7Ax/yqn8EDuEKF0fc8=">AAACInicbVA9TwJBEN1DVDy/QEubjYTEitwZjZZEG0tM5CMBQuaWATfs3l1250wI4U/YaumvsTNWJv4Yj5NCwFe9vDczefOCWElLnvfl5Dbym1vbhR13d2//4LBYOmraKDECGyJSkWkHYFHJEBskSWE7Ngg6UNgKxrdzv/WExsoofKBJjD0No1AOpQBKpXZ3BFpDf9Ivlr2ql4GvE39BymyBer/k5LuDSCQaQxIKrO34Xky9KRiSQuHM7SYWYxBjGGEnpSFotL1pFnjGK4kFiniMhkvFMxHdyp+V6TB9UKKZLaugrZ3oID2ggR6tu+LNxX+9QK8EouF1byrDOCEMxTwPSYVZHiuMTAtDPpAGiWD+IHIZcgEGiNBIDkKkYpI26Ka9+astrZPmedW/qF7eX5RrN4sGC+yEnbIz5rMrVmN3rM4aTDDFntkLe3XenHfnw/n8Hc05i51jtgTn+wdlJ6OC</latexit>

�z

<latexit sha1_base64="hnxQ/WfNxFW1Q4i/zMqYu5KC0DE=">AAACInicbVA9TwJBEN1DVDy/QEubjYTEitwZjJZEG0tM5CMBQuaWATfs3l1250yQ8CdstfTX2BkrE3+MB1II+KqX92Ymb14QK2nJ876czEZ2c2s7t+Pu7u0fHOYLRw0bJUZgXUQqMq0ALCoZYp0kKWzFBkEHCpvB6GbmNx/RWBmF9zSOsathGMqBFECp1OoMQWvoPfXyRa/szcHXib8gRbZArVdwsp1+JBKNIQkF1rZ9L6buBAxJoXDqdhKLMYgRDLGd0hA02u5kHnjKS4kFiniMhkvF5yK6pT8rk0H6oEQzXVZBWzvWQXpAAz1Yd8Wbif96gV4JRIOr7kSGcUIYilkekgrneawwMi0MeV8aJILZg8hlyAUYIEIjOQiRiknaoJv25q+2tE4a52W/Ur64qxSr14sGc+yEnbIz5rNLVmW3rMbqTDDFntkLe3XenHfnw/n8Hc04i51jtgTn+wdm3qOD</latexit>

�y

<latexit sha1_base64="CJxKC2Znd7Ax/yqn8EDuEKF0fc8=">AAACInicbVA9TwJBEN1DVDy/QEubjYTEitwZjZZEG0tM5CMBQuaWATfs3l1250wI4U/YaumvsTNWJv4Yj5NCwFe9vDczefOCWElLnvfl5Dbym1vbhR13d2//4LBYOmraKDECGyJSkWkHYFHJEBskSWE7Ngg6UNgKxrdzv/WExsoofKBJjD0No1AOpQBKpXZ3BFpDf9Ivlr2ql4GvE39BymyBer/k5LuDSCQaQxIKrO34Xky9KRiSQuHM7SYWYxBjGGEnpSFotL1pFnjGK4kFiniMhkvFMxHdyp+V6TB9UKKZLaugrZ3oID2ggR6tu+LNxX+9QK8EouF1byrDOCEMxTwPSYVZHiuMTAtDPpAGiWD+IHIZcgEGiNBIDkKkYpI26Ka9+astrZPmedW/qF7eX5RrN4sGC+yEnbIz5rMrVmN3rM4aTDDFntkLe3XenHfnw/n8Hc05i51jtgTn+wdlJ6OC</latexit>

�z

<latexit sha1_base64="hnxQ/WfNxFW1Q4i/zMqYu5KC0DE=">AAACInicbVA9TwJBEN1DVDy/QEubjYTEitwZjJZEG0tM5CMBQuaWATfs3l1250yQ8CdstfTX2BkrE3+MB1II+KqX92Ymb14QK2nJ876czEZ2c2s7t+Pu7u0fHOYLRw0bJUZgXUQqMq0ALCoZYp0kKWzFBkEHCpvB6GbmNx/RWBmF9zSOsathGMqBFECp1OoMQWvoPfXyRa/szcHXib8gRbZArVdwsp1+JBKNIQkF1rZ9L6buBAxJoXDqdhKLMYgRDLGd0hA02u5kHnjKS4kFiniMhkvF5yK6pT8rk0H6oEQzXVZBWzvWQXpAAz1Yd8Wbif96gV4JRIOr7kSGcUIYilkekgrneawwMi0MeV8aJILZg8hlyAUYIEIjOQiRiknaoJv25q+2tE4a52W/Ur64qxSr14sGc+yEnbIz5rNLVmW3rMbqTDDFntkLe3XenHfnw/n8Hc04i51jtgTn+wdm3qOD</latexit>

f

<latexit sha1_base64="DMmpci/NkexlPu4+zY7UVF7XUTU=">AAACG3icbVC7TsNAEDyHAMG8EihpTkSRqCIbBUEZQUOZSOQhJVZ0vqzDKeeH7tZIkZUvoIWSr6FDtBT8DbZxQRKmGs3srmbHjaTQaFnfRmmrvL2zW9kz9w8Oj46rtZO+DmPFocdDGaqhyzRIEUAPBUoYRgqY70oYuPO7zB88gdIiDB5wEYHjs1kgPMEZplLXm1TrVtPKQTeJXZA6KdCZ1IzyeBry2IcAuWRaj2wrQidhCgWXsDTHsYaI8TmbwSilAfNBO0medEkbsWYY0ggUFZLmIpiNPyuJl34mQC1XVeZrvfDd9IDP8FGba14m/uu5/log9G6cRARRjBDwLA8KCXkezZVImwI6FQoQWfYgUBFQzhRDBCUo4zwV47Q6M+3NXm9pk/Qvm3aredVt1du3RYMVckbOyQWxyTVpk3vSIT3CCZBn8kJejTfj3fgwPn9HS0axc0pWYHz9AIGsoGs=</latexit>

�x

<latexit sha1_base64="E0XYxOdHoIjEqH73NdVN6LWOKIw=">AAACInicbVDLTgJBEJxFVFxfoEcvEwmJJ7JrMHokevGIiTwS2JDeocEJs4/M9BoJ4Se86tGv8WY8mfgx7iIHAetUqeruVJcfK2nIcb6s3EZ+c2u7sGPv7u0fHBZLRy0TJVpgU0Qq0h0fDCoZYpMkKezEGiHwFbb98U3mtx9RGxmF9zSJ0QtgFMqhFECp1OkNUBH0n/rFslN15uDrxF2QMlug0S9Z+d4gEkmAIQkFxnRdJyZvCpqkUDize4nBGMQYRthNaQgBGm86DzzjlcQARTxGzaXicxHtyp+V6TB9UKKeLasQGDMJ/PRAAPRg7BUvE//1/GAlEA2vvKkM44QwFFkekgrneYzQMi0M+UBqJILsQeQy5AI0EKGWHIRIxSRt0E57c1dbWiet86pbq17c1cr160WDBXbCTtkZc9klq7Nb1mBNJphiz+yFvVpv1rv1YX3+juasxc4xW4L1/QNvhKOI</latexit>

�y

<latexit sha1_base64="gVoEICl9wZ0RGd+StWmD2zrejEc=">AAACInicbVDLTgJBEJxFVFxfoEcvEwmJJ7JrNHokevGIiTwSIKR3aHDC7CMzvSaE8BNe9ejXeDOeTPwYd9c9CFinSlV3p7q8SElDjvNlFTaKm1vbpR17d2//4LBcOWqbMNYCWyJUoe56YFDJAFskSWE30gi+p7DjTW9Tv/OE2sgweKBZhAMfJoEcSwGUSN3+CBXBcDYsV526k4GvEzcnVZajOaxYxf4oFLGPAQkFxvRcJ6LBHDRJoXBh92ODEYgpTLCX0AB8NIN5FnjBa7EBCnmEmkvFMxHt2p+V+Th5UKJeLKvgGzPzveSAD/Ro7BUvFf/1PH8lEI2vB3MZRDFhINI8JBVmeYzQMikM+UhqJIL0QeQy4AI0EKGWHIRIxDhp0E56c1dbWift87p7Ub+8v6g2bvIGS+yEnbIz5rIr1mB3rMlaTDDFntkLe7XerHfrw/r8HS1Y+c4xW4L1/QNxO6OJ</latexit>

z

<latexit sha1_base64="nMZnyAZxk7h7daDiA9UKXULwxHY=">AAACG3icbVC7TgJBFJ1BVFxfoKXNREJiRXYNRkuijSUk8khgQ2aHC06YfWTmrglu+AJbLf0aO2Nr4d+4rFsIeqqTc+69Ofd4kZIGbfuLFjaKm1vbpR1rd2//4LBcOeqaMNYCOiJUoe573ICSAXRQooJ+pIH7noKeN7tZ+r0H0EaGwR3OI3B9Pg3kRAqOqdR+HJWrdt3OwP4SJydVkqM1qtDicByK2IcAheLGDBw7QjfhGqVQsLCGsYGIixmfwiClAffBuEmWdMFqseEYsgg0k4plIli1XyvJJP1Mgl6sqtw3Zu576QGf472x1ryl+K/n+WuBcHLlJjKIYoRALPOgVJDlMULLtClgY6kBkS8fBCYDJrjmiKAl40KkYpxWZ6W9Oest/SXd87rTqF+0G9Xmdd5giZyQU3JGHHJJmuSWtEiHCALkiTyTF/pK3+g7/fgZLdB855isgH5+A6P4oH8=</latexit>

fy/z

<latexit sha1_base64="eVY3y4DMTKMbJfsCsF2YPiEwozo=">AAACHnicbVDLTsJAFJ0iKtYX6NLNRELiCluD0SXRjUtM5JFAQ6bDLUyYPjJza4KEX3CrS7/GnXGrf2NbuxDwrE7Ouffm3ONGUmi0rG+jsFHc3Nou7Zi7e/sHh+XKUUeHseLQ5qEMVc9lGqQIoI0CJfQiBcx3JXTd6W3qdx9BaREGDziLwPHZOBCe4AxTyZudPw3LVatuZaDrxM5JleRoDStGcTAKeexDgFwyrfu2FaEzZwoFl7AwB7GGiPEpG0M/oQHzQTvzLOyC1mLNMKQRKCokzUQwa39W5l7ynAC1WFaZr/XMd5MDPsOJNle8VPzXc/2VQOhdO3MRRDFCwNM8KCRkeTRXIikL6EgoQGTpg0BFQDlTDBGUoIzzRIyT9sykN3u1pXXSuajbjfrlfaPavMkbLJETckrOiE2uSJPckRZpE04m5Jm8kFfjzXg3PozP39GCke8ckyUYXz/ktqGr</latexit>

y

<latexit sha1_base64="MMr1jEhkUN+aG1GJ7TViGq/bqu8=">AAACG3icbVBNT8JAFNwiKtYv0KOXjYTEE2kNRo9ELx4hkY8EGrJdHrhhu212X00I4Rd41aO/xpvx6sF/Y1t7EHBOk5n3XuaNH0lh0HG+rcJWcXtnt7Rn7x8cHh2XKyddE8aaQ4eHMtR9nxmQQkEHBUroRxpY4Evo+bO71O89gTYiVA84j8AL2FSJieAME6k9H5WrTt3JQDeJm5MqydEaVazicBzyOACFXDJjBq4TobdgGgWXsLSHsYGI8RmbwiChigVgvEWWdElrsWEY0gg0FZJmIti1PyuLSfKZAL1cVVlgzDzwkwMBw0djr3mp+K/nB2uBcHLjLYSKYgTF0zwoJGR5DNciaQroWGhAZOmDQIWinGmGCFpQxnkixkl1dtKbu97SJule1t1G/ardqDZv8wZL5IyckwvikmvSJPekRTqEEyDP5IW8Wm/Wu/Vhff6OFqx855SswPr6AaJBoH4=</latexit>

p

<latexit sha1_base64="Q1djrazt1oflPqLlwrmLOe5oMpI=">AAACG3icbVBNT8JAFNwiKtYv0KOXjYTEE2kNRo9ELx4hkY8EGrJdHrhht212X00I4Rd41aO/xpvx6sF/Y1t7EHBOk5n3XuaNH0lh0HG+rcJWcXtnt7Rn7x8cHh2XKyddE8aaQ4eHMtR9nxmQIoAOCpTQjzQw5Uvo+bO71O89gTYiDB5wHoGn2DQQE8EZJlI7GpWrTt3JQDeJm5MqydEaVazicBzyWEGAXDJjBq4TobdgGgWXsLSHsYGI8RmbwiChAVNgvEWWdElrsWEY0gg0FZJmIti1PyuLSfKZAL1cVZkyZq785IBi+GjsNS8V//V8tRYIJzfeQgRRjBDwNA8KCVkew7VImgI6FhoQWfogUBFQzjRDBC0o4zwR46Q6O+nNXW9pk3Qv626jftVuVJu3eYMlckbOyQVxyTVpknvSIh3CCZBn8kJerTfr3fqwPn9HC1a+c0pWYH39AJLSoHU=</latexit>

p

<latexit sha1_base64="Q1djrazt1oflPqLlwrmLOe5oMpI=">AAACG3icbVBNT8JAFNwiKtYv0KOXjYTEE2kNRo9ELx4hkY8EGrJdHrhht212X00I4Rd41aO/xpvx6sF/Y1t7EHBOk5n3XuaNH0lh0HG+rcJWcXtnt7Rn7x8cHh2XKyddE8aaQ4eHMtR9nxmQIoAOCpTQjzQw5Uvo+bO71O89gTYiDB5wHoGn2DQQE8EZJlI7GpWrTt3JQDeJm5MqydEaVazicBzyWEGAXDJjBq4TobdgGgWXsLSHsYGI8RmbwiChAVNgvEWWdElrsWEY0gg0FZJmIti1PyuLSfKZAL1cVZkyZq785IBi+GjsNS8V//V8tRYIJzfeQgRRjBDwNA8KCVkew7VImgI6FhoQWfogUBFQzjRDBC0o4zwR46Q6O+nNXW9pk3Qv626jftVuVJu3eYMlckbOyQVxyTVpknvSIh3CCZBn8kJerTfr3fqwPn9HC1a+c0pWYH39AJLSoHU=</latexit>

focal length

fY/Z

<latexit sha1_base64="cvhUN86jt5zKggZ9a8Knx3nQh44=">AAACHnicbVC7TsNAEDxDgGBeCZQ0J6JIVMFGQVBG0FAGiTwgsaLzZZ2ccn7obo0URfkFWij5GjpEC3+DbVyQhKlGM7ur2XEjKTRa1rextl7Y2Nwqbps7u3v7B6XyYVuHseLQ4qEMVddlGqQIoIUCJXQjBcx3JXTcyU3qd55AaREG9ziNwPHZKBCe4AxTyXs4exyUKlbNykBXiZ2TCsnRHJSNQn8Y8tiHALlkWvdsK0JnxhQKLmFu9mMNEeMTNoJeQgPmg3ZmWdg5rcaaYUgjUFRImolgVv+szLzkOQFqvqgyX+up7yYHfIZjbS55qfiv5/pLgdC7cmYiiGKEgKd5UEjI8miuRFIW0KFQgMjSB4GKgHKmGCIoQRnniRgn7ZlJb/ZyS6ukfV6z67WLu3qlcZ03WCTH5IScEptckga5JU3SIpyMyTN5Ia/Gm/FufBifv6NrRr5zRBZgfP0Adrahaw==</latexit>

Y

<latexit sha1_base64="DXBgJNKs2qawouAEfUCCosfVj1w=">AAACG3icbVC7TgJBFJ1FVFxfoKXNREJiRXYNRkuijSUk8jCwIbPDBSfMPjJz14QQvsBWS7/Gztha+DfOrlsIeqqTc+69Off4sRQaHefLKmwUN7e2Szv27t7+wWG5ctTVUaI4dHgkI9X3mQYpQuigQAn9WAELfAk9f3aT+r1HUFpE4R3OY/ACNg3FRHCGRmrfj8pVp+5koH+Jm5MqydEaVazicBzxJIAQuWRaD1wnRm/BFAouYWkPEw0x4zM2hYGhIQtAe4ss6ZLWEs0wojEoKiTNRLBrv1YWE/OZALVcVVmg9TzwzYGA4YO217xU/Nfzg7VAOLnyFiKME4SQp3lQSMjyaK6EaQroWChAZOmDQEVIOVMMEZSgjHMjJqY62/Tmrrf0l3TP626jftFuVJvXeYMlckJOyRlxySVpklvSIh3CCZAn8kxerFfrzXq3Pn5GC1a+c0xWYH1+A2thoF4=</latexit>

Z

<latexit sha1_base64="Ni+VfDJ/EtJeGEL3Hl94o3GI5aE=">AAACG3icbVC7SgNBFJ2NUeP6SrS0GQwBq7ArijZi0MYyAfPAJITZyU0cMvtg5q4QlnyBrZZWfoqFILYi/o27mxQm8VSHc+69nHucQAqNlvVjZFayq2vruQ1zc2t7Zzdf2GtoP1Qc6tyXvmo5TIMUHtRRoIRWoIC5joSmM7pO/OYDKC187xbHAXRdNvTEQHCGsVS76+WLVtlKQZeJPSPFy3fzInj9Nqu9gpHt9H0euuAhl0zrtm0F2I2YQsElTMxOqCFgfMSG0I6px1zQ3ShNOqGlUDP0aQCKCklTEczSn5VoEH8mQE3mVeZqPXad+IDL8F6bC14i/us57kIgHJx3I+EFIYLHkzwoJKR5NFcibgpoXyhAZMmDQIVHOVMMEZSgjPNYDOPqzLg3e7GlZdI4Ltsn5dOaXaxckSly5IAckiNikzNSITekSuqEEyCP5Ik8Gy/Gm/FhfE5HM8ZsZ5/Mwfj6BXLxo50=</latexit>

M

<latexit sha1_base64="zUYpRAh07M6TU62sLakMT86sFpQ=">AAACG3icbVC7SgNBFJ2JUeP6SrS0GQwBq7ArES2DNjZCAuYByRJmJzdxyOyDmbtCWPIFtlr6NXZia+HfuFm3MNFTHc6593Lu8SIlDdr2Fy1sFDe3tks71u7e/sFhuXLUNWGsBXREqELd97gBJQPooEQF/UgD9z0FPW92s/R7j6CNDIN7nEfg+nwayIkUHFOpfTcqV+26nYH9JU5OqiRHa1ShxeE4FLEPAQrFjRk4doRuwjVKoWBhDWMDERczPoVBSgPug3GTLOmC1WLDMWQRaCYVy0Swar9Wkkn6mQS9WFW5b8zc99IDPscHY615S/Ffz/PXAuHkyk1kEMUIgVjmQakgy2OElmlTwMZSAyJfPghMBkxwzRFBS8aFSMU4rc5Ke3PWW/pLuud1p1G/aDeqzeu8wRI5IafkjDjkkjTJLWmRDhEEyBN5Ji/0lb7Rd/rxM1qg+c4xWQH9/AZWzaBS</latexit>

m

<latexit sha1_base64="HKOjLF1WQdytPHPtz/npJLKFTws=">AAACG3icbVBNT8JAFNwiKtYv0KOXjYTEE2kNRo9ELx4hkY8EGrJdHrhht212X00I4Rd41aO/xpvx6sF/Y1t7EHBOk5n3XuaNH0lh0HG+rcJWcXtnt7Rn7x8cHh2XKyddE8aaQ4eHMtR9nxmQIoAOCpTQjzQw5Uvo+bO71O89gTYiDB5wHoGn2DQQE8EZJlJbjcpVp+5koJvEzUmV5GiNKlZxOA55rCBALpkxA9eJ0FswjYJLWNrD2EDE+IxNYZDQgCkw3iJLuqS12DAMaQSaCkkzEezan5XFJPlMgF6uqkwZM1d+ckAxfDT2mpeK/3q+WguEkxtvIYIoRgh4mgeFhCyP4VokTQEdCw2ILH0QqAgoZ5ohghaUcZ6IcVKdnfTmrre0SbqXdbdRv2o3qs3bvMESOSPn5IK45Jo0yT1pkQ7hBMgzeSGv1pv1bn1Yn7+jBSvfOSUrsL5+AI2toHI=</latexit>

C

<latexit sha1_base64="U1ZgUwq6+FnLRc6WhOdzKUXyQBc=">AAACG3icbVBNT8JAFNwiKtYv0KOXjYTEE2mNRo9ELh4hkY8EGrJdHrhht212X00I4Rd41aO/xpvx6sF/Y1t7EHBOk5n3XuaNH0lh0HG+rcJWcXtnt7Rn7x8cHh2XKyddE8aaQ4eHMtR9nxmQIoAOCpTQjzQw5Uvo+bNm6veeQBsRBg84j8BTbBqIieAME6ndHJWrTt3JQDeJm5MqydEaVazicBzyWEGAXDJjBq4TobdgGgWXsLSHsYGI8RmbwiChAVNgvEWWdElrsWEY0gg0FZJmIti1PyuLSfKZAL1cVZkyZq785IBi+GjsNS8V//V8tRYIJ7feQgRRjBDwNA8KCVkew7VImgI6FhoQWfogUBFQzjRDBC0o4zwR46Q6O+nNXW9pk3Qv6+5V/bp9VW3c5Q2WyBk5JxfEJTekQe5Ji3QIJ0CeyQt5td6sd+vD+vwdLVj5zilZgfX1A0WnoEg=</latexit>

�y
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Camera projection equations are non linear

Luca Magri 2022

Perspective: division by 𝑍2 is responsible of perspective effects. The size of images in the image plane 
actually depends on their depth in the scene (i.e., distance from the camera center)

"
𝑥o = 𝑓	𝑋p/𝑍p
𝑦o = 𝑓	𝑌p/𝑍p

This is not a linear mapping. But we can 
represent it linearly using homogeneous 

coordinates



Vanishing points

Luca Magri 2022

Parallel lines in 3D space appear to converge towards the horizon.
The line of horizon is formed by infinitely distant points or “vanishing direction”.



Apparent size

The apparent size of objects are strong visual cues that can be used by a network.

If the object size 𝐻 is known, given the apparent size ℎ and the focal distance, it is possible to compute the 
depth as 

𝑍 =
𝑓
ℎ𝐻

Most of the objects in KITTI are from a limited number of classes (e.g. cars, lorries, pedestrians) having 
approximately the same size. The networks can learn to recognize objects and use their apparent size to 
estimate their distance.
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Figure 1. True object size H and position Y , Z in the camera

frame and vertical image position y and apparent size h in image

coordinates. Image coordinates are measured from the center of

the image.

small; pitch angles can therefore be approximated by a shift
in vertical image coordinates y, where the horizon level yh
is used as a measure for the camera’s pitch. All coordinates
are measured relative to the center of the image.

Given the obstacle’s real-world size H and apparent size
h in the image, the distance can be estimated using:

Z =
f

h
H (1)

This requires the obstacle’s true size H to be known. The
objects encountered most often in the KITTI dataset come
from a limited number of classes (e.g. cars, trucks, pedestri-
ans), where all objects within a class have roughly the same
size. It is therefore possible that the networks have learned
to recognize these objects and use their apparent size to es-
timate their distance.

Alternatively, the networks could use the vertical image
position y of the object’s ground contact point to estimate
depth. Given the height Y of the camera above the ground,
the distance can be estimated through:

Z =
f

y − yh
Y (2)

This method does not require any knowledge about the true
size H of the object, but instead assumes the presence of a
flat ground and known camera pose (Y, yh). These assump-
tions also approximately hold in the KITTI dataset.

3.1. Evaluation method

To find which of these cues are used by the networks,
three sets of test images are generated: one in which the
apparent size of objects is varied but the vertical position of
the ground contact point in the image is kept constant, one
in which the vertical position is varied but the size remains
constant, and a control set in which both the apparent size
and position are varied with distance – as would be expected
in real-world images.

The test images are generated as follows: the objects
(mostly cars) are cropped from the images of KITTI’s scene
flow dataset. Each object is labeled with its location relative
to the camera (e.g. one lane to the left, facing towards the
camera) and with the position in the image it was cropped

from. Secondly, each image in the test set was labeled with
positions where an obstacle could be inserted (e.g. the lane
to the left of the camera is still empty). Combining this in-
formation with the object labels ensures that the test images
remain plausible.

The true distance to the inserted objects is not known;
instead the network’s ability to measure relative distances
will be evaluated. Distances are expressed in relation to the
original size and position of the object, which is assigned
a relative distance Z ′/Z = 1.0. The relative distance is
increased in steps of 0.1 up to 3.0 and controls the scaling s
and position x′, y′ of the object as follows:

s =
Z

Z ′
, (3)

and

x′ = x
Z

Z ′
, y′ = yh + (y − yh)

Z

Z ′
(4)

with x′, y′ the new coordinates of the ground contact point
of the object and with yh the height of the horizon in the
image which is assumed constant throughout the dataset.

The estimated depth towards the car is evaluated by av-
eraging the depth map over a flat region on the front or rear
of the car (Figure 2). A flat region is used rather than the
entire object to prevent the estimated length of the vehicle
from influencing the depth estimate; the length is very likely
dependent on the apparent size of the object, while the dis-
tance might not be.

3.2. Results

The results of this experiment are shown in Figure 3.
When both the position and scale are varied, all depth es-
timates except Wang et al.’s behave as expected: the es-
timated depth stays close to the true depth of the object
which shows that the networks still work correctly on these
artificial images. When only the vertical position is varied,
the networks can still roughly estimate the distance towards
the objects, although this distance is slightly overestimated
(Godard et al., Zhou et al., Wang et al.) or underestimated
(Kuznietsov et al.). Additionally, the standard deviation of
the distance estimate has increased compared to the control
set. The most surprising result is found when only the ap-
parent size of the object is changed but the ground contact
point is kept constant: none of the networks observe any
change in distance under these circumstances.

These results suggest that the neural networks rely pri-
marily on the vertical position of objects rather than their
apparent size, although some change in behavior is ob-
served when the size information is removed. The fact
that all four networks show similar behavior also suggests
that this is a general property that does not strongly de-
pend on the network architecture or training regime (semi-
supervised, unsupervised from stereo, unsupervised from
video).
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Vertical position (in terms of horizon)

Also, the vertical position is an important cue.

If the camera position is known and assuming a flat plane (as in KITTI), the distance can be computed in 
terms of the height of horizon 𝑦8 as:

𝑍 =
𝑓

(𝑦 − 𝑦8)
𝑌
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Figure 1. True object size H and position Y , Z in the camera

frame and vertical image position y and apparent size h in image

coordinates. Image coordinates are measured from the center of

the image.

small; pitch angles can therefore be approximated by a shift
in vertical image coordinates y, where the horizon level yh
is used as a measure for the camera’s pitch. All coordinates
are measured relative to the center of the image.

Given the obstacle’s real-world size H and apparent size
h in the image, the distance can be estimated using:

Z =
f

h
H (1)

This requires the obstacle’s true size H to be known. The
objects encountered most often in the KITTI dataset come
from a limited number of classes (e.g. cars, trucks, pedestri-
ans), where all objects within a class have roughly the same
size. It is therefore possible that the networks have learned
to recognize these objects and use their apparent size to es-
timate their distance.

Alternatively, the networks could use the vertical image
position y of the object’s ground contact point to estimate
depth. Given the height Y of the camera above the ground,
the distance can be estimated through:

Z =
f

y − yh
Y (2)

This method does not require any knowledge about the true
size H of the object, but instead assumes the presence of a
flat ground and known camera pose (Y, yh). These assump-
tions also approximately hold in the KITTI dataset.

3.1. Evaluation method

To find which of these cues are used by the networks,
three sets of test images are generated: one in which the
apparent size of objects is varied but the vertical position of
the ground contact point in the image is kept constant, one
in which the vertical position is varied but the size remains
constant, and a control set in which both the apparent size
and position are varied with distance – as would be expected
in real-world images.

The test images are generated as follows: the objects
(mostly cars) are cropped from the images of KITTI’s scene
flow dataset. Each object is labeled with its location relative
to the camera (e.g. one lane to the left, facing towards the
camera) and with the position in the image it was cropped

from. Secondly, each image in the test set was labeled with
positions where an obstacle could be inserted (e.g. the lane
to the left of the camera is still empty). Combining this in-
formation with the object labels ensures that the test images
remain plausible.

The true distance to the inserted objects is not known;
instead the network’s ability to measure relative distances
will be evaluated. Distances are expressed in relation to the
original size and position of the object, which is assigned
a relative distance Z ′/Z = 1.0. The relative distance is
increased in steps of 0.1 up to 3.0 and controls the scaling s
and position x′, y′ of the object as follows:

s =
Z

Z ′
, (3)

and

x′ = x
Z

Z ′
, y′ = yh + (y − yh)

Z

Z ′
(4)

with x′, y′ the new coordinates of the ground contact point
of the object and with yh the height of the horizon in the
image which is assumed constant throughout the dataset.

The estimated depth towards the car is evaluated by av-
eraging the depth map over a flat region on the front or rear
of the car (Figure 2). A flat region is used rather than the
entire object to prevent the estimated length of the vehicle
from influencing the depth estimate; the length is very likely
dependent on the apparent size of the object, while the dis-
tance might not be.

3.2. Results

The results of this experiment are shown in Figure 3.
When both the position and scale are varied, all depth es-
timates except Wang et al.’s behave as expected: the es-
timated depth stays close to the true depth of the object
which shows that the networks still work correctly on these
artificial images. When only the vertical position is varied,
the networks can still roughly estimate the distance towards
the objects, although this distance is slightly overestimated
(Godard et al., Zhou et al., Wang et al.) or underestimated
(Kuznietsov et al.). Additionally, the standard deviation of
the distance estimate has increased compared to the control
set. The most surprising result is found when only the ap-
parent size of the object is changed but the ground contact
point is kept constant: none of the networks observe any
change in distance under these circumstances.

These results suggest that the neural networks rely pri-
marily on the vertical position of objects rather than their
apparent size, although some change in behavior is ob-
served when the size information is removed. The fact
that all four networks show similar behavior also suggests
that this is a general property that does not strongly de-
pend on the network architecture or training regime (semi-
supervised, unsupervised from stereo, unsupervised from
video).
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Position vs apparent size

Cropped cars are overimposed with ground contact point at (𝑥, 𝑦) and relative depth 𝑍. 

When moving to 𝑍’, scale factor s and new ground contact point (𝑥’, 𝑦’) can be obtained by knowing the 
horizon height 𝑦8. 
We can modify the position and the apparent size of the white car in a principled manner.

What happen when we use an apparent size that does not conform with the position and viceversa?

Luca Magri 2024
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Figure 2. Example test images and resulting disparity maps from MonoDepth. The white car on the left is inserted into the image at a

relative distance of 1.0 (left column), 1.5 (middle column) and 3.0 (right column), where a distance of 1.0 corresponds to the size and

position at which the car was cropped from its original image. In the top row, both the position and apparent size of the car vary with

distance, in the middle row only the position changes and the size is kept constant, and in the bottom row the size is varied while the

position is constant. The region where the estimated distance is measured is indicated by a white outline in the disparity maps.

4. Camera pose: constant or estimated?

The use of vertical position as a depth cue implies that
the networks have some knowledge of the camera’s pose.
This pose could be inferred from the images (for instance,
by finding the horizon or vanishing points), or assumed to
be constant. The latter assumption should work reason-
ably well on the KITTI dataset, where the camera is rigidly
fixed to the car and the only deviations come from pitch and
heave motions of the car and from slopes in the terrain. It
would, however, also mean that the trained networks cannot
be directly transferred to different camera setups. It is there-
fore important to investigate whether the networks assume
a fixed camera pose or estimate this on-the-fly.

If the networks can measure the camera pitch, then
changes in pitch should also be observed in the estimated
depth map. The unmodified KITTI test images already have
some variation in the horizon level; in an initial experi-
ment we look for a correlation between the true horizon
level in the images (determined from the Velodyne data)
and the estimated horizon level in the depth estimates from
MonoDepth. The horizon levels were measured by crop-
ping a central region of the disparity map (the road surface)
and using RANSAC to fit a line to the disparity-y pairs. Ex-
trapolating this line to a disparity of zero (i.e. infinite dis-
tance) gives the elevation of the horizon. For each image,

this procedure was repeated five times to average out fitting
errors from the RANSAC procedure.

Figure 4 shows the relation between the true and
estimated horizon levels. While it was expected that
MonoDepth would either fully track the horizon level or not
at all, a regression coefficient of 0.60 was found which in-
dicates that it does something between these extremes.

A second experiment was performed to rule out any po-
tential issues with the Velodyne data and with the small
(±10 px) range of true horizon levels in the first experiment.
In this second experiment, a smaller region is cropped at
different heights in the image (Figure 5). For each image,
seven crops are made with offsets between -30 and 30 pix-
els from the image center, which approximates a change in
camera pitch of ±2-3 degrees. Instead of using the Velo-
dyne data to estimate the true horizon level, the horizon
level from the depth estimate of the centrally cropped image
is used as a reference value. In other words, this experiment
evaluates how well a shift in the horizon level is reflected in
the depth estimate, rather than its absolute position.

The results for all four networks are shown in Figure 6.
A similar result as in the previous experiment is found: all
networks are able to detect changes in camera pitch, but
the change in the horizon level is underestimated by all net-
works. Since the networks use the vertical position of obsta-
cles to estimate depth, we expect this underestimation to af-
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Figure 2. Example test images and resulting disparity maps from MonoDepth. The white car on the left is inserted into the image at a

relative distance of 1.0 (left column), 1.5 (middle column) and 3.0 (right column), where a distance of 1.0 corresponds to the size and

position at which the car was cropped from its original image. In the top row, both the position and apparent size of the car vary with

distance, in the middle row only the position changes and the size is kept constant, and in the bottom row the size is varied while the

position is constant. The region where the estimated distance is measured is indicated by a white outline in the disparity maps.

4. Camera pose: constant or estimated?

The use of vertical position as a depth cue implies that
the networks have some knowledge of the camera’s pose.
This pose could be inferred from the images (for instance,
by finding the horizon or vanishing points), or assumed to
be constant. The latter assumption should work reason-
ably well on the KITTI dataset, where the camera is rigidly
fixed to the car and the only deviations come from pitch and
heave motions of the car and from slopes in the terrain. It
would, however, also mean that the trained networks cannot
be directly transferred to different camera setups. It is there-
fore important to investigate whether the networks assume
a fixed camera pose or estimate this on-the-fly.

If the networks can measure the camera pitch, then
changes in pitch should also be observed in the estimated
depth map. The unmodified KITTI test images already have
some variation in the horizon level; in an initial experi-
ment we look for a correlation between the true horizon
level in the images (determined from the Velodyne data)
and the estimated horizon level in the depth estimates from
MonoDepth. The horizon levels were measured by crop-
ping a central region of the disparity map (the road surface)
and using RANSAC to fit a line to the disparity-y pairs. Ex-
trapolating this line to a disparity of zero (i.e. infinite dis-
tance) gives the elevation of the horizon. For each image,

this procedure was repeated five times to average out fitting
errors from the RANSAC procedure.

Figure 4 shows the relation between the true and
estimated horizon levels. While it was expected that
MonoDepth would either fully track the horizon level or not
at all, a regression coefficient of 0.60 was found which in-
dicates that it does something between these extremes.

A second experiment was performed to rule out any po-
tential issues with the Velodyne data and with the small
(±10 px) range of true horizon levels in the first experiment.
In this second experiment, a smaller region is cropped at
different heights in the image (Figure 5). For each image,
seven crops are made with offsets between -30 and 30 pix-
els from the image center, which approximates a change in
camera pitch of ±2-3 degrees. Instead of using the Velo-
dyne data to estimate the true horizon level, the horizon
level from the depth estimate of the centrally cropped image
is used as a reference value. In other words, this experiment
evaluates how well a shift in the horizon level is reflected in
the depth estimate, rather than its absolute position.

The results for all four networks are shown in Figure 6.
A similar result as in the previous experiment is found: all
networks are able to detect changes in camera pitch, but
the change in the horizon level is underestimated by all net-
works. Since the networks use the vertical position of obsta-
cles to estimate depth, we expect this underestimation to af-
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Position vs apparent size

Apparent size is fixed, but position changes. Can you guess the result?
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Figure 2. Example test images and resulting disparity maps from MonoDepth. The white car on the left is inserted into the image at a

relative distance of 1.0 (left column), 1.5 (middle column) and 3.0 (right column), where a distance of 1.0 corresponds to the size and

position at which the car was cropped from its original image. In the top row, both the position and apparent size of the car vary with

distance, in the middle row only the position changes and the size is kept constant, and in the bottom row the size is varied while the

position is constant. The region where the estimated distance is measured is indicated by a white outline in the disparity maps.

4. Camera pose: constant or estimated?

The use of vertical position as a depth cue implies that
the networks have some knowledge of the camera’s pose.
This pose could be inferred from the images (for instance,
by finding the horizon or vanishing points), or assumed to
be constant. The latter assumption should work reason-
ably well on the KITTI dataset, where the camera is rigidly
fixed to the car and the only deviations come from pitch and
heave motions of the car and from slopes in the terrain. It
would, however, also mean that the trained networks cannot
be directly transferred to different camera setups. It is there-
fore important to investigate whether the networks assume
a fixed camera pose or estimate this on-the-fly.

If the networks can measure the camera pitch, then
changes in pitch should also be observed in the estimated
depth map. The unmodified KITTI test images already have
some variation in the horizon level; in an initial experi-
ment we look for a correlation between the true horizon
level in the images (determined from the Velodyne data)
and the estimated horizon level in the depth estimates from
MonoDepth. The horizon levels were measured by crop-
ping a central region of the disparity map (the road surface)
and using RANSAC to fit a line to the disparity-y pairs. Ex-
trapolating this line to a disparity of zero (i.e. infinite dis-
tance) gives the elevation of the horizon. For each image,

this procedure was repeated five times to average out fitting
errors from the RANSAC procedure.

Figure 4 shows the relation between the true and
estimated horizon levels. While it was expected that
MonoDepth would either fully track the horizon level or not
at all, a regression coefficient of 0.60 was found which in-
dicates that it does something between these extremes.

A second experiment was performed to rule out any po-
tential issues with the Velodyne data and with the small
(±10 px) range of true horizon levels in the first experiment.
In this second experiment, a smaller region is cropped at
different heights in the image (Figure 5). For each image,
seven crops are made with offsets between -30 and 30 pix-
els from the image center, which approximates a change in
camera pitch of ±2-3 degrees. Instead of using the Velo-
dyne data to estimate the true horizon level, the horizon
level from the depth estimate of the centrally cropped image
is used as a reference value. In other words, this experiment
evaluates how well a shift in the horizon level is reflected in
the depth estimate, rather than its absolute position.

The results for all four networks are shown in Figure 6.
A similar result as in the previous experiment is found: all
networks are able to detect changes in camera pitch, but
the change in the horizon level is underestimated by all net-
works. Since the networks use the vertical position of obsta-
cles to estimate depth, we expect this underestimation to af-
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Position vs apparent size

The wrong apparent size doesn’t have a great impact on the depth estimates. 
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Figure 2. Example test images and resulting disparity maps from MonoDepth. The white car on the left is inserted into the image at a

relative distance of 1.0 (left column), 1.5 (middle column) and 3.0 (right column), where a distance of 1.0 corresponds to the size and

position at which the car was cropped from its original image. In the top row, both the position and apparent size of the car vary with

distance, in the middle row only the position changes and the size is kept constant, and in the bottom row the size is varied while the

position is constant. The region where the estimated distance is measured is indicated by a white outline in the disparity maps.

4. Camera pose: constant or estimated?

The use of vertical position as a depth cue implies that
the networks have some knowledge of the camera’s pose.
This pose could be inferred from the images (for instance,
by finding the horizon or vanishing points), or assumed to
be constant. The latter assumption should work reason-
ably well on the KITTI dataset, where the camera is rigidly
fixed to the car and the only deviations come from pitch and
heave motions of the car and from slopes in the terrain. It
would, however, also mean that the trained networks cannot
be directly transferred to different camera setups. It is there-
fore important to investigate whether the networks assume
a fixed camera pose or estimate this on-the-fly.

If the networks can measure the camera pitch, then
changes in pitch should also be observed in the estimated
depth map. The unmodified KITTI test images already have
some variation in the horizon level; in an initial experi-
ment we look for a correlation between the true horizon
level in the images (determined from the Velodyne data)
and the estimated horizon level in the depth estimates from
MonoDepth. The horizon levels were measured by crop-
ping a central region of the disparity map (the road surface)
and using RANSAC to fit a line to the disparity-y pairs. Ex-
trapolating this line to a disparity of zero (i.e. infinite dis-
tance) gives the elevation of the horizon. For each image,

this procedure was repeated five times to average out fitting
errors from the RANSAC procedure.

Figure 4 shows the relation between the true and
estimated horizon levels. While it was expected that
MonoDepth would either fully track the horizon level or not
at all, a regression coefficient of 0.60 was found which in-
dicates that it does something between these extremes.

A second experiment was performed to rule out any po-
tential issues with the Velodyne data and with the small
(±10 px) range of true horizon levels in the first experiment.
In this second experiment, a smaller region is cropped at
different heights in the image (Figure 5). For each image,
seven crops are made with offsets between -30 and 30 pix-
els from the image center, which approximates a change in
camera pitch of ±2-3 degrees. Instead of using the Velo-
dyne data to estimate the true horizon level, the horizon
level from the depth estimate of the centrally cropped image
is used as a reference value. In other words, this experiment
evaluates how well a shift in the horizon level is reflected in
the depth estimate, rather than its absolute position.

The results for all four networks are shown in Figure 6.
A similar result as in the previous experiment is found: all
networks are able to detect changes in camera pitch, but
the change in the horizon level is underestimated by all net-
works. Since the networks use the vertical position of obsta-
cles to estimate depth, we expect this underestimation to af-
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Position vs apparent size

Position is fixed, but apparent size changes… can you guess the result? 
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Figure 2. Example test images and resulting disparity maps from MonoDepth. The white car on the left is inserted into the image at a

relative distance of 1.0 (left column), 1.5 (middle column) and 3.0 (right column), where a distance of 1.0 corresponds to the size and

position at which the car was cropped from its original image. In the top row, both the position and apparent size of the car vary with

distance, in the middle row only the position changes and the size is kept constant, and in the bottom row the size is varied while the

position is constant. The region where the estimated distance is measured is indicated by a white outline in the disparity maps.

4. Camera pose: constant or estimated?

The use of vertical position as a depth cue implies that
the networks have some knowledge of the camera’s pose.
This pose could be inferred from the images (for instance,
by finding the horizon or vanishing points), or assumed to
be constant. The latter assumption should work reason-
ably well on the KITTI dataset, where the camera is rigidly
fixed to the car and the only deviations come from pitch and
heave motions of the car and from slopes in the terrain. It
would, however, also mean that the trained networks cannot
be directly transferred to different camera setups. It is there-
fore important to investigate whether the networks assume
a fixed camera pose or estimate this on-the-fly.

If the networks can measure the camera pitch, then
changes in pitch should also be observed in the estimated
depth map. The unmodified KITTI test images already have
some variation in the horizon level; in an initial experi-
ment we look for a correlation between the true horizon
level in the images (determined from the Velodyne data)
and the estimated horizon level in the depth estimates from
MonoDepth. The horizon levels were measured by crop-
ping a central region of the disparity map (the road surface)
and using RANSAC to fit a line to the disparity-y pairs. Ex-
trapolating this line to a disparity of zero (i.e. infinite dis-
tance) gives the elevation of the horizon. For each image,

this procedure was repeated five times to average out fitting
errors from the RANSAC procedure.

Figure 4 shows the relation between the true and
estimated horizon levels. While it was expected that
MonoDepth would either fully track the horizon level or not
at all, a regression coefficient of 0.60 was found which in-
dicates that it does something between these extremes.

A second experiment was performed to rule out any po-
tential issues with the Velodyne data and with the small
(±10 px) range of true horizon levels in the first experiment.
In this second experiment, a smaller region is cropped at
different heights in the image (Figure 5). For each image,
seven crops are made with offsets between -30 and 30 pix-
els from the image center, which approximates a change in
camera pitch of ±2-3 degrees. Instead of using the Velo-
dyne data to estimate the true horizon level, the horizon
level from the depth estimate of the centrally cropped image
is used as a reference value. In other words, this experiment
evaluates how well a shift in the horizon level is reflected in
the depth estimate, rather than its absolute position.

The results for all four networks are shown in Figure 6.
A similar result as in the previous experiment is found: all
networks are able to detect changes in camera pitch, but
the change in the horizon level is underestimated by all net-
works. Since the networks use the vertical position of obsta-
cles to estimate depth, we expect this underestimation to af-
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Figure 2. Example test images and resulting disparity maps from MonoDepth. The white car on the left is inserted into the image at a

relative distance of 1.0 (left column), 1.5 (middle column) and 3.0 (right column), where a distance of 1.0 corresponds to the size and

position at which the car was cropped from its original image. In the top row, both the position and apparent size of the car vary with

distance, in the middle row only the position changes and the size is kept constant, and in the bottom row the size is varied while the

position is constant. The region where the estimated distance is measured is indicated by a white outline in the disparity maps.

4. Camera pose: constant or estimated?

The use of vertical position as a depth cue implies that
the networks have some knowledge of the camera’s pose.
This pose could be inferred from the images (for instance,
by finding the horizon or vanishing points), or assumed to
be constant. The latter assumption should work reason-
ably well on the KITTI dataset, where the camera is rigidly
fixed to the car and the only deviations come from pitch and
heave motions of the car and from slopes in the terrain. It
would, however, also mean that the trained networks cannot
be directly transferred to different camera setups. It is there-
fore important to investigate whether the networks assume
a fixed camera pose or estimate this on-the-fly.

If the networks can measure the camera pitch, then
changes in pitch should also be observed in the estimated
depth map. The unmodified KITTI test images already have
some variation in the horizon level; in an initial experi-
ment we look for a correlation between the true horizon
level in the images (determined from the Velodyne data)
and the estimated horizon level in the depth estimates from
MonoDepth. The horizon levels were measured by crop-
ping a central region of the disparity map (the road surface)
and using RANSAC to fit a line to the disparity-y pairs. Ex-
trapolating this line to a disparity of zero (i.e. infinite dis-
tance) gives the elevation of the horizon. For each image,

this procedure was repeated five times to average out fitting
errors from the RANSAC procedure.

Figure 4 shows the relation between the true and
estimated horizon levels. While it was expected that
MonoDepth would either fully track the horizon level or not
at all, a regression coefficient of 0.60 was found which in-
dicates that it does something between these extremes.

A second experiment was performed to rule out any po-
tential issues with the Velodyne data and with the small
(±10 px) range of true horizon levels in the first experiment.
In this second experiment, a smaller region is cropped at
different heights in the image (Figure 5). For each image,
seven crops are made with offsets between -30 and 30 pix-
els from the image center, which approximates a change in
camera pitch of ±2-3 degrees. Instead of using the Velo-
dyne data to estimate the true horizon level, the horizon
level from the depth estimate of the centrally cropped image
is used as a reference value. In other words, this experiment
evaluates how well a shift in the horizon level is reflected in
the depth estimate, rather than its absolute position.

The results for all four networks are shown in Figure 6.
A similar result as in the previous experiment is found: all
networks are able to detect changes in camera pitch, but
the change in the horizon level is underestimated by all net-
works. Since the networks use the vertical position of obsta-
cles to estimate depth, we expect this underestimation to af-
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Position is a stronger visual cue!

Note that the use of vertical position as a depth cue implies that the networks have some knowledge of 
the camera’s pose…
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Figure 2. Example test images and resulting disparity maps from MonoDepth. The white car on the left is inserted into the image at a

relative distance of 1.0 (left column), 1.5 (middle column) and 3.0 (right column), where a distance of 1.0 corresponds to the size and

position at which the car was cropped from its original image. In the top row, both the position and apparent size of the car vary with

distance, in the middle row only the position changes and the size is kept constant, and in the bottom row the size is varied while the

position is constant. The region where the estimated distance is measured is indicated by a white outline in the disparity maps.

4. Camera pose: constant or estimated?

The use of vertical position as a depth cue implies that
the networks have some knowledge of the camera’s pose.
This pose could be inferred from the images (for instance,
by finding the horizon or vanishing points), or assumed to
be constant. The latter assumption should work reason-
ably well on the KITTI dataset, where the camera is rigidly
fixed to the car and the only deviations come from pitch and
heave motions of the car and from slopes in the terrain. It
would, however, also mean that the trained networks cannot
be directly transferred to different camera setups. It is there-
fore important to investigate whether the networks assume
a fixed camera pose or estimate this on-the-fly.

If the networks can measure the camera pitch, then
changes in pitch should also be observed in the estimated
depth map. The unmodified KITTI test images already have
some variation in the horizon level; in an initial experi-
ment we look for a correlation between the true horizon
level in the images (determined from the Velodyne data)
and the estimated horizon level in the depth estimates from
MonoDepth. The horizon levels were measured by crop-
ping a central region of the disparity map (the road surface)
and using RANSAC to fit a line to the disparity-y pairs. Ex-
trapolating this line to a disparity of zero (i.e. infinite dis-
tance) gives the elevation of the horizon. For each image,

this procedure was repeated five times to average out fitting
errors from the RANSAC procedure.

Figure 4 shows the relation between the true and
estimated horizon levels. While it was expected that
MonoDepth would either fully track the horizon level or not
at all, a regression coefficient of 0.60 was found which in-
dicates that it does something between these extremes.

A second experiment was performed to rule out any po-
tential issues with the Velodyne data and with the small
(±10 px) range of true horizon levels in the first experiment.
In this second experiment, a smaller region is cropped at
different heights in the image (Figure 5). For each image,
seven crops are made with offsets between -30 and 30 pix-
els from the image center, which approximates a change in
camera pitch of ±2-3 degrees. Instead of using the Velo-
dyne data to estimate the true horizon level, the horizon
level from the depth estimate of the centrally cropped image
is used as a reference value. In other words, this experiment
evaluates how well a shift in the horizon level is reflected in
the depth estimate, rather than its absolute position.

The results for all four networks are shown in Figure 6.
A similar result as in the previous experiment is found: all
networks are able to detect changes in camera pitch, but
the change in the horizon level is underestimated by all net-
works. Since the networks use the vertical position of obsta-
cles to estimate depth, we expect this underestimation to af-
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Figure 3. Influence of vertical image position and apparent size

cues on depth estimates. Shaded regions indicate ±1 SD (N =
1862) for the network by Godard et al. When both depth cues are

present, all networks successfully estimate the distance towards

the objects, except Wang et al.’s which overestimates the distance.

When only the vertical position is available, the distance is either

over- or underestimated and the standard deviation of the mea-

surement increases (only shown for MonoDepth). When only the

apparent size is available, none of the networks are able to estimate

distance.

fect the estimated distances. To test this hypothesis, we use
the same pitch crop dataset and evaluate whether a change
in camera pitch causes a change in obstacle disparities. The
results are shown in Figure 7. The estimated disparities are
indeed affected by camera pitch. This result also suggests
that the networks look at the vertical image position of ob-
jects rather than their distance to the horizon, since the latter
does not change when the images are cropped.

4.1. Camera roll

Similarly to the pitch angle, the roll angle of the camera
influences the depth estimate towards obstacles. If the cam-
era has a nonzero roll angle, the distance towards obstacles
does not only depend on their vertical position but also on
their horizontal position in the image. A similar experiment
was performed as for the pitch angle: a smaller region of
the images was cropped at varying angles (Figure 8). To
measure the roll angle, a Hough line detector was applied
to a thin slice of the depth map to find the angle of the road
surface. As in the previous experiment, we look for a cor-
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Figure 4. True and estimated horizon levels in unmodified KITTI

images. Results for MonoDepth (Godard et al.). A medium-to-

large correlation is found (Pearson’s r = 0.50, N = 1892) but

the slope is only 0.60, indicating that the true shift in the horizon

is not fully reflected in the estimated depth map.

Figure 5. Larger camera pitch angles are emulated by cropping the

image at different heights.
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Figure 6. True and estimated shifts in horizon levels after cropping

the images at different heights. Shaded regions indicate ±1 SD

for the network by Godard et al. (N = 194, six outliers > 3 SD

removed).

relation between the camera angle and the change in the
estimated angle of the road surface. The result is shown in
Figure 9 and is similar to that for pitch angles: all networks
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Geometric interlude
Camera and poses

Luca Magri 2024



General camera

We have chosen:

• a 3D reference frame in the camera center;

• a 2D reference frame in the center of the image;
The projection matrix can be generalized to account for other choices of the reference systems.

Luca Magri 2022
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f

<latexit sha1_base64="DMmpci/NkexlPu4+zY7UVF7XUTU=">AAACG3icbVC7TsNAEDyHAMG8EihpTkSRqCIbBUEZQUOZSOQhJVZ0vqzDKeeH7tZIkZUvoIWSr6FDtBT8DbZxQRKmGs3srmbHjaTQaFnfRmmrvL2zW9kz9w8Oj46rtZO+DmPFocdDGaqhyzRIEUAPBUoYRgqY70oYuPO7zB88gdIiDB5wEYHjs1kgPMEZplLXm1TrVtPKQTeJXZA6KdCZ1IzyeBry2IcAuWRaj2wrQidhCgWXsDTHsYaI8TmbwSilAfNBO0medEkbsWYY0ggUFZLmIpiNPyuJl34mQC1XVeZrvfDd9IDP8FGba14m/uu5/log9G6cRARRjBDwLA8KCXkezZVImwI6FQoQWfYgUBFQzhRDBCUo4zwV47Q6M+3NXm9pk/Qvm3aredVt1du3RYMVckbOyQWxyTVpk3vSIT3CCZBn8kJejTfj3fgwPn9HS0axc0pWYHz9AIGsoGs=</latexit>

�x

<latexit sha1_base64="E0XYxOdHoIjEqH73NdVN6LWOKIw=">AAACInicbVDLTgJBEJxFVFxfoEcvEwmJJ7JrMHokevGIiTwS2JDeocEJs4/M9BoJ4Se86tGv8WY8mfgx7iIHAetUqeruVJcfK2nIcb6s3EZ+c2u7sGPv7u0fHBZLRy0TJVpgU0Qq0h0fDCoZYpMkKezEGiHwFbb98U3mtx9RGxmF9zSJ0QtgFMqhFECp1OkNUBH0n/rFslN15uDrxF2QMlug0S9Z+d4gEkmAIQkFxnRdJyZvCpqkUDize4nBGMQYRthNaQgBGm86DzzjlcQARTxGzaXicxHtyp+V6TB9UKKeLasQGDMJ/PRAAPRg7BUvE//1/GAlEA2vvKkM44QwFFkekgrneYzQMi0M+UBqJILsQeQy5AI0EKGWHIRIxSRt0E57c1dbWiet86pbq17c1cr160WDBXbCTtkZc9klq7Nb1mBNJphiz+yFvVpv1rv1YX3+juasxc4xW4L1/QNvhKOI</latexit>

�y

<latexit sha1_base64="gVoEICl9wZ0RGd+StWmD2zrejEc=">AAACInicbVDLTgJBEJxFVFxfoEcvEwmJJ7JrNHokevGIiTwSIKR3aHDC7CMzvSaE8BNe9ejXeDOeTPwYd9c9CFinSlV3p7q8SElDjvNlFTaKm1vbpR17d2//4LBcOWqbMNYCWyJUoe56YFDJAFskSWE30gi+p7DjTW9Tv/OE2sgweKBZhAMfJoEcSwGUSN3+CBXBcDYsV526k4GvEzcnVZajOaxYxf4oFLGPAQkFxvRcJ6LBHDRJoXBh92ODEYgpTLCX0AB8NIN5FnjBa7EBCnmEmkvFMxHt2p+V+Th5UKJeLKvgGzPzveSAD/Ro7BUvFf/1PH8lEI2vB3MZRDFhINI8JBVmeYzQMikM+UhqJIL0QeQy4AI0EKGWHIRIxDhp0E56c1dbWift87p7Ub+8v6g2bvIGS+yEnbIz5rIr1mB3rMlaTDDFntkLe7XerHfrw/r8HS1Y+c4xW4L1/QNxO6OJ</latexit>

z

<latexit sha1_base64="nMZnyAZxk7h7daDiA9UKXULwxHY=">AAACG3icbVC7TgJBFJ1BVFxfoKXNREJiRXYNRkuijSUk8khgQ2aHC06YfWTmrglu+AJbLf0aO2Nr4d+4rFsIeqqTc+69Ofd4kZIGbfuLFjaKm1vbpR1rd2//4LBcOeqaMNYCOiJUoe573ICSAXRQooJ+pIH7noKeN7tZ+r0H0EaGwR3OI3B9Pg3kRAqOqdR+HJWrdt3OwP4SJydVkqM1qtDicByK2IcAheLGDBw7QjfhGqVQsLCGsYGIixmfwiClAffBuEmWdMFqseEYsgg0k4plIli1XyvJJP1Mgl6sqtw3Zu576QGf472x1ryl+K/n+WuBcHLlJjKIYoRALPOgVJDlMULLtClgY6kBkS8fBCYDJrjmiKAl40KkYpxWZ6W9Oest/SXd87rTqF+0G9Xmdd5giZyQU3JGHHJJmuSWtEiHCALkiTyTF/pK3+g7/fgZLdB855isgH5+A6P4oH8=</latexit>

fy/z

<latexit sha1_base64="eVY3y4DMTKMbJfsCsF2YPiEwozo=">AAACHnicbVDLTsJAFJ0iKtYX6NLNRELiCluD0SXRjUtM5JFAQ6bDLUyYPjJza4KEX3CrS7/GnXGrf2NbuxDwrE7Ouffm3ONGUmi0rG+jsFHc3Nou7Zi7e/sHh+XKUUeHseLQ5qEMVc9lGqQIoI0CJfQiBcx3JXTd6W3qdx9BaREGDziLwPHZOBCe4AxTyZudPw3LVatuZaDrxM5JleRoDStGcTAKeexDgFwyrfu2FaEzZwoFl7AwB7GGiPEpG0M/oQHzQTvzLOyC1mLNMKQRKCokzUQwa39W5l7ynAC1WFaZr/XMd5MDPsOJNle8VPzXc/2VQOhdO3MRRDFCwNM8KCRkeTRXIikL6EgoQGTpg0BFQDlTDBGUoIzzRIyT9sykN3u1pXXSuajbjfrlfaPavMkbLJETckrOiE2uSJPckRZpE04m5Jm8kFfjzXg3PozP39GCke8ckyUYXz/ktqGr</latexit>

y

<latexit sha1_base64="MMr1jEhkUN+aG1GJ7TViGq/bqu8=">AAACG3icbVBNT8JAFNwiKtYv0KOXjYTEE2kNRo9ELx4hkY8EGrJdHrhhu212X00I4Rd41aO/xpvx6sF/Y1t7EHBOk5n3XuaNH0lh0HG+rcJWcXtnt7Rn7x8cHh2XKyddE8aaQ4eHMtR9nxmQQkEHBUroRxpY4Evo+bO71O89gTYiVA84j8AL2FSJieAME6k9H5WrTt3JQDeJm5MqydEaVazicBzyOACFXDJjBq4TobdgGgWXsLSHsYGI8RmbwiChigVgvEWWdElrsWEY0gg0FZJmIti1PyuLSfKZAL1cVVlgzDzwkwMBw0djr3mp+K/nB2uBcHLjLYSKYgTF0zwoJGR5DNciaQroWGhAZOmDQIWinGmGCFpQxnkixkl1dtKbu97SJule1t1G/ardqDZv8wZL5IyckwvikmvSJPekRTqEEyDP5IW8Wm/Wu/Vhff6OFqx855SswPr6AaJBoH4=</latexit>

p

<latexit sha1_base64="Q1djrazt1oflPqLlwrmLOe5oMpI=">AAACG3icbVBNT8JAFNwiKtYv0KOXjYTEE2kNRo9ELx4hkY8EGrJdHrhht212X00I4Rd41aO/xpvx6sF/Y1t7EHBOk5n3XuaNH0lh0HG+rcJWcXtnt7Rn7x8cHh2XKyddE8aaQ4eHMtR9nxmQIoAOCpTQjzQw5Uvo+bO71O89gTYiDB5wHoGn2DQQE8EZJlI7GpWrTt3JQDeJm5MqydEaVazicBzyWEGAXDJjBq4TobdgGgWXsLSHsYGI8RmbwiChAVNgvEWWdElrsWEY0gg0FZJmIti1PyuLSfKZAL1cVZkyZq785IBi+GjsNS8V//V8tRYIJzfeQgRRjBDwNA8KCVkew7VImgI6FhoQWfogUBFQzjRDBC0o4zwR46Q6O+nNXW9pk3Qv626jftVuVJu3eYMlckbOyQVxyTVpknvSIh3CCZBn8kJerTfr3fqwPn9HC1a+c0pWYH39AJLSoHU=</latexit>

p

<latexit sha1_base64="Q1djrazt1oflPqLlwrmLOe5oMpI=">AAACG3icbVBNT8JAFNwiKtYv0KOXjYTEE2kNRo9ELx4hkY8EGrJdHrhht212X00I4Rd41aO/xpvx6sF/Y1t7EHBOk5n3XuaNH0lh0HG+rcJWcXtnt7Rn7x8cHh2XKyddE8aaQ4eHMtR9nxmQIoAOCpTQjzQw5Uvo+bO71O89gTYiDB5wHoGn2DQQE8EZJlI7GpWrTt3JQDeJm5MqydEaVazicBzyWEGAXDJjBq4TobdgGgWXsLSHsYGI8RmbwiChAVNgvEWWdElrsWEY0gg0FZJmIti1PyuLSfKZAL1cVZkyZq785IBi+GjsNS8V//V8tRYIJzfeQgRRjBDwNA8KCVkew7VImgI6FhoQWfogUBFQzjRDBC0o4zwR46Q6O+nNXW9pk3Qv626jftVuVJu3eYMlckbOyQVxyTVpknvSIh3CCZBn8kJerTfr3fqwPn9HC1a+c0pWYH39AJLSoHU=</latexit>

𝑧𝑚 = 𝑃𝑀
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�x

<latexit sha1_base64="pNYBevFzE8qd52zkR2hbfO94RyQ=">AAACIXicbVDLTgJBEJxFVFxfoEcvEwmJJ7JrMHokevGIiTwS2JDeocEJs4/M9BoJ4SO86tGv8Wa8GX/GXeQgYJ0qVd2d6vJjJQ05zpeV28hvbm0Xduzdvf2Dw2LpqGWiRAtsikhFuuODQSVDbJIkhZ1YIwS+wrY/vsn89iNqI6PwniYxegGMQjmUAiiV2j0fCfpP/WLZqTpz8HXiLkiZLdDol6x8bxCJJMCQhAJjuq4TkzcFTVIonNm9xGAMYgwj7KY0hACNN53nnfFKYoAiHqPmUvG5iHblz8p0mP4nUc+WVQiMmQR+eiAAejD2ipeJ/3p+sBKIhlfeVIZxQhiKLA9JhfM8RmiZ9oV8IDUSQfYgchlyARqIUEsOQqRikhZop725qy2tk9Z51a1VL+5q5fr1osECO2Gn7Iy57JLV2S1rsCYTbMye2Qt7td6sd+vD+vwdzVmLnWO2BOv7B4rRoxA=</latexit>

�y

<latexit sha1_base64="qhAOlgbb7GwqBAtk+7r5lxwb1+k=">AAACIXicbVDLTgJBEJxFVFxfoEcvEwmJJ7JrNHokevGIiTwSIKR3aHDC7CMzvSaE8BFe9ejXeDPejD/j7roHAetUqeruVJcXKWnIcb6swkZxc2u7tGPv7u0fHJYrR20TxlpgS4Qq1F0PDCoZYIskKexGGsH3FHa86W3qd55QGxkGDzSLcODDJJBjKYASqdP3kGA4G5arTt3JwNeJm5Mqy9EcVqxifxSK2MeAhAJjeq4T0WAOmqRQuLD7scEIxBQm2EtoAD6awTzLu+C12ACFPELNpeKZiHbtz8p8nPwnUS+WVfCNmflecsAHejT2ipeK/3qevxKIxteDuQyimDAQaR6SCrM8RmiZ9IV8JDUSQfogchlwARqIUEsOQiRinBRoJ725qy2tk/Z53b2oX95fVBs3eYMldsJO2Rlz2RVrsDvWZC0m2JQ9sxf2ar1Z79aH9fk7WrDynWO2BOv7B4yIoxE=</latexit>

�z

<latexit sha1_base64="h3uPYzviemtk+tuOV5/peLDyYZs=">AAACIXicbVDLTgJBEJxFVFxfoEcvEwmJJ7JrMHokevGIiTwS2JDeocEJs4/M9Jog4SO86tGv8Wa8GX/GXeQgYJ0qVd2d6vJjJQ05zpeV28hvbm0Xduzdvf2Dw2LpqGWiRAtsikhFuuODQSVDbJIkhZ1YIwS+wrY/vsn89iNqI6PwniYxegGMQjmUAiiV2j0fCfpP/WLZqTpz8HXiLkiZLdDol6x8bxCJJMCQhAJjuq4TkzcFTVIonNm9xGAMYgwj7KY0hACNN53nnfFKYoAiHqPmUvG5iHblz8p0mP4nUc+WVQiMmQR+eiAAejD2ipeJ/3p+sBKIhlfeVIZxQhiKLA9JhfM8RmiZ9oV8IDUSQfYgchlyARqIUEsOQqRikhZop725qy2tk9Z51a1VL+5q5fr1osECO2Gn7Iy57JLV2S1rsCYTbMye2Qt7td6sd+vD+vwdzVmLnWO2BOv7B44/oxI=</latexit>

✏x

<latexit sha1_base64="AkTUdXM8sFd6js8ntI8gxbsNm+I=">AAACJHicbVC7TsNAEDyHAMG8EihpTkSRqCIbBUEZQUMZJPIQiRWdL5twyvls3a0RUZS/oIWSr6FDFDR8C7ZxQQJTjWZ2V7PjR1IYdJxPq7BWXN/YLG3Z2zu7e/vlykHHhLHm0OahDHXPZwakUNBGgRJ6kQYW+BK6/vQq9bsPoI0I1S3OIvACNlFiLDjDRLobQGSEDNXwcViuOnUnA/1L3JxUSY7WsGIVB6OQxwEo5JIZ03edCL050yi4hIU9iA1EjE/ZBPoJVSwA482zyAtaiw3DkEagqZA0E8Gu/VqZj5MXBejFssoCY2aBnxwIGN4be8VLxX89P1gJhOMLby5UFCMonuZBISHLY7gWSWVAR0IDIksfBCoU5UwzRNCCMs4TMU46tJPe3NWW/pLOad1t1M9uGtXmZd5giRyRY3JCXHJOmuSatEibcKLIE3kmL9ar9Wa9Wx8/owUr3zkkS7C+vgFc56SM</latexit>

✏y

<latexit sha1_base64="/SMqYZ31eXjvlwVQpE4bi16Sq34=">AAACJHicbVBNT8JAFNwiKtYv0KOXjYTEE2kNRo9ELx4xkY8IDdkuD9yw3Ta7ryak4V941aO/xpvx4MXfYos9CDinycx7L/PGj6Qw6DhfVmGjuLm1Xdqxd/f2Dw7LlaOOCWPNoc1DGeqezwxIoaCNAiX0Ig0s8CV0/elN5nefQBsRqnucReAFbKLEWHCGqfQwgMgIGarhbFiuOnVnAbpO3JxUSY7WsGIVB6OQxwEo5JIZ03edCL2EaRRcwtwexAYixqdsAv2UKhaA8ZJF5DmtxYZhSCPQVEi6EMGu/VlJxumLAvR8WWWBMbPATw8EDB+NveJl4r+eH6wEwvGVlwgVxQiKZ3lQSFjkMVyLtDKgI6EBkWUPAhWKcqYZImhBGeepGKcd2mlv7mpL66RzXncb9Yu7RrV5nTdYIifklJwRl1ySJrklLdImnCjyTF7Iq/VmvVsf1ufvaMHKd47JEqzvH16epI0=</latexit>

✓
R t
0 1

◆

<latexit sha1_base64="X3iJeof57v8F7mEiMCw89uYX018=">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</latexit>

M

<latexit sha1_base64="zUYpRAh07M6TU62sLakMT86sFpQ=">AAACG3icbVC7SgNBFJ2JUeP6SrS0GQwBq7ArES2DNjZCAuYByRJmJzdxyOyDmbtCWPIFtlr6NXZia+HfuFm3MNFTHc6593Lu8SIlDdr2Fy1sFDe3tks71u7e/sFhuXLUNWGsBXREqELd97gBJQPooEQF/UgD9z0FPW92s/R7j6CNDIN7nEfg+nwayIkUHFOpfTcqV+26nYH9JU5OqiRHa1ShxeE4FLEPAQrFjRk4doRuwjVKoWBhDWMDERczPoVBSgPug3GTLOmC1WLDMWQRaCYVy0Swar9Wkkn6mQS9WFW5b8zc99IDPscHY615S/Ffz/PXAuHkyk1kEMUIgVjmQakgy2OElmlTwMZSAyJfPghMBkxwzRFBS8aFSMU4rc5Ke3PWW/pLuud1p1G/aDeqzeu8wRI5IafkjDjkkjTJLWmRDhEEyBN5Ji/0lb7Rd/rxM1qg+c4xWQH9/AZWzaBS</latexit>

m

<latexit sha1_base64="HKOjLF1WQdytPHPtz/npJLKFTws=">AAACG3icbVBNT8JAFNwiKtYv0KOXjYTEE2kNRo9ELx4hkY8EGrJdHrhht212X00I4Rd41aO/xpvx6sF/Y1t7EHBOk5n3XuaNH0lh0HG+rcJWcXtnt7Rn7x8cHh2XKyddE8aaQ4eHMtR9nxmQIoAOCpTQjzQw5Uvo+bO71O89gTYiDB5wHoGn2DQQE8EZJlJbjcpVp+5koJvEzUmV5GiNKlZxOA55rCBALpkxA9eJ0FswjYJLWNrD2EDE+IxNYZDQgCkw3iJLuqS12DAMaQSaCkkzEezan5XFJPlMgF6uqkwZM1d+ckAxfDT2mpeK/3q+WguEkxtvIYIoRgh4mgeFhCyP4VokTQEdCw2ILH0QqAgoZ5ohghaUcZ6IcVKdnfTmrre0SbqXdbdRv2o3qs3bvMESOSPn5IK45Jo0yT1pkQ7hBMgzeSGv1pv1bn1Yn7+jBSvfOSUrsL5+AI2toHI=</latexit>

C

<latexit sha1_base64="U1ZgUwq6+FnLRc6WhOdzKUXyQBc=">AAACG3icbVBNT8JAFNwiKtYv0KOXjYTEE2mNRo9ELh4hkY8EGrJdHrhht212X00I4Rd41aO/xpvx6sF/Y1t7EHBOk5n3XuaNH0lh0HG+rcJWcXtnt7Rn7x8cHh2XKyddE8aaQ4eHMtR9nxmQIoAOCpTQjzQw5Uvo+bNm6veeQBsRBg84j8BTbBqIieAME6ndHJWrTt3JQDeJm5MqydEaVazicBzyWEGAXDJjBq4TobdgGgWXsLSHsYGI8RmbwiChAVNgvEWWdElrsWEY0gg0FZJmIti1PyuLSfKZAL1cVZkyZq785IBi+GjsNS8V//V8tRYIJ7feQgRRjBDwNA8KCVkew7VImgI6FhoQWfogUBFQzjRDBC0o4zwR46Q6O+nNXW9pk3Qv6+5V/bp9VW3c5Q2WyBk5JxfEJTekQe5Ji3QIJ0CeyQt5td6sd+vD+vwdLVj5zilZgfX1A0WnoEg=</latexit>

�x

<latexit sha1_base64="YkVLI8iJTP9N6edcrqrgRCPnNsA=">AAACInicbVA9TwJBEN1DVDy/QEubjYTEitwZjJZEG0tM5CMBQuaWATfs3l1254yE8CdstfTX2BkrE3+MB1II+KqX92Ymb14QK2nJ876czEZ2c2s7t+Pu7u0fHOYLRw0bJUZgXUQqMq0ALCoZYp0kKWzFBkEHCpvB6GbmNx/RWBmF9zSOsathGMqBFECp1OoMQWvoPfXyRa/szcHXib8gRbZArVdwsp1+JBKNIQkF1rZ9L6buBAxJoXDqdhKLMYgRDLGd0hA02u5kHnjKS4kFiniMhkvF5yK6pT8rk0H6oEQzXVZBWzvWQXpAAz1Yd8Wbif96gV4JRIOr7kSGcUIYilkekgrneawwMi0MeV8aJILZg8hlyAUYIEIjOQiRiknaoJv25q+2tE4a52W/Ur64qxSr14sGc+yEnbIz5rNLVmW3rMbqTDDFntkLe3XenHfnw/n8Hc04i51jtgTn+wdjcKOB</latexit>

�y

<latexit sha1_base64="CJxKC2Znd7Ax/yqn8EDuEKF0fc8=">AAACInicbVA9TwJBEN1DVDy/QEubjYTEitwZjZZEG0tM5CMBQuaWATfs3l1250wI4U/YaumvsTNWJv4Yj5NCwFe9vDczefOCWElLnvfl5Dbym1vbhR13d2//4LBYOmraKDECGyJSkWkHYFHJEBskSWE7Ngg6UNgKxrdzv/WExsoofKBJjD0No1AOpQBKpXZ3BFpDf9Ivlr2ql4GvE39BymyBer/k5LuDSCQaQxIKrO34Xky9KRiSQuHM7SYWYxBjGGEnpSFotL1pFnjGK4kFiniMhkvFMxHdyp+V6TB9UKKZLaugrZ3oID2ggR6tu+LNxX+9QK8EouF1byrDOCEMxTwPSYVZHiuMTAtDPpAGiWD+IHIZcgEGiNBIDkKkYpI26Ka9+astrZPmedW/qF7eX5RrN4sGC+yEnbIz5rMrVmN3rM4aTDDFntkLe3XenHfnw/n8Hc05i51jtgTn+wdlJ6OC</latexit>

�z

<latexit sha1_base64="hnxQ/WfNxFW1Q4i/zMqYu5KC0DE=">AAACInicbVA9TwJBEN1DVDy/QEubjYTEitwZjJZEG0tM5CMBQuaWATfs3l1250yQ8CdstfTX2BkrE3+MB1II+KqX92Ymb14QK2nJ876czEZ2c2s7t+Pu7u0fHOYLRw0bJUZgXUQqMq0ALCoZYp0kKWzFBkEHCpvB6GbmNx/RWBmF9zSOsathGMqBFECp1OoMQWvoPfXyRa/szcHXib8gRbZArVdwsp1+JBKNIQkF1rZ9L6buBAxJoXDqdhKLMYgRDLGd0hA02u5kHnjKS4kFiniMhkvF5yK6pT8rk0H6oEQzXVZBWzvWQXpAAz1Yd8Wbif96gV4JRIOr7kSGcUIYilkekgrneawwMi0MeV8aJILZg8hlyAUYIEIjOQiRiknaoJv25q+2tE4a52W/Ur64qxSr14sGc+yEnbIz5rNLVmW3rMbqTDDFntkLe3XenHfnw/n8Hc04i51jtgTn+wdm3qOD</latexit>

�x

<latexit sha1_base64="E0XYxOdHoIjEqH73NdVN6LWOKIw=">AAACInicbVDLTgJBEJxFVFxfoEcvEwmJJ7JrMHokevGIiTwS2JDeocEJs4/M9BoJ4Se86tGv8WY8mfgx7iIHAetUqeruVJcfK2nIcb6s3EZ+c2u7sGPv7u0fHBZLRy0TJVpgU0Qq0h0fDCoZYpMkKezEGiHwFbb98U3mtx9RGxmF9zSJ0QtgFMqhFECp1OkNUBH0n/rFslN15uDrxF2QMlug0S9Z+d4gEkmAIQkFxnRdJyZvCpqkUDize4nBGMQYRthNaQgBGm86DzzjlcQARTxGzaXicxHtyp+V6TB9UKKeLasQGDMJ/PRAAPRg7BUvE//1/GAlEA2vvKkM44QwFFkekgrneYzQMi0M+UBqJILsQeQy5AI0EKGWHIRIxSRt0E57c1dbWiet86pbq17c1cr160WDBXbCTtkZc9klq7Nb1mBNJphiz+yFvVpv1rv1YX3+juasxc4xW4L1/QNvhKOI</latexit>

�y

<latexit sha1_base64="gVoEICl9wZ0RGd+StWmD2zrejEc=">AAACInicbVDLTgJBEJxFVFxfoEcvEwmJJ7JrNHokevGIiTwSIKR3aHDC7CMzvSaE8BNe9ejXeDOeTPwYd9c9CFinSlV3p7q8SElDjvNlFTaKm1vbpR17d2//4LBcOWqbMNYCWyJUoe56YFDJAFskSWE30gi+p7DjTW9Tv/OE2sgweKBZhAMfJoEcSwGUSN3+CBXBcDYsV526k4GvEzcnVZajOaxYxf4oFLGPAQkFxvRcJ6LBHDRJoXBh92ODEYgpTLCX0AB8NIN5FnjBa7EBCnmEmkvFMxHt2p+V+Th5UKJeLKvgGzPzveSAD/Ro7BUvFf/1PH8lEI2vB3MZRDFhINI8JBVmeYzQMikM+UhqJIL0QeQy4AI0EKGWHIRIxDhp0E56c1dbWift87p7Ub+8v6g2bvIGS+yEnbIz5rIr1mB3rMlaTDDFntkLe7XerHfrw/r8HS1Y+c4xW4L1/QNxO6OJ</latexit>

p

<latexit sha1_base64="Q1djrazt1oflPqLlwrmLOe5oMpI=">AAACG3icbVBNT8JAFNwiKtYv0KOXjYTEE2kNRo9ELx4hkY8EGrJdHrhht212X00I4Rd41aO/xpvx6sF/Y1t7EHBOk5n3XuaNH0lh0HG+rcJWcXtnt7Rn7x8cHh2XKyddE8aaQ4eHMtR9nxmQIoAOCpTQjzQw5Uvo+bO71O89gTYiDB5wHoGn2DQQE8EZJlI7GpWrTt3JQDeJm5MqydEaVazicBzyWEGAXDJjBq4TobdgGgWXsLSHsYGI8RmbwiChAVNgvEWWdElrsWEY0gg0FZJmIti1PyuLSfKZAL1cVZkyZq785IBi+GjsNS8V//V8tRYIJzfeQgRRjBDwNA8KCVkew7VImgI6FhoQWfogUBFQzjRDBC0o4zwR46Q6O+nNXW9pk3Qv626jftVuVJu3eYMlckbOyQVxyTVpknvSIh3CCZBn8kJerTfr3fqwPn9HC1a+c0pWYH39AJLSoHU=</latexit>

From world reference frame to camera reference frame using a roto-translation 1
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𝑴 ↦ 𝑅𝑴+ 𝒕 ↦ 2𝑃 𝑅𝑴+ 𝒕

P

<latexit sha1_base64="j/V9zcfnV2TF7XfjjZSnjhSZE9w=">AAACG3icbVBNT8JAFNwiKtYv0KOXjYTEE2kNRo9ELx4hkY8EGrJdHrhht212X01Iwy/wqkd/jTfj1YP/xhZ7EHBOk5n3XuaNH0lh0HG+rcJWcXtnt7Rn7x8cHh2XKyddE8aaQ4eHMtR9nxmQIoAOCpTQjzQw5Uvo+bO7zO89gTYiDB5wHoGn2DQQE8EZplK7NSpXnbqzBN0kbk6qJEdrVLGKw3HIYwUBcsmMGbhOhF7CNAouYWEPYwMR4zM2hUFKA6bAeMky6YLWYsMwpBFoKiRdimDX/qwkk/QzAXqxqjJlzFz56QHF8NHYa14m/uv5ai0QTm68RARRjBDwLA8KCcs8hmuRNgV0LDQgsuxBoCKgnGmGCFpQxnkqxml1dtqbu97SJule1t1G/ardqDZv8wZL5IyckwvikmvSJPekRTqEEyDP5IW8Wm/Wu/Vhff6OFqx855SswPr6AVvyoFU=</latexit>

�x

<latexit sha1_base64="pNYBevFzE8qd52zkR2hbfO94RyQ=">AAACIXicbVDLTgJBEJxFVFxfoEcvEwmJJ7JrMHokevGIiTwS2JDeocEJs4/M9BoJ4SO86tGv8Wa8GX/GXeQgYJ0qVd2d6vJjJQ05zpeV28hvbm0Xduzdvf2Dw2LpqGWiRAtsikhFuuODQSVDbJIkhZ1YIwS+wrY/vsn89iNqI6PwniYxegGMQjmUAiiV2j0fCfpP/WLZqTpz8HXiLkiZLdDol6x8bxCJJMCQhAJjuq4TkzcFTVIonNm9xGAMYgwj7KY0hACNN53nnfFKYoAiHqPmUvG5iHblz8p0mP4nUc+WVQiMmQR+eiAAejD2ipeJ/3p+sBKIhlfeVIZxQhiKLA9JhfM8RmiZ9oV8IDUSQfYgchlyARqIUEsOQqRikhZop725qy2tk9Z51a1VL+5q5fr1osECO2Gn7Iy57JLV2S1rsCYTbMye2Qt7td6sd+vD+vwdzVmLnWO2BOv7B4rRoxA=</latexit>

�y

<latexit sha1_base64="qhAOlgbb7GwqBAtk+7r5lxwb1+k=">AAACIXicbVDLTgJBEJxFVFxfoEcvEwmJJ7JrNHokevGIiTwSIKR3aHDC7CMzvSaE8BFe9ejXeDPejD/j7roHAetUqeruVJcXKWnIcb6swkZxc2u7tGPv7u0fHJYrR20TxlpgS4Qq1F0PDCoZYIskKexGGsH3FHa86W3qd55QGxkGDzSLcODDJJBjKYASqdP3kGA4G5arTt3JwNeJm5Mqy9EcVqxifxSK2MeAhAJjeq4T0WAOmqRQuLD7scEIxBQm2EtoAD6awTzLu+C12ACFPELNpeKZiHbtz8p8nPwnUS+WVfCNmflecsAHejT2ipeK/3qevxKIxteDuQyimDAQaR6SCrM8RmiZ9IV8JDUSQfogchlwARqIUEsOQiRinBRoJ725qy2tk/Z53b2oX95fVBs3eYMldsJO2Rlz2RVrsDvWZC0m2JQ9sxf2ar1Z79aH9fk7WrDynWO2BOv7B4yIoxE=</latexit>

�z

<latexit sha1_base64="h3uPYzviemtk+tuOV5/peLDyYZs=">AAACIXicbVDLTgJBEJxFVFxfoEcvEwmJJ7JrMHokevGIiTwS2JDeocEJs4/M9Jog4SO86tGv8Wa8GX/GXeQgYJ0qVd2d6vJjJQ05zpeV28hvbm0Xduzdvf2Dw2LpqGWiRAtsikhFuuODQSVDbJIkhZ1YIwS+wrY/vsn89iNqI6PwniYxegGMQjmUAiiV2j0fCfpP/WLZqTpz8HXiLkiZLdDol6x8bxCJJMCQhAJjuq4TkzcFTVIonNm9xGAMYgwj7KY0hACNN53nnfFKYoAiHqPmUvG5iHblz8p0mP4nUc+WVQiMmQR+eiAAejD2ipeJ/3p+sBKIhlfeVIZxQhiKLA9JhfM8RmiZ9oV8IDUSQfYgchlyARqIUEsOQqRikhZop725qy2tk9Z51a1VL+5q5fr1osECO2Gn7Iy57JLV2S1rsCYTbMye2Qt7td6sd+vD+vwdzVmLnWO2BOv7B44/oxI=</latexit>

✏x

<latexit sha1_base64="AkTUdXM8sFd6js8ntI8gxbsNm+I=">AAACJHicbVC7TsNAEDyHAMG8EihpTkSRqCIbBUEZQUMZJPIQiRWdL5twyvls3a0RUZS/oIWSr6FDFDR8C7ZxQQJTjWZ2V7PjR1IYdJxPq7BWXN/YLG3Z2zu7e/vlykHHhLHm0OahDHXPZwakUNBGgRJ6kQYW+BK6/vQq9bsPoI0I1S3OIvACNlFiLDjDRLobQGSEDNXwcViuOnUnA/1L3JxUSY7WsGIVB6OQxwEo5JIZ03edCL050yi4hIU9iA1EjE/ZBPoJVSwA482zyAtaiw3DkEagqZA0E8Gu/VqZj5MXBejFssoCY2aBnxwIGN4be8VLxX89P1gJhOMLby5UFCMonuZBISHLY7gWSWVAR0IDIksfBCoU5UwzRNCCMs4TMU46tJPe3NWW/pLOad1t1M9uGtXmZd5giRyRY3JCXHJOmuSatEibcKLIE3kmL9ar9Wa9Wx8/owUr3zkkS7C+vgFc56SM</latexit>

✏y

<latexit sha1_base64="/SMqYZ31eXjvlwVQpE4bi16Sq34=">AAACJHicbVBNT8JAFNwiKtYv0KOXjYTEE2kNRo9ELx4xkY8IDdkuD9yw3Ta7ryak4V941aO/xpvx4MXfYos9CDinycx7L/PGj6Qw6DhfVmGjuLm1Xdqxd/f2Dw7LlaOOCWPNoc1DGeqezwxIoaCNAiX0Ig0s8CV0/elN5nefQBsRqnucReAFbKLEWHCGqfQwgMgIGarhbFiuOnVnAbpO3JxUSY7WsGIVB6OQxwEo5JIZ03edCL2EaRRcwtwexAYixqdsAv2UKhaA8ZJF5DmtxYZhSCPQVEi6EMGu/VlJxumLAvR8WWWBMbPATw8EDB+NveJl4r+eH6wEwvGVlwgVxQiKZ3lQSFjkMVyLtDKgI6EBkWUPAhWKcqYZImhBGeepGKcd2mlv7mpL66RzXncb9Yu7RrV5nTdYIifklJwRl1ySJrklLdImnCjyTF7Iq/VmvVsf1ufvaMHKd47JEqzvH16epI0=</latexit>

✓
R t
0 1

◆

<latexit sha1_base64="X3iJeof57v8F7mEiMCw89uYX018=">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</latexit>

M

<latexit sha1_base64="zUYpRAh07M6TU62sLakMT86sFpQ=">AAACG3icbVC7SgNBFJ2JUeP6SrS0GQwBq7ArES2DNjZCAuYByRJmJzdxyOyDmbtCWPIFtlr6NXZia+HfuFm3MNFTHc6593Lu8SIlDdr2Fy1sFDe3tks71u7e/sFhuXLUNWGsBXREqELd97gBJQPooEQF/UgD9z0FPW92s/R7j6CNDIN7nEfg+nwayIkUHFOpfTcqV+26nYH9JU5OqiRHa1ShxeE4FLEPAQrFjRk4doRuwjVKoWBhDWMDERczPoVBSgPug3GTLOmC1WLDMWQRaCYVy0Swar9Wkkn6mQS9WFW5b8zc99IDPscHY615S/Ffz/PXAuHkyk1kEMUIgVjmQakgy2OElmlTwMZSAyJfPghMBkxwzRFBS8aFSMU4rc5Ke3PWW/pLuud1p1G/aDeqzeu8wRI5IafkjDjkkjTJLWmRDhEEyBN5Ji/0lb7Rd/rxM1qg+c4xWQH9/AZWzaBS</latexit>

m

<latexit sha1_base64="HKOjLF1WQdytPHPtz/npJLKFTws=">AAACG3icbVBNT8JAFNwiKtYv0KOXjYTEE2kNRo9ELx4hkY8EGrJdHrhht212X00I4Rd41aO/xpvx6sF/Y1t7EHBOk5n3XuaNH0lh0HG+rcJWcXtnt7Rn7x8cHh2XKyddE8aaQ4eHMtR9nxmQIoAOCpTQjzQw5Uvo+bO71O89gTYiDB5wHoGn2DQQE8EZJlJbjcpVp+5koJvEzUmV5GiNKlZxOA55rCBALpkxA9eJ0FswjYJLWNrD2EDE+IxNYZDQgCkw3iJLuqS12DAMaQSaCkkzEezan5XFJPlMgF6uqkwZM1d+ckAxfDT2mpeK/3q+WguEkxtvIYIoRgh4mgeFhCyP4VokTQEdCw2ILH0QqAgoZ5ohghaUcZ6IcVKdnfTmrre0SbqXdbdRv2o3qs3bvMESOSPn5IK45Jo0yT1pkQ7hBMgzeSGv1pv1bn1Yn7+jBSvfOSUrsL5+AI2toHI=</latexit>

C

<latexit sha1_base64="U1ZgUwq6+FnLRc6WhOdzKUXyQBc=">AAACG3icbVBNT8JAFNwiKtYv0KOXjYTEE2mNRo9ELh4hkY8EGrJdHrhht212X00I4Rd41aO/xpvx6sF/Y1t7EHBOk5n3XuaNH0lh0HG+rcJWcXtnt7Rn7x8cHh2XKyddE8aaQ4eHMtR9nxmQIoAOCpTQjzQw5Uvo+bNm6veeQBsRBg84j8BTbBqIieAME6ndHJWrTt3JQDeJm5MqydEaVazicBzyWEGAXDJjBq4TobdgGgWXsLSHsYGI8RmbwiChAVNgvEWWdElrsWEY0gg0FZJmIti1PyuLSfKZAL1cVZkyZq785IBi+GjsNS8V//V8tRYIJ7feQgRRjBDwNA8KCVkew7VImgI6FhoQWfogUBFQzjRDBC0o4zwR46Q6O+nNXW9pk3Qv6+5V/bp9VW3c5Q2WyBk5JxfEJTekQe5Ji3QIJ0CeyQt5td6sd+vD+vwdLVj5zilZgfX1A0WnoEg=</latexit>

�x

<latexit sha1_base64="YkVLI8iJTP9N6edcrqrgRCPnNsA=">AAACInicbVA9TwJBEN1DVDy/QEubjYTEitwZjJZEG0tM5CMBQuaWATfs3l1254yE8CdstfTX2BkrE3+MB1II+KqX92Ymb14QK2nJ876czEZ2c2s7t+Pu7u0fHOYLRw0bJUZgXUQqMq0ALCoZYp0kKWzFBkEHCpvB6GbmNx/RWBmF9zSOsathGMqBFECp1OoMQWvoPfXyRa/szcHXib8gRbZArVdwsp1+JBKNIQkF1rZ9L6buBAxJoXDqdhKLMYgRDLGd0hA02u5kHnjKS4kFiniMhkvF5yK6pT8rk0H6oEQzXVZBWzvWQXpAAz1Yd8Wbif96gV4JRIOr7kSGcUIYilkekgrneawwMi0MeV8aJILZg8hlyAUYIEIjOQiRiknaoJv25q+2tE4a52W/Ur64qxSr14sGc+yEnbIz5rNLVmW3rMbqTDDFntkLe3XenHfnw/n8Hc04i51jtgTn+wdjcKOB</latexit>

�y

<latexit sha1_base64="CJxKC2Znd7Ax/yqn8EDuEKF0fc8=">AAACInicbVA9TwJBEN1DVDy/QEubjYTEitwZjZZEG0tM5CMBQuaWATfs3l1250wI4U/YaumvsTNWJv4Yj5NCwFe9vDczefOCWElLnvfl5Dbym1vbhR13d2//4LBYOmraKDECGyJSkWkHYFHJEBskSWE7Ngg6UNgKxrdzv/WExsoofKBJjD0No1AOpQBKpXZ3BFpDf9Ivlr2ql4GvE39BymyBer/k5LuDSCQaQxIKrO34Xky9KRiSQuHM7SYWYxBjGGEnpSFotL1pFnjGK4kFiniMhkvFMxHdyp+V6TB9UKKZLaugrZ3oID2ggR6tu+LNxX+9QK8EouF1byrDOCEMxTwPSYVZHiuMTAtDPpAGiWD+IHIZcgEGiNBIDkKkYpI26Ka9+astrZPmedW/qF7eX5RrN4sGC+yEnbIz5rMrVmN3rM4aTDDFntkLe3XenHfnw/n8Hc05i51jtgTn+wdlJ6OC</latexit>

�z

<latexit sha1_base64="hnxQ/WfNxFW1Q4i/zMqYu5KC0DE=">AAACInicbVA9TwJBEN1DVDy/QEubjYTEitwZjJZEG0tM5CMBQuaWATfs3l1250yQ8CdstfTX2BkrE3+MB1II+KqX92Ymb14QK2nJ876czEZ2c2s7t+Pu7u0fHOYLRw0bJUZgXUQqMq0ALCoZYp0kKWzFBkEHCpvB6GbmNx/RWBmF9zSOsathGMqBFECp1OoMQWvoPfXyRa/szcHXib8gRbZArVdwsp1+JBKNIQkF1rZ9L6buBAxJoXDqdhKLMYgRDLGd0hA02u5kHnjKS4kFiniMhkvF5yK6pT8rk0H6oEQzXVZBWzvWQXpAAz1Yd8Wbif96gV4JRIOr7kSGcUIYilkekgrneawwMi0MeV8aJILZg8hlyAUYIEIjOQiRiknaoJv25q+2tE4a52W/Ur64qxSr14sGc+yEnbIz5rNLVmW3rMbqTDDFntkLe3XenHfnw/n8Hc04i51jtgTn+wdm3qOD</latexit>

�x

<latexit sha1_base64="E0XYxOdHoIjEqH73NdVN6LWOKIw=">AAACInicbVDLTgJBEJxFVFxfoEcvEwmJJ7JrMHokevGIiTwS2JDeocEJs4/M9BoJ4Se86tGv8WY8mfgx7iIHAetUqeruVJcfK2nIcb6s3EZ+c2u7sGPv7u0fHBZLRy0TJVpgU0Qq0h0fDCoZYpMkKezEGiHwFbb98U3mtx9RGxmF9zSJ0QtgFMqhFECp1OkNUBH0n/rFslN15uDrxF2QMlug0S9Z+d4gEkmAIQkFxnRdJyZvCpqkUDize4nBGMQYRthNaQgBGm86DzzjlcQARTxGzaXicxHtyp+V6TB9UKKeLasQGDMJ/PRAAPRg7BUvE//1/GAlEA2vvKkM44QwFFkekgrneYzQMi0M+UBqJILsQeQy5AI0EKGWHIRIxSRt0E57c1dbWiet86pbq17c1cr160WDBXbCTtkZc9klq7Nb1mBNJphiz+yFvVpv1rv1YX3+juasxc4xW4L1/QNvhKOI</latexit>

�y

<latexit sha1_base64="gVoEICl9wZ0RGd+StWmD2zrejEc=">AAACInicbVDLTgJBEJxFVFxfoEcvEwmJJ7JrNHokevGIiTwSIKR3aHDC7CMzvSaE8BNe9ejXeDOeTPwYd9c9CFinSlV3p7q8SElDjvNlFTaKm1vbpR17d2//4LBcOWqbMNYCWyJUoe56YFDJAFskSWE30gi+p7DjTW9Tv/OE2sgweKBZhAMfJoEcSwGUSN3+CBXBcDYsV526k4GvEzcnVZajOaxYxf4oFLGPAQkFxvRcJ6LBHDRJoXBh92ODEYgpTLCX0AB8NIN5FnjBa7EBCnmEmkvFMxHt2p+V+Th5UKJeLKvgGzPzveSAD/Ro7BUvFf/1PH8lEI2vB3MZRDFhINI8JBVmeYzQMikM+UhqJIL0QeQy4AI0EKGWHIRIxDhp0E56c1dbWift87p7Ub+8v6g2bvIGS+yEnbIz5rIr1mB3rMlaTDDFntkLe7XerHfrw/r8HS1Y+c4xW4L1/QNxO6OJ</latexit>

p

<latexit sha1_base64="Q1djrazt1oflPqLlwrmLOe5oMpI=">AAACG3icbVBNT8JAFNwiKtYv0KOXjYTEE2kNRo9ELx4hkY8EGrJdHrhht212X00I4Rd41aO/xpvx6sF/Y1t7EHBOk5n3XuaNH0lh0HG+rcJWcXtnt7Rn7x8cHh2XKyddE8aaQ4eHMtR9nxmQIoAOCpTQjzQw5Uvo+bO71O89gTYiDB5wHoGn2DQQE8EZJlI7GpWrTt3JQDeJm5MqydEaVazicBzyWEGAXDJjBq4TobdgGgWXsLSHsYGI8RmbwiChAVNgvEWWdElrsWEY0gg0FZJmIti1PyuLSfKZAL1cVZkyZq785IBi+GjsNS8V//V8tRYIJzfeQgRRjBDwNA8KCVkew7VImgI6FhoQWfogUBFQzjRDBC0o4zwR46Q6O+nNXW9pk3Qv626jftVuVJu3eYMlckbOyQVxyTVpknvSIh3CCZBn8kJerTfr3fqwPn9HC1a+c0pWYH39AJLSoHU=</latexit>

Image reference system

2 Project from camera reference frame to image plane using the projection matrix

From world reference frame to camera reference frame using a roto-translation 1
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𝑴 ↦ 𝐺𝑴 ↦ 2𝑃𝐺𝑴

2 Project from camera reference frame to image plane using the projection matrix

From world reference frame to camera reference frame using a roto-translation 1

External orientations:
Changing coordinates in space is equivalent to multiplying the 
matrix 𝑃 to the right by a 4×4 matrix 

𝐺 = 𝑅 𝒕
0 1

composed by a rotation matrix 𝑅 and a translation vector 𝒕. 
It describes the  position and the attitude of the camera with 
respect to the external reference system.
It depends on six parameters called external orientations.

word r.f. camera r.f. image r.f.

�x

<latexit sha1_base64="YkVLI8iJTP9N6edcrqrgRCPnNsA=">AAACInicbVA9TwJBEN1DVDy/QEubjYTEitwZjJZEG0tM5CMBQuaWATfs3l1254yE8CdstfTX2BkrE3+MB1II+KqX92Ymb14QK2nJ876czEZ2c2s7t+Pu7u0fHOYLRw0bJUZgXUQqMq0ALCoZYp0kKWzFBkEHCpvB6GbmNx/RWBmF9zSOsathGMqBFECp1OoMQWvoPfXyRa/szcHXib8gRbZArVdwsp1+JBKNIQkF1rZ9L6buBAxJoXDqdhKLMYgRDLGd0hA02u5kHnjKS4kFiniMhkvF5yK6pT8rk0H6oEQzXVZBWzvWQXpAAz1Yd8Wbif96gV4JRIOr7kSGcUIYilkekgrneawwMi0MeV8aJILZg8hlyAUYIEIjOQiRiknaoJv25q+2tE4a52W/Ur64qxSr14sGc+yEnbIz5rNLVmW3rMbqTDDFntkLe3XenHfnw/n8Hc04i51jtgTn+wdjcKOB</latexit>

�y

<latexit sha1_base64="CJxKC2Znd7Ax/yqn8EDuEKF0fc8=">AAACInicbVA9TwJBEN1DVDy/QEubjYTEitwZjZZEG0tM5CMBQuaWATfs3l1250wI4U/YaumvsTNWJv4Yj5NCwFe9vDczefOCWElLnvfl5Dbym1vbhR13d2//4LBYOmraKDECGyJSkWkHYFHJEBskSWE7Ngg6UNgKxrdzv/WExsoofKBJjD0No1AOpQBKpXZ3BFpDf9Ivlr2ql4GvE39BymyBer/k5LuDSCQaQxIKrO34Xky9KRiSQuHM7SYWYxBjGGEnpSFotL1pFnjGK4kFiniMhkvFMxHdyp+V6TB9UKKZLaugrZ3oID2ggR6tu+LNxX+9QK8EouF1byrDOCEMxTwPSYVZHiuMTAtDPpAGiWD+IHIZcgEGiNBIDkKkYpI26Ka9+astrZPmedW/qF7eX5RrN4sGC+yEnbIz5rMrVmN3rM4aTDDFntkLe3XenHfnw/n8Hc05i51jtgTn+wdlJ6OC</latexit>

�z

<latexit sha1_base64="hnxQ/WfNxFW1Q4i/zMqYu5KC0DE=">AAACInicbVA9TwJBEN1DVDy/QEubjYTEitwZjJZEG0tM5CMBQuaWATfs3l1250yQ8CdstfTX2BkrE3+MB1II+KqX92Ymb14QK2nJ876czEZ2c2s7t+Pu7u0fHOYLRw0bJUZgXUQqMq0ALCoZYp0kKWzFBkEHCpvB6GbmNx/RWBmF9zSOsathGMqBFECp1OoMQWvoPfXyRa/szcHXib8gRbZArVdwsp1+JBKNIQkF1rZ9L6buBAxJoXDqdhKLMYgRDLGd0hA02u5kHnjKS4kFiniMhkvF5yK6pT8rk0H6oEQzXVZBWzvWQXpAAz1Yd8Wbif96gV4JRIOr7kSGcUIYilkekgrneawwMi0MeV8aJILZg8hlyAUYIEIjOQiRiknaoJv25q+2tE4a52W/Ur64qxSr14sGc+yEnbIz5rNLVmW3rMbqTDDFntkLe3XenHfnw/n8Hc04i51jtgTn+wdm3qOD</latexit>

t

<latexit sha1_base64="A5zpognQkrNwUW5ZZFgxOy5vguU=">AAACJHicbVBNT8JAFNwiKtYv0KOXjYTEE2kNRo9ELx4xkY8IhGyXV9yw3Ta7ryak4V941aO/xpvx4MXfYls5CDinycx7L/PGi6Qw6DhfVmGjuLm1Xdqxd/f2Dw7LlaOOCWPNoc1DGeqexwxIoaCNAiX0Ig0s8CR0velN5nefQBsRqnucRTAM2EQJX3CGqfQwCBg+en6C81G56tSdHHSduAtSJQu0RhWrOBiHPA5AIZfMmL7rRDhMmEbBJcztQWwgYnzKJtBPqWIBmGGSR57TWmwYhjQCTYWkuQh27c9K4qcvCtDzZZUFxswCLz2QJTf2ipeJ/3pesBII/athIlQUIyie5UEhIc9juBZpZUDHQgMiyx4EKhTlTDNE0IIyzlMxTju0097c1ZbWSee87jbqF3eNavN60WCJnJBTckZcckma5Ja0SJtwosgzeSGv1pv1bn1Yn7+jBWuxc0yWYH3/AHL2pJk=</latexit>
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P

<latexit sha1_base64="j/V9zcfnV2TF7XfjjZSnjhSZE9w=">AAACG3icbVBNT8JAFNwiKtYv0KOXjYTEE2kNRo9ELx4hkY8EGrJdHrhht212X01Iwy/wqkd/jTfj1YP/xhZ7EHBOk5n3XuaNH0lh0HG+rcJWcXtnt7Rn7x8cHh2XKyddE8aaQ4eHMtR9nxmQIoAOCpTQjzQw5Uvo+bO7zO89gTYiDB5wHoGn2DQQE8EZplK7NSpXnbqzBN0kbk6qJEdrVLGKw3HIYwUBcsmMGbhOhF7CNAouYWEPYwMR4zM2hUFKA6bAeMky6YLWYsMwpBFoKiRdimDX/qwkk/QzAXqxqjJlzFz56QHF8NHYa14m/uv5ai0QTm68RARRjBDwLA8KCcs8hmuRNgV0LDQgsuxBoCKgnGmGCFpQxnkqxml1dtqbu97SJule1t1G/ardqDZv8wZL5IyckwvikmvSJPekRTqEEyDP5IW8Wm/Wu/Vhff6OFqx855SswPr6AVvyoFU=</latexit>

�x

<latexit sha1_base64="pNYBevFzE8qd52zkR2hbfO94RyQ=">AAACIXicbVDLTgJBEJxFVFxfoEcvEwmJJ7JrMHokevGIiTwS2JDeocEJs4/M9BoJ4SO86tGv8Wa8GX/GXeQgYJ0qVd2d6vJjJQ05zpeV28hvbm0Xduzdvf2Dw2LpqGWiRAtsikhFuuODQSVDbJIkhZ1YIwS+wrY/vsn89iNqI6PwniYxegGMQjmUAiiV2j0fCfpP/WLZqTpz8HXiLkiZLdDol6x8bxCJJMCQhAJjuq4TkzcFTVIonNm9xGAMYgwj7KY0hACNN53nnfFKYoAiHqPmUvG5iHblz8p0mP4nUc+WVQiMmQR+eiAAejD2ipeJ/3p+sBKIhlfeVIZxQhiKLA9JhfM8RmiZ9oV8IDUSQfYgchlyARqIUEsOQqRikhZop725qy2tk9Z51a1VL+5q5fr1osECO2Gn7Iy57JLV2S1rsCYTbMye2Qt7td6sd+vD+vwdzVmLnWO2BOv7B4rRoxA=</latexit>

�y

<latexit sha1_base64="qhAOlgbb7GwqBAtk+7r5lxwb1+k=">AAACIXicbVDLTgJBEJxFVFxfoEcvEwmJJ7JrNHokevGIiTwSIKR3aHDC7CMzvSaE8BFe9ejXeDPejD/j7roHAetUqeruVJcXKWnIcb6swkZxc2u7tGPv7u0fHJYrR20TxlpgS4Qq1F0PDCoZYIskKexGGsH3FHa86W3qd55QGxkGDzSLcODDJJBjKYASqdP3kGA4G5arTt3JwNeJm5Mqy9EcVqxifxSK2MeAhAJjeq4T0WAOmqRQuLD7scEIxBQm2EtoAD6awTzLu+C12ACFPELNpeKZiHbtz8p8nPwnUS+WVfCNmflecsAHejT2ipeK/3qevxKIxteDuQyimDAQaR6SCrM8RmiZ9IV8JDUSQfogchlwARqIUEsOQiRinBRoJ725qy2tk/Z53b2oX95fVBs3eYMldsJO2Rlz2RVrsDvWZC0m2JQ9sxf2ar1Z79aH9fk7WrDynWO2BOv7B4yIoxE=</latexit>

�z

<latexit sha1_base64="h3uPYzviemtk+tuOV5/peLDyYZs=">AAACIXicbVDLTgJBEJxFVFxfoEcvEwmJJ7JrMHokevGIiTwS2JDeocEJs4/M9Jog4SO86tGv8Wa8GX/GXeQgYJ0qVd2d6vJjJQ05zpeV28hvbm0Xduzdvf2Dw2LpqGWiRAtsikhFuuODQSVDbJIkhZ1YIwS+wrY/vsn89iNqI6PwniYxegGMQjmUAiiV2j0fCfpP/WLZqTpz8HXiLkiZLdDol6x8bxCJJMCQhAJjuq4TkzcFTVIonNm9xGAMYgwj7KY0hACNN53nnfFKYoAiHqPmUvG5iHblz8p0mP4nUc+WVQiMmQR+eiAAejD2ipeJ/3p+sBKIhlfeVIZxQhiKLA9JhfM8RmiZ9oV8IDUSQfYgchlyARqIUEsOQqRikhZop725qy2tk9Z51a1VL+5q5fr1osECO2Gn7Iy57JLV2S1rsCYTbMye2Qt7td6sd+vD+vwdzVmLnWO2BOv7B44/oxI=</latexit>

✏x

<latexit sha1_base64="AkTUdXM8sFd6js8ntI8gxbsNm+I=">AAACJHicbVC7TsNAEDyHAMG8EihpTkSRqCIbBUEZQUMZJPIQiRWdL5twyvls3a0RUZS/oIWSr6FDFDR8C7ZxQQJTjWZ2V7PjR1IYdJxPq7BWXN/YLG3Z2zu7e/vlykHHhLHm0OahDHXPZwakUNBGgRJ6kQYW+BK6/vQq9bsPoI0I1S3OIvACNlFiLDjDRLobQGSEDNXwcViuOnUnA/1L3JxUSY7WsGIVB6OQxwEo5JIZ03edCL050yi4hIU9iA1EjE/ZBPoJVSwA482zyAtaiw3DkEagqZA0E8Gu/VqZj5MXBejFssoCY2aBnxwIGN4be8VLxX89P1gJhOMLby5UFCMonuZBISHLY7gWSWVAR0IDIksfBCoU5UwzRNCCMs4TMU46tJPe3NWW/pLOad1t1M9uGtXmZd5giRyRY3JCXHJOmuSatEibcKLIE3kmL9ar9Wa9Wx8/owUr3zkkS7C+vgFc56SM</latexit>

✏y

<latexit sha1_base64="/SMqYZ31eXjvlwVQpE4bi16Sq34=">AAACJHicbVBNT8JAFNwiKtYv0KOXjYTEE2kNRo9ELx4xkY8IDdkuD9yw3Ta7ryak4V941aO/xpvx4MXfYos9CDinycx7L/PGj6Qw6DhfVmGjuLm1Xdqxd/f2Dw7LlaOOCWPNoc1DGeqezwxIoaCNAiX0Ig0s8CV0/elN5nefQBsRqnucReAFbKLEWHCGqfQwgMgIGarhbFiuOnVnAbpO3JxUSY7WsGIVB6OQxwEo5JIZ03edCL2EaRRcwtwexAYixqdsAv2UKhaA8ZJF5DmtxYZhSCPQVEi6EMGu/VlJxumLAvR8WWWBMbPATw8EDB+NveJl4r+eH6wEwvGVlwgVxQiKZ3lQSFjkMVyLtDKgI6EBkWUPAhWKcqYZImhBGeepGKcd2mlv7mpL66RzXncb9Yu7RrV5nTdYIifklJwRl1ySJrklLdImnCjyTF7Iq/VmvVsf1ufvaMHKd47JEqzvH16epI0=</latexit>

✓
R t
0 1

◆

<latexit sha1_base64="X3iJeof57v8F7mEiMCw89uYX018=">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</latexit>

M

<latexit sha1_base64="zUYpRAh07M6TU62sLakMT86sFpQ=">AAACG3icbVC7SgNBFJ2JUeP6SrS0GQwBq7ArES2DNjZCAuYByRJmJzdxyOyDmbtCWPIFtlr6NXZia+HfuFm3MNFTHc6593Lu8SIlDdr2Fy1sFDe3tks71u7e/sFhuXLUNWGsBXREqELd97gBJQPooEQF/UgD9z0FPW92s/R7j6CNDIN7nEfg+nwayIkUHFOpfTcqV+26nYH9JU5OqiRHa1ShxeE4FLEPAQrFjRk4doRuwjVKoWBhDWMDERczPoVBSgPug3GTLOmC1WLDMWQRaCYVy0Swar9Wkkn6mQS9WFW5b8zc99IDPscHY615S/Ffz/PXAuHkyk1kEMUIgVjmQakgy2OElmlTwMZSAyJfPghMBkxwzRFBS8aFSMU4rc5Ke3PWW/pLuud1p1G/aDeqzeu8wRI5IafkjDjkkjTJLWmRDhEEyBN5Ji/0lb7Rd/rxM1qg+c4xWQH9/AZWzaBS</latexit>

m

<latexit sha1_base64="HKOjLF1WQdytPHPtz/npJLKFTws=">AAACG3icbVBNT8JAFNwiKtYv0KOXjYTEE2kNRo9ELx4hkY8EGrJdHrhht212X00I4Rd41aO/xpvx6sF/Y1t7EHBOk5n3XuaNH0lh0HG+rcJWcXtnt7Rn7x8cHh2XKyddE8aaQ4eHMtR9nxmQIoAOCpTQjzQw5Uvo+bO71O89gTYiDB5wHoGn2DQQE8EZJlJbjcpVp+5koJvEzUmV5GiNKlZxOA55rCBALpkxA9eJ0FswjYJLWNrD2EDE+IxNYZDQgCkw3iJLuqS12DAMaQSaCkkzEezan5XFJPlMgF6uqkwZM1d+ckAxfDT2mpeK/3q+WguEkxtvIYIoRgh4mgeFhCyP4VokTQEdCw2ILH0QqAgoZ5ohghaUcZ6IcVKdnfTmrre0SbqXdbdRv2o3qs3bvMESOSPn5IK45Jo0yT1pkQ7hBMgzeSGv1pv1bn1Yn7+jBSvfOSUrsL5+AI2toHI=</latexit>

C

<latexit sha1_base64="U1ZgUwq6+FnLRc6WhOdzKUXyQBc=">AAACG3icbVBNT8JAFNwiKtYv0KOXjYTEE2mNRo9ELh4hkY8EGrJdHrhht212X00I4Rd41aO/xpvx6sF/Y1t7EHBOk5n3XuaNH0lh0HG+rcJWcXtnt7Rn7x8cHh2XKyddE8aaQ4eHMtR9nxmQIoAOCpTQjzQw5Uvo+bNm6veeQBsRBg84j8BTbBqIieAME6ndHJWrTt3JQDeJm5MqydEaVazicBzyWEGAXDJjBq4TobdgGgWXsLSHsYGI8RmbwiChAVNgvEWWdElrsWEY0gg0FZJmIti1PyuLSfKZAL1cVZkyZq785IBi+GjsNS8V//V8tRYIJ7feQgRRjBDwNA8KCVkew7VImgI6FhoQWfogUBFQzjRDBC0o4zwR46Q6O+nNXW9pk3Qv6+5V/bp9VW3c5Q2WyBk5JxfEJTekQe5Ji3QIJ0CeyQt5td6sd+vD+vwdLVj5zilZgfX1A0WnoEg=</latexit>

�x

<latexit sha1_base64="YkVLI8iJTP9N6edcrqrgRCPnNsA=">AAACInicbVA9TwJBEN1DVDy/QEubjYTEitwZjJZEG0tM5CMBQuaWATfs3l1254yE8CdstfTX2BkrE3+MB1II+KqX92Ymb14QK2nJ876czEZ2c2s7t+Pu7u0fHOYLRw0bJUZgXUQqMq0ALCoZYp0kKWzFBkEHCpvB6GbmNx/RWBmF9zSOsathGMqBFECp1OoMQWvoPfXyRa/szcHXib8gRbZArVdwsp1+JBKNIQkF1rZ9L6buBAxJoXDqdhKLMYgRDLGd0hA02u5kHnjKS4kFiniMhkvF5yK6pT8rk0H6oEQzXVZBWzvWQXpAAz1Yd8Wbif96gV4JRIOr7kSGcUIYilkekgrneawwMi0MeV8aJILZg8hlyAUYIEIjOQiRiknaoJv25q+2tE4a52W/Ur64qxSr14sGc+yEnbIz5rNLVmW3rMbqTDDFntkLe3XenHfnw/n8Hc04i51jtgTn+wdjcKOB</latexit>

�y

<latexit sha1_base64="CJxKC2Znd7Ax/yqn8EDuEKF0fc8=">AAACInicbVA9TwJBEN1DVDy/QEubjYTEitwZjZZEG0tM5CMBQuaWATfs3l1250wI4U/YaumvsTNWJv4Yj5NCwFe9vDczefOCWElLnvfl5Dbym1vbhR13d2//4LBYOmraKDECGyJSkWkHYFHJEBskSWE7Ngg6UNgKxrdzv/WExsoofKBJjD0No1AOpQBKpXZ3BFpDf9Ivlr2ql4GvE39BymyBer/k5LuDSCQaQxIKrO34Xky9KRiSQuHM7SYWYxBjGGEnpSFotL1pFnjGK4kFiniMhkvFMxHdyp+V6TB9UKKZLaugrZ3oID2ggR6tu+LNxX+9QK8EouF1byrDOCEMxTwPSYVZHiuMTAtDPpAGiWD+IHIZcgEGiNBIDkKkYpI26Ka9+astrZPmedW/qF7eX5RrN4sGC+yEnbIz5rMrVmN3rM4aTDDFntkLe3XenHfnw/n8Hc05i51jtgTn+wdlJ6OC</latexit>

�z

<latexit sha1_base64="hnxQ/WfNxFW1Q4i/zMqYu5KC0DE=">AAACInicbVA9TwJBEN1DVDy/QEubjYTEitwZjJZEG0tM5CMBQuaWATfs3l1250yQ8CdstfTX2BkrE3+MB1II+KqX92Ymb14QK2nJ876czEZ2c2s7t+Pu7u0fHOYLRw0bJUZgXUQqMq0ALCoZYp0kKWzFBkEHCpvB6GbmNx/RWBmF9zSOsathGMqBFECp1OoMQWvoPfXyRa/szcHXib8gRbZArVdwsp1+JBKNIQkF1rZ9L6buBAxJoXDqdhKLMYgRDLGd0hA02u5kHnjKS4kFiniMhkvF5yK6pT8rk0H6oEQzXVZBWzvWQXpAAz1Yd8Wbif96gV4JRIOr7kSGcUIYilkekgrneawwMi0MeV8aJILZg8hlyAUYIEIjOQiRiknaoJv25q+2tE4a52W/Ur64qxSr14sGc+yEnbIz5rNLVmW3rMbqTDDFntkLe3XenHfnw/n8Hc04i51jtgTn+wdm3qOD</latexit>

�x

<latexit sha1_base64="E0XYxOdHoIjEqH73NdVN6LWOKIw=">AAACInicbVDLTgJBEJxFVFxfoEcvEwmJJ7JrMHokevGIiTwS2JDeocEJs4/M9BoJ4Se86tGv8WY8mfgx7iIHAetUqeruVJcfK2nIcb6s3EZ+c2u7sGPv7u0fHBZLRy0TJVpgU0Qq0h0fDCoZYpMkKezEGiHwFbb98U3mtx9RGxmF9zSJ0QtgFMqhFECp1OkNUBH0n/rFslN15uDrxF2QMlug0S9Z+d4gEkmAIQkFxnRdJyZvCpqkUDize4nBGMQYRthNaQgBGm86DzzjlcQARTxGzaXicxHtyp+V6TB9UKKeLasQGDMJ/PRAAPRg7BUvE//1/GAlEA2vvKkM44QwFFkekgrneYzQMi0M+UBqJILsQeQy5AI0EKGWHIRIxSRt0E57c1dbWiet86pbq17c1cr160WDBXbCTtkZc9klq7Nb1mBNJphiz+yFvVpv1rv1YX3+juasxc4xW4L1/QNvhKOI</latexit>

�y

<latexit sha1_base64="gVoEICl9wZ0RGd+StWmD2zrejEc=">AAACInicbVDLTgJBEJxFVFxfoEcvEwmJJ7JrNHokevGIiTwSIKR3aHDC7CMzvSaE8BNe9ejXeDOeTPwYd9c9CFinSlV3p7q8SElDjvNlFTaKm1vbpR17d2//4LBcOWqbMNYCWyJUoe56YFDJAFskSWE30gi+p7DjTW9Tv/OE2sgweKBZhAMfJoEcSwGUSN3+CBXBcDYsV526k4GvEzcnVZajOaxYxf4oFLGPAQkFxvRcJ6LBHDRJoXBh92ODEYgpTLCX0AB8NIN5FnjBa7EBCnmEmkvFMxHt2p+V+Th5UKJeLKvgGzPzveSAD/Ro7BUvFf/1PH8lEI2vB3MZRDFhINI8JBVmeYzQMikM+UhqJIL0QeQy4AI0EKGWHIRIxDhp0E56c1dbWift87p7Ub+8v6g2bvIGS+yEnbIz5rIr1mB3rMlaTDDFntkLe7XerHfrw/r8HS1Y+c4xW4L1/QNxO6OJ</latexit>

p

<latexit sha1_base64="Q1djrazt1oflPqLlwrmLOe5oMpI=">AAACG3icbVBNT8JAFNwiKtYv0KOXjYTEE2kNRo9ELx4hkY8EGrJdHrhht212X00I4Rd41aO/xpvx6sF/Y1t7EHBOk5n3XuaNH0lh0HG+rcJWcXtnt7Rn7x8cHh2XKyddE8aaQ4eHMtR9nxmQIoAOCpTQjzQw5Uvo+bO71O89gTYiDB5wHoGn2DQQE8EZJlI7GpWrTt3JQDeJm5MqydEaVazicBzyWEGAXDJjBq4TobdgGgWXsLSHsYGI8RmbwiChAVNgvEWWdElrsWEY0gg0FZJmIti1PyuLSfKZAL1cVZkyZq785IBi+GjsNS8V//V8tRYIJzfeQgRRjBDwNA8KCVkew7VImgI6FhoQWfogUBFQzjRDBC0o4zwR46Q6O+nNXW9pk3Qv626jftVuVJu3eYMlckbOyQVxyTVpknvSIh3CCZBn8kJerTfr3fqwPn9HC1a+c0pWYH39AJLSoHU=</latexit>

2 Project from camera reference frame to image plane using the projection matrix

From world reference frame to camera reference frame using a roto-translation 1

3 Express the image point in a different image reference system

Image reference 
system

Image reference system

𝑴 ↦ 𝑮𝑴 ↦ 2𝑃𝐺𝑴 ↦ 𝐾	 2𝑃𝐺𝑴
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2 Project from camera reference frame to image plane using the projection matrix

From world reference frame to camera reference frame using a roto-translation 1

3 Express the image point in a different image reference system

2D points in the image plane and 2D point in image coordinates differ
by an offset and are expressed in pixels and may have an aspect ratio ≠ 1.
These can be accommodated in the camera projection equations 

𝑥7 = 𝜎/
𝑋2
𝑍2

+ 𝑐/

𝑦7 = 𝜎0
𝑌2
𝑍2

+ 𝑐0
(cx, cy)
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General camera

Luca Magri 2022

2 Project from camera reference frame to image plane using the projection matrix

From world reference frame to camera reference frame using a roto-translation 1

3 Express the image point in a different image reference system

Camera calibration matrix:
In matrix form, this is equivalent of multiplying the matrix 𝑃 to the left by a 
3×3 matrix 𝐾 representing an affine transform. It is customary to include 
also the focal length (providing a uniform scaling)

𝐾 =
𝛼8 𝑠𝛼8 𝑐/
0 𝑟𝛼_𝑢 𝑐0
0 0 1

It depends on the interior parameter:
• Focal length 𝛼! expressed in pixel units
• Principal point (𝑐", 𝑐#) (image center)
• Aspect ratio 𝑟 (typical value 1)
• Skew 𝑠 (typical value 0)

(cx, cy)
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General camera

Luca Magri 2022

2 Project from camera reference frame to image plane using the projection matrix

From world reference frame to camera reference frame using a roto-translation 1

3 Express the image point in a different image reference system

𝑴 ↦ 𝐺𝑴 ↦ 2𝑃𝐺𝑴 ↦ 𝐾 2𝑃𝐺𝑴
Image cords s𝒙

Normalized image cords (NIC)
s𝒑 = 𝑲9𝟏s𝒙

§ Accessible
§ Are measured in the digital image in 

pixels

§ Not accessible without the knowledge of 
𝐾

§ Normalized image coordinates would be 
measured on an ideal image plane at 
unit distance from the camera center. 
Their unit is the same of 3D points. 

Camera calibration matrix:
In matrix form, this is equivalent of multiplying the matrix 𝑃 to the left by a 
3×3 matrix 𝐾 representing an affine transform. It is customary to include 
also the focal length (providing a uniform scaling)

𝐾 =
𝛼8 𝑠𝛼8 𝑐/
0 𝑟𝛼_𝑢 𝑐0
0 0 1

It depends on the interior parameter:
• Focal length 𝛼! expressed in pixel units
• Principal point (𝑐", 𝑐#) (image center)
• Aspect ratio 𝑟 (typical value 1)
• Skew 𝑠 (typical value 0)



General camera

Luca Magri 2022

2 Project from camera reference frame to image plane using the projection matrix

From world reference frame to camera reference frame using a roto-translation 1

3 Express the image point in a different image reference system

𝑴 ↦ 𝐺𝑴 ↦ 2𝑃𝐺𝑴 ↦ 𝐾 2𝑃𝐺𝑴

𝑃 = 𝐾 𝐼 𝟎 𝐺 = 𝐾[𝑅|𝒕]
𝜁	 .𝑥 = 𝑃	 0𝑋

Remarks: 
o 𝑃 has rank 3 since is a 3×4 matrix.
o 𝐾𝑅 is non singular, since 𝐾 is upper triangular with nonzero diagonal and 𝑅 is a rotation 

matrix
o The Right Null Space of the projection matrix is the camera center (the point for which the 

projection is not defined)



Camera pose: pitch and roll

Does the NN assume a fixed camera pose or estimate this on the fly?

This is strictly related to the location of the horizon and of the vanishing points

Luca Magri 2024

The horizon ℎ (of the ground plane) is 
related to the eight of the camera (the 
higher the camera the higher ℎ) and 
camera orientation.
E.g., if the camera is tilted upwards, the 
horizon line appears lower in the frame. 

Frame moved up

Ground plane

Camera center
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Camera pose: pitch and roll

Does the NN assume a fixed camera pose or estimate this on the fly?

This is strictly related to the location of the horizon and of the vanishing points

Luca Magri 2024
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This is strictly related to the position of the horizon and of the vanishing points that depends on the orientation 
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Roll
• A different roll is simulated

Pitch
• A different pitch is simulated

cropping image with +/-
10 degrees rotation

cropping images with +/-30 
pixels vertical offset.
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Figure 7. Changes in camera pitch disturb the estimated distance

towards obstacles. Shaded regions indicate ±1 SD for the network

by Godard et al.

Figure 8. Camera roll angles are emulated by cropping smaller,

tilted regions from the original KITTI images.
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Figure 9. True and estimated roll shifts in the cropped images.

For all networks, the change in road surface angle is smaller than

the true angle at which the images are cropped. Shaded regions

indicate ±1 SD for the network by Godard et al. (N = 189, eleven

outliers > 3 SD removed).

are able to detect a roll angle for the camera, but the angle
is underestimated.

Figure 10. Objects that are not found in the training set (fridge,

dog) are not reliably detected when pasted into the image.

5. Obstacle recognition

Section 3 has shown that all four networks use the ver-
tical position of objects in the image to estimate their dis-
tance. The only knowledge that is required for this estimate
is the location of the object’s ground contact point. Since no
other knowledge about the obstacle is required (e.g. its real-
world size), this suggests that the networks can estimate the
distance towards arbitrary obstacles. Figure 10, however,
shows that this is not always the case. The car is recognized
as an obstacle, but the other objects are not recognized and
appear in the depth map as a flat road surface.

To correctly estimate the depth of an obstacle, the neu-
ral networks should be able to: 1) find the ground contact
point of the obstacle, as this is used to estimate its distance,
and 2) find the outline of the obstacle in order to fill the
corresponding region in the depth map. In this section, we
attempt to identify the features that the MonoDepth network
by Godard et al. uses to perform these tasks. The results of
Figure 10 suggest that the network relies on features that are
applicable to cars but not to the other objects inserted into
the test images.

5.1. Color and Texture

The objects inserted in Figure 10 differ from cars in
terms of color, texture and shape. In a first experiment, we
investigate how color and texture affect MonoDepth’s per-
formance by evaluating it on modified versions of the KITTI
images. To investigate the influence of color, two new test
sets are created: one in which the images are converted to
grayscale to remove all color information, and one in which
the hue and saturation channels are replaced by those from
KITTI’s semantic rgb dataset to further disturb the colors.
Two other datasets are used to test the influence of texture: a
set in which all objects are replaced by a flat color that is the
average of that object class – removing all texture but keep-
ing the color intact – and the semantic rgb set itself where
objects are replaced with unrealistic flat colors. Examples
of the modified images and resulting depth maps are shown
in Figure 11, the performance measures are listed in Table 1.

As long as the value information in the images remains
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Figure 3. Influence of vertical image position and apparent size

cues on depth estimates. Shaded regions indicate ±1 SD (N =
1862) for the network by Godard et al. When both depth cues are

present, all networks successfully estimate the distance towards

the objects, except Wang et al.’s which overestimates the distance.

When only the vertical position is available, the distance is either

over- or underestimated and the standard deviation of the mea-

surement increases (only shown for MonoDepth). When only the

apparent size is available, none of the networks are able to estimate

distance.

fect the estimated distances. To test this hypothesis, we use
the same pitch crop dataset and evaluate whether a change
in camera pitch causes a change in obstacle disparities. The
results are shown in Figure 7. The estimated disparities are
indeed affected by camera pitch. This result also suggests
that the networks look at the vertical image position of ob-
jects rather than their distance to the horizon, since the latter
does not change when the images are cropped.

4.1. Camera roll

Similarly to the pitch angle, the roll angle of the camera
influences the depth estimate towards obstacles. If the cam-
era has a nonzero roll angle, the distance towards obstacles
does not only depend on their vertical position but also on
their horizontal position in the image. A similar experiment
was performed as for the pitch angle: a smaller region of
the images was cropped at varying angles (Figure 8). To
measure the roll angle, a Hough line detector was applied
to a thin slice of the depth map to find the angle of the road
surface. As in the previous experiment, we look for a cor-
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Figure 4. True and estimated horizon levels in unmodified KITTI

images. Results for MonoDepth (Godard et al.). A medium-to-

large correlation is found (Pearson’s r = 0.50, N = 1892) but

the slope is only 0.60, indicating that the true shift in the horizon

is not fully reflected in the estimated depth map.

Figure 5. Larger camera pitch angles are emulated by cropping the

image at different heights.
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Figure 6. True and estimated shifts in horizon levels after cropping

the images at different heights. Shaded regions indicate ±1 SD

for the network by Godard et al. (N = 194, six outliers > 3 SD

removed).

relation between the camera angle and the change in the
estimated angle of the road surface. The result is shown in
Figure 9 and is similar to that for pitch angles: all networks
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• A different roll is simulated
• Estimate roll angle from depth map

Pitch
• A different pitch is simulated.
• Estimate horizon by fitting a line at
infinite depth (0 disparity).

The network underestimate both the roll and the pitch
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• A different pitch is simulated.
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Figure 7. Changes in camera pitch disturb the estimated distance

towards obstacles. Shaded regions indicate ±1 SD for the network

by Godard et al.

Figure 8. Camera roll angles are emulated by cropping smaller,

tilted regions from the original KITTI images.
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Figure 9. True and estimated roll shifts in the cropped images.

For all networks, the change in road surface angle is smaller than

the true angle at which the images are cropped. Shaded regions

indicate ±1 SD for the network by Godard et al. (N = 189, eleven

outliers > 3 SD removed).

are able to detect a roll angle for the camera, but the angle
is underestimated.

Figure 10. Objects that are not found in the training set (fridge,

dog) are not reliably detected when pasted into the image.

5. Obstacle recognition

Section 3 has shown that all four networks use the ver-
tical position of objects in the image to estimate their dis-
tance. The only knowledge that is required for this estimate
is the location of the object’s ground contact point. Since no
other knowledge about the obstacle is required (e.g. its real-
world size), this suggests that the networks can estimate the
distance towards arbitrary obstacles. Figure 10, however,
shows that this is not always the case. The car is recognized
as an obstacle, but the other objects are not recognized and
appear in the depth map as a flat road surface.

To correctly estimate the depth of an obstacle, the neu-
ral networks should be able to: 1) find the ground contact
point of the obstacle, as this is used to estimate its distance,
and 2) find the outline of the obstacle in order to fill the
corresponding region in the depth map. In this section, we
attempt to identify the features that the MonoDepth network
by Godard et al. uses to perform these tasks. The results of
Figure 10 suggest that the network relies on features that are
applicable to cars but not to the other objects inserted into
the test images.

5.1. Color and Texture

The objects inserted in Figure 10 differ from cars in
terms of color, texture and shape. In a first experiment, we
investigate how color and texture affect MonoDepth’s per-
formance by evaluating it on modified versions of the KITTI
images. To investigate the influence of color, two new test
sets are created: one in which the images are converted to
grayscale to remove all color information, and one in which
the hue and saturation channels are replaced by those from
KITTI’s semantic rgb dataset to further disturb the colors.
Two other datasets are used to test the influence of texture: a
set in which all objects are replaced by a flat color that is the
average of that object class – removing all texture but keep-
ing the color intact – and the semantic rgb set itself where
objects are replaced with unrealistic flat colors. Examples
of the modified images and resulting depth maps are shown
in Figure 11, the performance measures are listed in Table 1.

As long as the value information in the images remains
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The networks look at the vertical image position 
rather than their distance to the horizon, since the 
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Figure 7. Changes in camera pitch disturb the estimated distance

towards obstacles. Shaded regions indicate ±1 SD for the network

by Godard et al.

Figure 8. Camera roll angles are emulated by cropping smaller,

tilted regions from the original KITTI images.
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Figure 9. True and estimated roll shifts in the cropped images.

For all networks, the change in road surface angle is smaller than

the true angle at which the images are cropped. Shaded regions

indicate ±1 SD for the network by Godard et al. (N = 189, eleven

outliers > 3 SD removed).

are able to detect a roll angle for the camera, but the angle
is underestimated.

Figure 10. Objects that are not found in the training set (fridge,

dog) are not reliably detected when pasted into the image.

5. Obstacle recognition

Section 3 has shown that all four networks use the ver-
tical position of objects in the image to estimate their dis-
tance. The only knowledge that is required for this estimate
is the location of the object’s ground contact point. Since no
other knowledge about the obstacle is required (e.g. its real-
world size), this suggests that the networks can estimate the
distance towards arbitrary obstacles. Figure 10, however,
shows that this is not always the case. The car is recognized
as an obstacle, but the other objects are not recognized and
appear in the depth map as a flat road surface.

To correctly estimate the depth of an obstacle, the neu-
ral networks should be able to: 1) find the ground contact
point of the obstacle, as this is used to estimate its distance,
and 2) find the outline of the obstacle in order to fill the
corresponding region in the depth map. In this section, we
attempt to identify the features that the MonoDepth network
by Godard et al. uses to perform these tasks. The results of
Figure 10 suggest that the network relies on features that are
applicable to cars but not to the other objects inserted into
the test images.

5.1. Color and Texture

The objects inserted in Figure 10 differ from cars in
terms of color, texture and shape. In a first experiment, we
investigate how color and texture affect MonoDepth’s per-
formance by evaluating it on modified versions of the KITTI
images. To investigate the influence of color, two new test
sets are created: one in which the images are converted to
grayscale to remove all color information, and one in which
the hue and saturation channels are replaced by those from
KITTI’s semantic rgb dataset to further disturb the colors.
Two other datasets are used to test the influence of texture: a
set in which all objects are replaced by a flat color that is the
average of that object class – removing all texture but keep-
ing the color intact – and the semantic rgb set itself where
objects are replaced with unrealistic flat colors. Examples
of the modified images and resulting depth maps are shown
in Figure 11, the performance measures are listed in Table 1.

As long as the value information in the images remains
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Figure 7. Changes in camera pitch disturb the estimated distance

towards obstacles. Shaded regions indicate ±1 SD for the network

by Godard et al.

Figure 8. Camera roll angles are emulated by cropping smaller,

tilted regions from the original KITTI images.
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Figure 9. True and estimated roll shifts in the cropped images.

For all networks, the change in road surface angle is smaller than

the true angle at which the images are cropped. Shaded regions

indicate ±1 SD for the network by Godard et al. (N = 189, eleven

outliers > 3 SD removed).

are able to detect a roll angle for the camera, but the angle
is underestimated.

Figure 10. Objects that are not found in the training set (fridge,

dog) are not reliably detected when pasted into the image.

5. Obstacle recognition

Section 3 has shown that all four networks use the ver-
tical position of objects in the image to estimate their dis-
tance. The only knowledge that is required for this estimate
is the location of the object’s ground contact point. Since no
other knowledge about the obstacle is required (e.g. its real-
world size), this suggests that the networks can estimate the
distance towards arbitrary obstacles. Figure 10, however,
shows that this is not always the case. The car is recognized
as an obstacle, but the other objects are not recognized and
appear in the depth map as a flat road surface.

To correctly estimate the depth of an obstacle, the neu-
ral networks should be able to: 1) find the ground contact
point of the obstacle, as this is used to estimate its distance,
and 2) find the outline of the obstacle in order to fill the
corresponding region in the depth map. In this section, we
attempt to identify the features that the MonoDepth network
by Godard et al. uses to perform these tasks. The results of
Figure 10 suggest that the network relies on features that are
applicable to cars but not to the other objects inserted into
the test images.

5.1. Color and Texture

The objects inserted in Figure 10 differ from cars in
terms of color, texture and shape. In a first experiment, we
investigate how color and texture affect MonoDepth’s per-
formance by evaluating it on modified versions of the KITTI
images. To investigate the influence of color, two new test
sets are created: one in which the images are converted to
grayscale to remove all color information, and one in which
the hue and saturation channels are replaced by those from
KITTI’s semantic rgb dataset to further disturb the colors.
Two other datasets are used to test the influence of texture: a
set in which all objects are replaced by a flat color that is the
average of that object class – removing all texture but keep-
ing the color intact – and the semantic rgb set itself where
objects are replaced with unrealistic flat colors. Examples
of the modified images and resulting depth maps are shown
in Figure 11, the performance measures are listed in Table 1.

As long as the value information in the images remains
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Figure 11. Example images and depth maps for unmodified, grayscale, false color, class average color, and semantic rgb images.

Test set Abs Rel Sq Rel RMSE RMSE log D1-all δ < 1.25 δ < 1.252 δ < 1.253

Unmodified images 0.124 1.388 6.125 0.217 30.272 0.841 0.936 0.975
Grayscale 0.130 1.457 6.350 0.227 31.975 0.831 0.930 0.972
False colors 0.128 1.257 6.355 0.237 34.865 0.816 0.920 0.966
Semantic rgb 0.192 2.784 8.531 0.349 46.317 0.714 0.850 0.918
Class-average colors 0.244 4.159 9.392 0.367 50.003 0.691 0.835 0.910

Table 1. MonoDepth’s performance on images with disturbed colors or texture. The unmodified image results were copied from [11];

the table lists results without post-processing. Error values for images that keep the value channel intact (grayscale and false colors) are

close to the unmodified values. Images where the value information is removed and the objects are replaced with flat colors (semantic rgb,

class-average colors) perform significantly worse.

Figure 12. Objects do not need to have a familiar shape nor texture

to be detected. The distance towards these non-existent obstacles

appears to be determined by the position of their lower extent.

Figure 13. Influence of car parts and edges on the depth map. Re-

moving the center of the car (top right) has no significant influence

on the detection. The car’s bottom and side edges (bottom right)

seem most influential for the detected shape, which is almost iden-

tical to the full car image (top left).

unchanged (the unmodified, grayscale and false color im-
ages), only a slight degradation in performance is observed.
This suggests that the exact color of obstacles does not

strongly affect the depth estimate. However, when the tex-
ture is removed (class-average colors and semantic rgb)
the performance drops considerably. The network also per-
forms better on the semantic rgb dataset with false colors
than on the realistically colored images. This further sug-
gests that the exact color of objects does not matter and that
features such as the contrast between adjacent regions or
bright and dark regions within objects are more important.

5.2. Shape and contrast

Since color does not explain why the objects in Figure 10
are not detected, we next look at shape and contrast. A
first qualitative experiment shows that objects do not need
a familiar shape nor texture to be recognized (Figure 12).
Furthermore, the distance towards these unfamiliar objects
seems to follow from their lower extent, further supporting
our claim that the networks use the ground contact point as
the primary depth cue.

In a second experiment, we find the features that the net-
work is the most sensitive to by systematically removing
parts of a car until it is no longer detected. The car is still
detected when the interior of the shape is removed, suggest-
ing that the network is primarily sensitive to the outline of
the object and ‘fills in’ the rest. The car is no longer de-
tected when the side- or bottom edges are removed. How-
ever, when only the bottom edge is removed, the sides of
the car are still detected as two thin objects.

We suspect that the dark region at the bottom of the shape
is the main feature by which the network detects obstacles.
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Objects with unfamiliar shapes, either with or without color, as long as their gorund contact point can be located 
effectively are detected and their depth is predicted based on their lower extent.
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Figure 11. Example images and depth maps for unmodified, grayscale, false color, class average color, and semantic rgb images.

Test set Abs Rel Sq Rel RMSE RMSE log D1-all δ < 1.25 δ < 1.252 δ < 1.253

Unmodified images 0.124 1.388 6.125 0.217 30.272 0.841 0.936 0.975
Grayscale 0.130 1.457 6.350 0.227 31.975 0.831 0.930 0.972
False colors 0.128 1.257 6.355 0.237 34.865 0.816 0.920 0.966
Semantic rgb 0.192 2.784 8.531 0.349 46.317 0.714 0.850 0.918
Class-average colors 0.244 4.159 9.392 0.367 50.003 0.691 0.835 0.910

Table 1. MonoDepth’s performance on images with disturbed colors or texture. The unmodified image results were copied from [11];

the table lists results without post-processing. Error values for images that keep the value channel intact (grayscale and false colors) are

close to the unmodified values. Images where the value information is removed and the objects are replaced with flat colors (semantic rgb,

class-average colors) perform significantly worse.

Figure 12. Objects do not need to have a familiar shape nor texture

to be detected. The distance towards these non-existent obstacles

appears to be determined by the position of their lower extent.

Figure 13. Influence of car parts and edges on the depth map. Re-

moving the center of the car (top right) has no significant influence

on the detection. The car’s bottom and side edges (bottom right)

seem most influential for the detected shape, which is almost iden-

tical to the full car image (top left).

unchanged (the unmodified, grayscale and false color im-
ages), only a slight degradation in performance is observed.
This suggests that the exact color of obstacles does not

strongly affect the depth estimate. However, when the tex-
ture is removed (class-average colors and semantic rgb)
the performance drops considerably. The network also per-
forms better on the semantic rgb dataset with false colors
than on the realistically colored images. This further sug-
gests that the exact color of objects does not matter and that
features such as the contrast between adjacent regions or
bright and dark regions within objects are more important.

5.2. Shape and contrast

Since color does not explain why the objects in Figure 10
are not detected, we next look at shape and contrast. A
first qualitative experiment shows that objects do not need
a familiar shape nor texture to be recognized (Figure 12).
Furthermore, the distance towards these unfamiliar objects
seems to follow from their lower extent, further supporting
our claim that the networks use the ground contact point as
the primary depth cue.

In a second experiment, we find the features that the net-
work is the most sensitive to by systematically removing
parts of a car until it is no longer detected. The car is still
detected when the interior of the shape is removed, suggest-
ing that the network is primarily sensitive to the outline of
the object and ‘fills in’ the rest. The car is no longer de-
tected when the side- or bottom edges are removed. How-
ever, when only the bottom edge is removed, the sides of
the car are still detected as two thin objects.

We suspect that the dark region at the bottom of the shape
is the main feature by which the network detects obstacles.
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By removing the inner texture of the object, it remains detected in case of a strong bottom 
edge.



Shadows

Varying the thickness and intensity of the bottom edge impacts on estimated depth. Objects with thick 
and dark bottom edges are detected.

This suggests that the networks learn to exploit shadows…

Adding shadows to pasted objects make them appear in the depth map as well.

Luca Magri 2024

Figure 14. To measure the influence of the bottom edge, we vary

its brightness and thickness. The experiment is repeated over 60

background images.
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Figure 15. Mean distance error as a function of the bottom edge

color and thickness. For comparison, we include results for re-

alistically textured shapes (Tex) and completely filled shapes (F).

Distance errors are measured relative to the estimated distance of

the realistic (F, Tex) shape.

The bottom edge formed by the shadow underneath the car
is highly contrasting with the rest of the scene and an ex-
amination of the KITTI images shows that this shadow is
almost universally present and could form a reliable feature
for the detection of cars. We examine the influence of the
bottom edge in a quantitative experiment where both the
brightness and thickness of the lower edge are varied (Fig-
ure 14, 15). Additionally, the results are compared to com-
pletely filled shapes (F) and shapes with a realistic texture
(Tex). We measure the error in the obstacle’s depth relative
to the estimated depth of the realistic shape (F, Tex). The
results are averaged over 60 background images in which
the shape does not overlap other cars.

Figure 15 shows that the bottom edge needs to be both
thick and dark for a successful detection, where a com-
pletely black edge with a thickness of ≥ 13 px leads to an
average distance error of less than 10% relative to a realistic
image. A white edge does not result in a successful detec-
tion despite having a similar contrast to the road surface.

Figure 16. Adding a shadow at the bottom of the objects of Fig-

ure 10 causes them to be detected. The fridge, however, is only

detected up to the next horizontal edge between the doors.

Furthermore, a completely black edge results in a smaller
distance error than when realistic textures are used. This
suggests that the network is primarily looking for a dark
color rather than contrast or a recognizable texture. Finally,
the results show that completely filled shapes result in a bet-
ter distance estimate. We suspect that completely filling the
shape removes edges from the environment that could oth-
erwise be mistaken for the outline of the obstacle.

As a final test, we add a black shadow to the undetected
objects of Figure 10. The objects are now successfully de-
tected (Figure 16).

6. Conclusions and future work

In this work we have analyzed four neural networks for
monocular depth estimation and found that all of them use
the vertical position of objects in the image to estimate their
depth, rather than their apparent size. This estimate de-
pends on the pose of the camera, but changes to this pose
are not fully accounted for, leading to an under- or overes-
timation of the distance towards obstacles when the camera
pose changes. This limitation has a large impact on the de-
ployment of these systems, but has so far received hardly
any attention in literature. We further show that MonoDepth
can detect objects that do not appear in the training set, but
that this detection is not always reliable and depends on fac-
tors such as the presence of a shadow under the object.

While our work shows how these neural networks per-
ceive depth, it does not show where this behavior comes
from. Likely causes are the lack of variation in the train-
ing set, which could be corrected by data augmentation, or
properties inherent to convolutional neural networks (e.g.
their invariance to translation but not to scale). Future work
should investigate which of these is true and whether the
networks can learn to use different depth cues when the ver-
tical image position is no longer reliable.
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Uncertainty estimation

A naïve uncertainty estimate can be obtained as a post-processing:

• Estimate two depth maps one from the input image and one from a flipped version

• Measure the difference
This provide an estimate of the depth uncertainty

Luca Magri 2024

A naive uncertainty estimate can be obtained by means of post-processing [7].

By estimating two depth maps from the input image and its horizontally flipped 
counterpart, we can measure the difference between the two.

In literature [5], empirical methods extend this to estimating the variance
between a distribution of depth predictions, sourced from N networks. They 
explain for the model uncertainty.
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Aleatoric and epistemic uncertainty

Interestingly Kendall and Gal distinguish between two typo of uncertainty:

• Aleatoric uncertainty captures noise inherent in the observations.

It’s important for:
• Large scale data, where epistemic uncertainty is explained away, 
• Real-time applications, to bypass expensive Monte Carlo computations.

• Epistemic uncertainty accounts for uncertainty in the model – uncertainty which can be explained away 
given enough data. 

It’s important:
• Small datasets where the training data is sparse. 
• Safety-critical applications, because epistemic uncertainty is required to understand examples which

are different from training data, 

Luca Magri 2024

Kendall and Gal. "What uncertainties do we need in bayesian deep learning for computer vision?." NIPS 2017



Aleatoric and epistemic uncertainty

• Aleatoric uncertainty captures noise inherent in the observations.
is modeled by placing a distribution over the output of the model.
We are interested in how this distribution change w.r.t. the input.

• Epistemic uncertainty accounts for uncertainty in the model

Luca Magri 2024

Kendall and Gal. "What uncertainties do we need in bayesian deep learning for computer vision?." NIPS 2017

Input image Ground truth Estimated depth Aleatoric uncertainty Epistemic uncertainty

Figure 4: NYUv2 40-Class segmentation. From top-left: input image, ground truth, segmentation, aleatoric
and epistemic uncertainty.

Figure 5: NYUv2 Depth results. From left: input image, ground truth, depth regression, aleatoric uncertainty,
and epistemic uncertainty.

Figure 6: Qualitative results on the Make3D depth regression dataset. Left to right: input image, ground
truth, depth prediction, aleatoric uncertainty, epistemic uncertainty. Make3D does not provide labels for depth
greater than 70m, therefore these distances dominate the epistemic uncertainty signal. Aleatoric uncertainty is
prevalent around depth edges or distant points.

10

Higher for 
• large depths,
• reflective surfaces,
• occlusion boundaries 



Aleatoric and epistemic uncertainty

• Aleatoric uncertainty captures noise inherent in the observations.

• Epistemic uncertainty accounts for uncertainty in the model:
is modeled by placing a prior distribution over a model’s weights, 
and then trying to capture how much these weights vary given some data.

Luca Magri 2024

Kendall and Gal. "What uncertainties do we need in bayesian deep learning for computer vision?." NIPS 2017

Figure 4: NYUv2 40-Class segmentation. From top-left: input image, ground truth, segmentation, aleatoric
and epistemic uncertainty.

Figure 5: NYUv2 Depth results. From left: input image, ground truth, depth regression, aleatoric uncertainty,
and epistemic uncertainty.

Figure 6: Qualitative results on the Make3D depth regression dataset. Left to right: input image, ground
truth, depth prediction, aleatoric uncertainty, epistemic uncertainty. Make3D does not provide labels for depth
greater than 70m, therefore these distances dominate the epistemic uncertainty signal. Aleatoric uncertainty is
prevalent around depth edges or distant points.

10

Input image Ground truth Estimated depth Aleatoric uncertainty Epistemic uncertainty

Higher for object that are 
rare in the training set

Figure 4: NYUv2 40-Class segmentation. From top-left: input image, ground truth, segmentation, aleatoric
and epistemic uncertainty.

Figure 5: NYUv2 Depth results. From left: input image, ground truth, depth regression, aleatoric uncertainty,
and epistemic uncertainty.

Figure 6: Qualitative results on the Make3D depth regression dataset. Left to right: input image, ground
truth, depth prediction, aleatoric uncertainty, epistemic uncertainty. Make3D does not provide labels for depth
greater than 70m, therefore these distances dominate the epistemic uncertainty signal. Aleatoric uncertainty is
prevalent around depth edges or distant points.
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Understanding single image depth estimation

It is crucial to understand how NNs estimate depths in order to safely apply them in critical application as 
autonomous driving…

1. Which are the most relevant visual cues in image? 
• It depends on the type of images indoor/outdoor, mainly a subsets of edges and vanishing points

2. How biased are depth values in presence of specific objects, shadows, camera orientations?
• The vertical position is more important than the apparent size
• Depth depends on the pose of the camera, but changes to the pose are not fully accounted for
• Objects that do not appear in the training set can be detected, but this detection is not always 

reliable and depends on factors such as the presence of a shadow under the object.
3. How reliable are depth values?

• Depth estimation can be fooled by out of distribution objects (epistemic uncertainty)
• And are typically less reliable on distant objects and at boundaries of objects
• Several methods exists to assess the reliability of depth estimates

Luca Magri 2024



Demo

https://github.com/andreadalcin/DNN3D

Luca Magri 2024

Let’s try to estimate depth from a single image using 
AdaBin
A Unet-like architecture with adaptive bin of depths

• You can download the pretrained models 
"AdaBins_nyu.pt" and "AdaBins_kitti.pt" 

• You can download the predicted depths in 16-bit 
format for NYU-Depth-v2 official test set and KITTI 
Eigen split test set

https://github.com/andreadalcin/DNN3D


Estimating depth
from stereo
Geometric supervision

Luca Magri 2024



Acquiring target 3D data is difficult

Luca Magri 2024 Credits Clément Godard

Missing moving objects
Costly 

equipement

No data

Sparse measurements

Don’t work outside



Stereoscopy

Around 1830, the stereoscope. A couple of two-dimensional images
captured from a slightly different perspective, could be recombined 
by the brain to provide a three-dimensional image.
Special stereoscopic cameras were developed to take the left and 
right images simultaneously, with two lenses separated by around 
the same distance as human eyes.

Luca Magri 2024



Motion is a strong cue to make depth estimation not (so) ambiguous!

Luca Magri 2024



Calibrated stereo pair

The baseline is parallel to both image planes is known. 
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Calibrated stereo pair

When the camera are calibrated (e.g., we know the focal length 𝑓
and the baseline 𝑏), it is possible to deduce the coordinates 𝑍, from 
binocular disparity 𝑢’ − 𝑢 :

𝑓
𝑍
=
−𝑢
𝑋

𝑓
𝑍
=

−𝑢′
𝑋 − 𝑏

from which we obtain 𝑍 = !"
#$$#

.

Note that when 𝑏 is unknown, 3D reconstruction is possible only up 
to a scaling factor.
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Binocluar disparity: the 
difference in image location 
of an object seen by the left 
and right cameras.

The key observation is that 
close objects have a larger 
disparity than further ones

From disparity it's possible to 
recover the depth.
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Binocluar disparity: the 
difference in image location 
of an object seen by the left 
and right cameras.

The key observation is that 
close objects have a larger 
disparity than further ones.

From disparity it's possible to 
recover the depth.

http://vision.middlebury.edu/stereo/data/


Disparity Map

Estimate at each image 
point 𝒙, the depth of the 
scene point 𝑋 as inversely
proportional to the 
displacement between 𝒖
and 𝒖′

When the cameras are 
parallel, then the search is
much more convenient, 
as it has to be performed
row-wise only

When the stereo camera are calibrated (know focal length and baseline), knowing the 
disparity is equivalent to knowing the depth. They are inversely proportional



What if camera are not parallel? No problem!

𝐼 𝐽

warp(𝐼, 𝐻)

𝐻 𝐻′

warp(𝐽, 𝐻′)

Geometric wisdom



Stereo rectification

Let’s write the new cameras in term of their centers of projection:

𝑃% = 𝐾 𝑅 − 𝑅𝐶], 𝑃&% = 𝐾 𝑅 − 𝑅𝐶′]

The rotation is the same for the new cameras: 𝑅 =
𝑟'(

𝑟)(

𝑟*(

Luca Magri

𝑃9

𝑃&

𝐶 𝐶′ 𝑃9′

𝑟:

𝑟%

𝑟"

𝑟\ =
𝐶 − 𝐶]

𝐶 − 𝐶]

𝑟 =
𝑘×𝑟\
𝑘×𝑟\

𝑟_ = 𝑟\×𝑟
where 𝑘 is 𝑟_`Old cameras

New cameras

𝑃&′



After rectification images are parallel to the baseline. 
The idea is to define two new projection matrices 𝑃%, 𝑃%′ obtained by rotating the cameras and keeping 
fixed the centers of projection.

Every point 𝑀 is mapped to 𝑚+ ≅ 𝑃+𝑀,𝑚% ≅ 𝑃%𝑀.

�
𝑀 = 𝐶 + 𝜆 𝑃+ ':*$' 𝑚+ 0 (

𝑀 = 𝐶 + 𝜆 𝑃% ':*$' 𝑚% 0 (

𝑚% = 𝑃%':* 𝑃+ ':*$' 𝑚+

Rectification

Luca Magri

𝑚9

𝑚&

𝑀

𝑃9

𝑃& 𝑃&′

𝐶 𝐶′

𝐻

This is a 3x3 invertible matix: an 
homography that depends on the 
camera parameters



Image reconstruction as supervision

The trick is to pose the problem as an image reconstruction one.

Pretext task: View synthesis
• Given an image

• Given the 3D scene (but in our case we want to estimate this!)
• Given the displacement of the cameras (in general the relative pose)

Synthetize a novel image form the point of view defined by the relative pose 

In practice, the network learn just to move each pixel by the right horizontal displacement by looking at 
several left-right pairs.
Hence the network has an internal understanding of disparity and hence of depth. 



Image reconstruction as supervision

The training set is given by pair of  RGB images  𝑇𝑅 = {(𝐼-, 𝐼.)}, the depth is no required!

The loss is simply image reconstruction. It’s a self-supervised problem.

Left 
Image

Right 
image



Image reconstruction as supervision

Let’s start again with a naïve encoder-decoder model

It works! Hovewer depth perception is latend and we need a way to extract it.
We need an interpretable internal representation. Since we are working with a calibrated stereo rig, the 
obvous choice is disparity.

Luca Magri 2024

Left 
Image

Right 
image



Image reconstruction as supervision: Deep 3D

Luca Magri 2024

Xie, Junyuan, Ross Girshick, and Ali Farhadi. "Deep3d: Fully automatic 2d-to-3d video conversion with deep 
convolutional neural networks.” ECCV, 2016.

Introduce a differentiable way to take 𝐼- and render a novel view close to 𝐼..

𝐼; 𝐼<



Deep3D: Automatic 2D-to-3D Video Conversion with DNNs 5

Fig. 2: Deep3D model architecture. Our model combines information from mul-
tiple levels and is trained end-to-end to directly generate the right view from the
left view. The base network predicts a probabilistic disparity assignment which is
then used by the selection layer to model Depth Image-Based Rendering (DIBR)
in a di↵erentiable way. This also allows implicit in-painting.

layer is interpreted as a probabilistic disparity map. We then feed this disparity
map and the left view to the selection layer, which outputs the right view.

Bilinear Interpolation by Deconvolution Similar to [17] we use “decon-
volutional” layers to upsample lower layer features maps before feeding them
to the final representation. Deconvolutional layers are implemented by reversing
the forward and backward computations of a convolution layer. Although techni-
cally it is still performing convolution, we call it deconvolutional layer following
the convention.

We found that initializing the deconvolutional layers to be equivalent to bi-
linear interpolation can facilitate training. Specifically, for upsampling by factor
S, we use a deconvolutional layer with 2S by 2S kernel, S by S stride, and S/2

Image reconstruction as supervision: Deep 3D

Luca Magri 2024

Xie, Junyuan, Ross Girshick, and Ali Farhadi. "Deep3d: Fully automatic 2d-to-3d video conversion with deep 
convolutional neural networks.” ECCV, 2016.

Introduce a differentiable way to take 𝐼- and render a novel view close to 𝐼..

1. Each pixel predicts a discrete probability distribution over disparity (via softmax)
2. Probabilities are used as weights to blend shifted 𝐼- into the reconstructed 𝐼.

üWork better than predicting disparity directly

✘ Memory consuming: for large 
image you must represent all the disparities 

✘No single value disparity predicted: noisy result
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We found that initializing the deconvolutional layers to be equivalent to bi-
linear interpolation can facilitate training. Specifically, for upsampling by factor
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Image reconstruction as supervision

1. Predict the depthmap of 𝐼!
2. Use the inverse depth as a disparity to wrap 𝐼"
3. Minimize the reconstruction error between the warped image and 𝐼!
✘ Warping is not differentiable; the authors propose several ad-hoc strategy to train the model
✘Poor quality

Luca Magri 2024

2 Ravi Garg, Vijay Kumar B G, Gustavo Carneiro, Ian Reid

Fig. 1. We propose a stereopsis based auto-encoder setup: the encoder (Part 1) is a
traditional convolutional neural network with stacked convolutions and pooling layers
(See Figure 2) and maps the left image (I1) of the rectified stereo pair into its depth
map. Our decoder (Part 2) explicitly forces the encoder output to be disparities (scaled
inverse depth) by synthesizing a backward warp image (Iw) by moving pixels from right
image I2 along the scan-line. We use the reconstructed output Iw to be matched with
the encoder input (Part 3) via a simple loss. For end-to-end training, we minimize the
reconstruction loss with a simple smoothness prior on disparities which deals with the
aperture problem, while at test time our CNN performs single-view disparity (inverse
depth) prediction, up to the scene scale given in form of fB at the time of training.

For example, despite using state-of-the-art 3D sensors, multiple calibrated cam-
eras and inertial sensors, a dataset like KITTI [13] provides sparse depthmaps
with less than 5% density on the captured image resolutions and with only a
limited reliable depth range. A significant challenge now is to develop unsuper-
vised training regimes that can train networks that perform either as well as,
or better than those trained used using these supervised methods. This will be
a major step towards realizing in-situ learning, in which we can retrain or tune
a network for specific circumstances, and towards life-long learning, in which
continuous acquisition of data leads to improved performance over time.

In this paper we are particularly concerned with the task of single-view depth
estimation, in which the goal is to learn a non linear prediction function which
maps an image to its depth map. CNNs have achieved the state-of-the-art per-
formance on this task due to their ability to capture the complex and implicit
relationships between scene depth and the corresponding image textures, scene
semantics, and local and global context in the image. State-of-the-art supervised
learning methods for this task train a CNN to minimize a loss based on either
the scale invariant RMS [8], or the log RMS [24] of the depth predictions from
ground-truth. These networks have been trained using datasets that provide
both RGB images and corresponding depthmaps such as NYUv2 and KITTI.

However as noted in [24], the networks learned by these systems do not
generalize well outside their immediate domain of application. For example, [24]
trained two separate networks, one for indoors (using NYUv2) and one for street
scenes (using KITTI), because the weights learned in one do not work well in

Garg, Ravi, et al. "Unsupervised cnn for single view depth estimation: Geometry to the rescue." 
ECCV 2016.

You can make this step 
differentiable to make it 
easier to optimize: 
• Backward mapping
• Bilinear interpolaiton



Making the warping differentiable – idea

Forward mapping

Where so source pixel go?
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Backward mapping

Where do target pixel comes from?
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Making the warping differentiable – idea

Forward mapping
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Backward mapping

Where do target pixel comes from?
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Making the warping differentiable – idea

In general, disparity values can be in floating precision
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0 0 0 0

1.1 2.1 0 0

2.9 1.4 0 0

0 0 0 0

Image spatial extent (1D representation)

Image intensity

What is the intensity of this pixel?



Making the warping differentiable – idea

In general, disparity values can be in floating precision
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0 0 0 0

1.1 2.1 0 0

2.9 1.4 0 0

0 0 0 0

Image spatial extent (1D representation)

Image intensity target

There is no gradient!

Nearest neighbor



Making the warping differentiable – idea
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0 0 0 0

1.1 2.1 0 0

2.9 1.4 0 0

0 0 0 0

Image spatial extent (1D representation)

Image intensity target

Here we have gradient

Linear interpolation

Since we are working on 2D we can use bilinear interpolation



Making the warping differentiable – idea
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0 0 0 0

1.1 2.1 0 0

2.9 1.4 0 0

0 0 0 0

Image spatial extent (1D representation)

Image intensity target

Here we have gradient

Linear interpolation

Jarderberg, Max et al. “Spatial transformer networks”. Neruisp 2015

Since we are working on 2D spatial extent, let’s use bilinear interpolation.



Image reconstruction as a supervision: Vanilla Monodepth

• Estimate disparity

• Use differentiable bilinear interpolation to render 𝐼. from 𝐼-

Luca Magri 2024

Godard, Clément, Oisin Mac Aodha, and Gabriel J. Brostow. "Unsupervised monocular depth estimation 
with left-right consistency." CVPR. 2017

Input stereo 
pair

Synthetized 
image

Target 
image

Differentiable sampler using 
bilinear interpolation

Disparity

L L LL

R

Image reconstruction Loss

✘ Assumes that scene is lambertian

𝛼
1 − 𝑆𝑆𝐼𝑀 𝐼! , 𝐼"

2
+ 1 − 𝛼 |𝐼! − 𝐼"|

Structured
similarity index
measure



Input

144

Godard, Clément, Oisin Mac Aodha, and Gabriel J. Brostow. "Unsupervised monocular depth estimation 
with left-right consistency." CVPR. 2017



Vanilla monodepth

145

Godard, Clément, Oisin Mac Aodha, and Gabriel J. Brostow. "Unsupervised monocular depth estimation 
with left-right consistency." CVPR. 2017



Monodepth
By enforcing that the left-view disparity map be equal to the projected right -
view disparity map

146

Godard, Clément, Oisin Mac Aodha, and Gabriel J. Brostow. "Unsupervised monocular depth estimation 
with left-right consistency." CVPR. 2017

Images
Disparity



Image reconstruction as a supervision: Monodepth

Operate on both images: 

• wrap 𝐼- to generate 𝐼. & wrap 𝐼. to generate 𝐼-

Luca Magri 2024

L

R
L L

R

L

R R

Loss

Godard, Clément, Oisin Mac Aodha, and Gabriel J. Brostow. "Unsupervised monocular depth estimation 
with left-right consistency." CVPR. 2017



Image reconstruction as a supervision: Monodepth

Enforce consistency between left and right disparities 
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L

R
L L

R

L

R R

LossLeft-Right disparity Loss

Godard, Clément, Oisin Mac Aodha, and Gabriel J. Brostow. "Unsupervised monocular depth estimation 
with left-right consistency." CVPR. 2017



Image reconstruction as a supervision: Monodepth
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L

R
L L

R

L

R R

LossLR Loss

Smoothness Loss
L1 penalty on the 

disparity gradients 

Godard, Clément, Oisin Mac Aodha, and Gabriel J. Brostow. "Unsupervised monocular depth estimation 
with left-right consistency." CVPR. 2017



Image reconstruction as a supervision: Monodepth
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L

R
L L

R

L

R R

Loss
you can us a featuremetric loss to 

improve the resultsLR Loss

Smoothness Loss
L1 penalty on the 

disparity gradients 

Godard, Clément, Oisin Mac Aodha, and Gabriel J. Brostow. "Unsupervised monocular depth estimation 
with left-right consistency." CVPR. 2017



Image reconstruction as a supervision: Monodepth

U-net architecture 

• Fully convolutional

• Skip connections
• Fast ~30fps on a Titan X

• Multiscale generation and loss:
• Reconstruct loss at each stage
• Upsample the depth and then reconstruction

losses at high res, reducing copying texture artefacts

Luca Magri 2024

Godard, Clément, et al. "Digging into self-supervised monocular depth estimation." Proceedings of the 
IEEE/CVF international conference on computer vision. 2019
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Image reconstruction as a supervision: Monodepth

Luca Magri 2024



Challenges: occlusions
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Challenges: occlusions

Luca Magri 2024

42Module 2

Learning and Understanding Single Image Depth Estimation in the Wild

Occlusions

How to deal with occlusions?
• Postprocessing
• Predict occlusion mask
• Use more than two views



Recap

• UNet-like architectures.

• We framed the depth prediction problem as an image reconstruction one. 

• Differentiable parametric image generation is easily achieved via bilinear sampling.
• Good results are achieved using multiscale, robust photometric losses, and

Luca Magri 2024



Monocular 
supervision

Luca Magri 2024



What happen when the camera is moving?

In stereo configuration, cameras that does not rotate and moves by pure translation parallel to the image 
plane. This results in displacement along horizontal lines

What happen if we have a more general motion?

Luca Magri 2024
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BaselineTranslation 

Rotation 
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What happen when the camera is moving?

In stereo configuration, cameras that does not rotate and moves by pure translation parallel to the image 
plane. This results in displacement along horizontal lines

What happen if we have a more general motion?

Luca Magri 2024
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Disparity

BaselineTranslation 

Rotation 
& translation
known

If the camera are calibrated and if their relative pose is 
known, we can rectify the camera to obtain a stereo depth



What happen when the camera is moving?

In stereo configuration, cameras that does not rotate and moves by pure translation parallel to the image 
plane. This results in displacement along horizontal lines

What happen if we have a more general motion?

Luca Magri 2024
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What happen when the camera is moving?

In stereo configuration, cameras that does not rotate and moves by pure translation parallel to the image 
plane. This results in displacement along horizontal lines

What happen if we have a more general motion?

Luca Magri 2024
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(𝑥, 𝑦)

(𝑥 + 𝑢, 𝑦 + 𝒗)

The displacement vector 
𝒅 = 𝑢, 𝑣 = (𝜌, 𝜃) is 
color coded in HSV: H-
angle, S-magnitude

𝐼(: , : , 𝑡) 𝐼(: , : , 𝑡 + 𝑑𝑡)

Optical flow is computed enforcing the 
brightness consistency assumption: 
𝐼 𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑡 = 𝐼(𝑥 + 𝑢, 𝑦 + 𝑣, 𝑡 + 𝑑𝑡)

This is not always satisfied due to:
• Occlusions
• Non Lambertian objects
• Perspective effects
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(𝑥, 𝑦)

(𝑥 + 𝑢, 𝑦 + 𝒗)

The displacement vector 
𝒅 = 𝑢, 𝑣 = (𝜌, 𝜃) is 
color coded in HSV: H-
angle, S-magnitude

Optical flow is computed enforcing the 
brightness consistency assumption: 
𝐼 𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑡 = 𝐼(𝑥 + 𝑢, 𝑦 + 𝑣, 𝑡 + 𝑑𝑡)

First order expansion:
∇𝐼 𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑡 = 𝑢

𝑣 + 𝜕>𝐼 𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑡 = 0

𝐼(: , : , 𝑡) 𝐼(: , : , 𝑡 + 𝑑𝑡)

This is the projection of 𝑑 along the spatial gradient. 
The motion can be measured only  along the 

brightness gradient (aperture problem)



Aperture problem
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Computing the optical flow – sketch of the ideas

The brightness consistency provide a single equation in two unknown 𝑢, 𝑣 .
Traditional approach: 
Tomasi and Kanade algorithm assume that the optical flow is constant in a small 𝑛×𝑛 window in order to 
accumulate enough constraints, hence they solve a overconstrained linear system

Deep learning approach:

• Supervised vanilla
• GT data comes from 3D scenes

or synthetic 3D dataset
• Direct prediction using

an Encoder-Decoder
• Usually, multiple encoder

and decoder are stacked
to have a corse to fine refinement

Luca Magri 2024
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Computing the optical flow – sketch of the ideas

The brightness consistency provide a single equation in two unknown 𝑢, 𝑣 .
Traditional approach: 
Tomasi and Kanade algorithm assume that the optical flow is constant in a small 𝑛×𝑛 window in order to 
accumulate enough constraints, hence they solve a overconstrained linear system

Deep learning approach:

• Supervised vanilla

• Iterative approaches
Use a subnetwork to iteratively refine
and update the residuals
of the optical flow

Luca Magri 2024

Image pairs

Motion vectorEncoder
Decoder



Computing the optical flow – sketch of the ideas

• Feature encoder that extract features from both input images (context encoder extract feature only 
from the first image)

• Context encoder to maintain high details
• A correlation layer which build a 4D correlation volume + spatial pyramid pooling (to perform 

correlation at different scales)
• An update operator which recurrently update the optical flow

Luca Magri 2024

Teed, Zachary, and Jia Deng. "Raft: Recurrent all-pairs field transforms for optical flow.” ECCV 2020

2 Z. Teed and J. Deng

Frame	1
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H
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Fig. 1: RAFT consists of 3 main components: (1) A feature encoder that extracts
per-pixel features from both input images, along with a context encoder that
extracts features from only I1. (2) A correlation layer which constructs a 4D
W ⇥H ⇥W ⇥H correlation volume by taking the inner product of all pairs of
feature vectors. The last 2-dimensions of the 4D volume are pooled at multiple
scales to construct a set of multi-scale volumes. (3) An update operator which
recurrently updates optical flow by using the current estimate to look up values
from the set of correlation volumes.

– State-of-the-art accuracy : On KITTI [18], RAFT achieves an F1-all error of
5.10%, a 16% error reduction from the best published result (6.10%). On
Sintel [11] (final pass), RAFT obtains an end-point-error of 2.855 pixels, a
30% error reduction from the best published result (4.098 pixels).

– Strong generalization: When trained only on synthetic data, RAFT achieves
an end-point-error of 5.04 pixels on KITTI [18], a 40% error reduction from
the best prior deep network trained on the same data (8.36 pixels).

– High e�ciency : RAFT processes 1088⇥436 videos at 10 frames per second on
a 1080Ti GPU. It trains with 10X fewer iterations than other architectures.
A smaller version of RAFT with 1/5 of the parameters runs at 20 frames
per second while still outperforming all prior methods on Sintel.

RAFT consists of three main components: (1) a feature encoder that ex-
tracts a feature vector for each pixel; (2) a correlation layer that produces a 4D
correlation volume for all pairs of pixels, with subsequent pooling to produce
lower resolution volumes; (3) a recurrent GRU-based update operator that re-
trieves values from the correlation volumes and iteratively updates a flow field
initialized at zero. Fig. 1 illustrates the design of RAFT.

The RAFT architecture is motivated by traditional optimization-based ap-
proaches. The feature encoder extracts per-pixel features. The correlation layer
computes visual similarity between pixels. The update operator mimics the steps
of an iterative optimization algorithm. But unlike traditional approaches, fea-
tures and motion priors are not handcrafted but learned—learned by the feature
encoder and the update operator respectively.



Let’s go back to our problem
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C`

<latexit sha1_base64="38bvT/F7nBaIXRRbw3ATefXM2uc=">AAACK3icbVDLTgJBEJxFVFwfgB69TCQknsiu0eiRyMUjJvJIgGxmh16cMPvITK8J2fAlXvXo13jSePU/nEUOAtapUtXdqS4/kUKj43xYha3i9s5uac/ePzg8Kleqx10dp4pDh8cyVn2faZAigg4KlNBPFLDQl9Dzp63c7z2B0iKOHnCWwChkk0gEgjM0klcpD0OGj36QtebeEKT0KjWn4SxAN4m7JDWyRNurWsXhOOZpCBFyybQeuE6Co4wpFFzC3B6mGhLGp2wCA0MjFoIeZYvkc1pPNcOYJqCokHQhgl3/s5IF5lMBar6qslDrWeibA3l8ba95ufiv54drgTC4GWUiSlKEiOd5UEhY5NFcCdMc0LFQgMjyB4GKiHKmGCIoQRnnRkxNlbbpzV1vaZN0LxruZePq/rLWvF02WCKn5IycE5dckya5I23SIZyk5Jm8kFfrzXq3Pq2v39GCtdw5ISuwvn8Azvimww==</latexit>

e`

<latexit sha1_base64="EzWH0nwZytQbb+iwEHMR8kbgz0M=">AAACK3icbVC7TsNAEDyHAME8kkBJcyKKRBXZKAjKCBrKIJGHFFvR+bIJp5wfulsjRVa+hBZKvoYKRMt/YBsXJGGq0czuana8SAqNlvVhlLbK2zu7lT1z/+DwqFqrH/d1GCsOPR7KUA09pkGKAHooUMIwUsB8T8LAm99m/uAJlBZh8ICLCFyfzQIxFZxhKo1rVcdn+OhNE1iOHZByXGtYLSsH3SR2QRqkQHdcN8rOJOSxDwFyybQe2VaEbsIUCi5haTqxhojxOZvBKKUB80G7SZ58SZuxZhjSCBQVkuYimM0/K8k0/VSAWq6qzNd64XvpgSy+Nte8TPzX8/y1QDi9dhMRRDFCwLM8KCTkeTRXIm0O6EQoQGTZg0BFQDlTDBGUoIzzVIzTKs20N3u9pU3Sv2jZ7dblfbvRuSkarJBTckbOiU2uSIfckS7pEU5i8kxeyKvxZrwbn8bX72jJKHZOyAqM7x8KIabl</latexit>

er

<latexit sha1_base64="CsHZR8AoFaNGRkXd4GrgpFzSIIQ=">AAACJnicbVC7TsNAEDyHAMG8EihpTkSRqCIbgaCMoKEMEnlIsRWdL+twyvmhuzVSZOU3aKHka+gQouNTsI0LkjDVaGZ3NTteLIVGy/oyKhvVza3t2o65u7d/cFhvHPV1lCgOPR7JSA09pkGKEHooUMIwVsACT8LAm93m/uAJlBZR+IDzGNyATUPhC84wkxwnYPjo+Sksxmpcb1ptqwBdJ3ZJmqREd9wwqs4k4kkAIXLJtB7ZVoxuyhQKLmFhOomGmPEZm8IooyELQLtpEXpBW4lmGNEYFBWSFiKYrT8rqZ89KUAtllUWaD0PvOxAnl2bK14u/ut5wUog9K/dVIRxghDyPA8KCUUezZXISgM6EQoQWf4gUBFSzhRDBCUo4zwTk6xFM+vNXm1pnfTP2/ZF+/L+otm5KRuskRNySs6ITa5Ih9yRLukRTmLyTF7Iq/FmvBsfxufvaMUod47JEozvHxK8pW8=</latexit>

X̃

<latexit sha1_base64="XI5diIv7obTk726sOP4jPsSi4kc=">AAACLnicbZA7TwJBFIVnERXXF2BpM5GQWJFdg9GSaGOJiTwSIGR2uOCE2Udm7hrJZv+KrZb+GhMLY+vPcBa3EPRWJ+fMnZz7eZEUGh3n3SpsFDe3tks79u7e/sFhuVLt6jBWHDo8lKHqe0yDFAF0UKCEfqSA+Z6Enje/zvLeAygtwuAOFxGMfDYLxFRwhsYal6tDFHICydBneO9Nk36ajss1p+Esh/4Vbi5qJJ/2uGIVh5OQxz4EyCXTeuA6EY4SplBwCak9jDVEjM/ZDAZGBswHPUqW5VNajzXDkEagqJB0aYJd/7WSTM2xAlS66jJf64XvmQ+y6tpeyzLz38zz1wrh9HKUiCCKEQKe9TFEYNlHcyUMPKAToQCRZQcCFQHlTDFEUIIyzo0ZG5q24eauU/orumcNt9k4v23WWlc5wRI5JifklLjkgrTIDWmTDuHkkTyRZ/JivVpv1of1+fO0YOU7R2RlrK9v64qoZA==</latexit>

x̃`

<latexit sha1_base64="MREuHUjWfgTrjAO8xqg+jNONxfE=">AAACM3icbVC9TgJBGNxDVDz/QAsLm42ExIrcGYyWRBtLTARJOEL2lg/csPeT3e+M5HJPY6ulD2PsjK3v4B5SCDjVZGa/zcz4sRQaHefdKqwV1zc2S1v29s7u3n65ctDRUaI4tHkkI9X1mQYpQmijQAndWAELfAn3/uQ69+8fQWkRhXc4jaEfsHEoRoIzNNKgfOShkENIvYDhgz9Kn7Js4IGUg3LVqTsz0FXizkmVzNEaVKyiN4x4EkCIXDKte64TYz9lCgWXkNleoiFmfMLG0DM0ZAHofjprkNFaohlGNAZFhaQzEezan5N0ZBoLUNmiygKtp4FvPsjza3vJy8V/PT9YCoSjy34qwjhBCHmex8wCszyaK2EWBDoUChBZXhCoCClniiGCEpRxbsTETGqb3dzllVZJ56zuNurnt41q82q+YIkckxNySlxyQZrkhrRIm3CSkWfyQl6tN+vD+rS+fp8WrPnNIVmA9f0DaAOqrg==</latexit>

x̃r

<latexit sha1_base64="wu8cfuTFyIYvAZtbTA1RD9RUPP4=">AAACMHicbZA7TwJBFIVnERXXF6idzURCYkV2DUZLoo0lJvJIgJDZ4YITZh+ZuWvEzf4XWy39NVoZW3+Fs0gh4K1Ozpk7OffzIik0Os6HlVvLr29sFrbs7Z3dvf1i6aClw1hxaPJQhqrjMQ1SBNBEgRI6kQLmexLa3uQ6y9sPoLQIgzucRtD32TgQI8EZGmtQPOqhkENIej7De2+UPKbpQA2KZafqzIauCncuymQ+jUHJyveGIY99CJBLpnXXdSLsJ0yh4BJSuxdriBifsDF0jQyYD7qfzOqntBJrhiGNQFEh6cwEu/JnJRmZcwWodNFlvtZT3zMfZOW1vZRl5r+Z5y8VwtFlPxFBFCMEPOtjmMCsj+ZKGHxAh0IBIssOBCoCypliiKAEZZwbMzY8bcPNXaa0KlpnVbdWPb+tletXc4IFckxOyClxyQWpkxvSIE3CyRN5Ji/k1Xqz3q1P6+v3ac6a7xyShbG+fwDjiKlp</latexit>

l`

<latexit sha1_base64="lJq83W7W9b0tbu2V/JsFM5ix5Qw=">AAACK3icbVC7TsNAEDyHAME8kkBJcyKKRBXZKAjKCBrKIJGHFFvR+bIJp5wfulsjRVa+hBZKvoYKRMt/YBsXJGGq0czuana8SAqNlvVhlLbK2zu7lT1z/+DwqFqrH/d1GCsOPR7KUA09pkGKAHooUMIwUsB8T8LAm99m/uAJlBZh8ICLCFyfzQIxFZxhKo1rVcdn+OhNE7kcOyDluNawWlYOuknsgjRIge64bpSdSchjHwLkkmk9sq0I3YQpFFzC0nRiDRHjczaDUUoD5oN2kzz5kjZjzTCkESgqJM1FMJt/VpJp+qkAtVxVma/1wvfSA1l8ba55mfiv5/lrgXB67SYiiGKEgGd5UEjI82iuRNoc0IlQgMiyB4GKgHKmGCIoQRnnqRinVZppb/Z6S5ukf9Gy263L+3ajc1M0WCGn5IycE5tckQ65I13SI5zE5Jm8kFfjzXg3Po2v39GSUeyckBUY3z8WTKbs</latexit>

lr

<latexit sha1_base64="qLCiyE6Jnb5FmP72Acy9Z865fKc=">AAACJnicbVC7TsNAEDyHAMG8EihpTkSRqCIbgaCMoKEMEnlIsRWdL+twyvmhuzVSZOU3aKHka+gQouNTsI0LkjDVaGZ3NTteLIVGy/oyKhvVza3t2o65u7d/cFhvHPV1lCgOPR7JSA09pkGKEHooUMIwVsACT8LAm93m/uAJlBZR+IDzGNyATUPhC84wkxwnYPjo+alcjNW43rTaVgG6TuySNEmJ7rhhVJ1JxJMAQuSSaT2yrRjdlCkUXMLCdBINMeMzNoVRRkMWgHbTIvSCthLNMKIxKCokLUQwW39WUj97UoBaLKss0HoeeNmBPLs2V7xc/NfzgpVA6F+7qQjjBCHkeR4UEoo8miuRlQZ0IhQgsvxBoCKknCmGCEpQxnkmJlmLZtabvdrSOumft+2L9uX9RbNzUzZYIyfklJwRm1yRDrkjXdIjnMTkmbyQV+PNeDc+jM/f0YpR7hyTJRjfPx7SpXY=</latexit>

Optical flow



Geometric interlude
Epipolar geometry

Luca Magri 2024



Epipolar geometry

A unoclluded 3D point 9𝑿 = 𝑋, 𝑌, 𝑍, 1 i is projected to the left and right image as ?𝒙ℓ =
𝑢ℓ, 𝑣ℓ, 1 iand ?𝒙j = 𝑢j, 𝑣j, 1 i, by 

𝜁ℓ?𝒙ℓ = 𝑃ℓ9𝑿
𝜁j?𝒙j = 𝑃j9𝑿

where 𝑃ℓand 𝑃j denotes the left and the right camera matrix respectively.
Points ?𝒙ℓ ↔?𝒙j are called corresponding points.

Luca Magri 2022

x̃r

<latexit sha1_base64="wu8cfuTFyIYvAZtbTA1RD9RUPP4=">AAACMHicbZA7TwJBFIVnERXXF6idzURCYkV2DUZLoo0lJvJIgJDZ4YITZh+ZuWvEzf4XWy39NVoZW3+Fs0gh4K1Ozpk7OffzIik0Os6HlVvLr29sFrbs7Z3dvf1i6aClw1hxaPJQhqrjMQ1SBNBEgRI6kQLmexLa3uQ6y9sPoLQIgzucRtD32TgQI8EZGmtQPOqhkENIej7De2+UPKbpQA2KZafqzIauCncuymQ+jUHJyveGIY99CJBLpnXXdSLsJ0yh4BJSuxdriBifsDF0jQyYD7qfzOqntBJrhiGNQFEh6cwEu/JnJRmZcwWodNFlvtZT3zMfZOW1vZRl5r+Z5y8VwtFlPxFBFCMEPOtjmMCsj+ZKGHxAh0IBIssOBCoCypliiKAEZZwbMzY8bcPNXaa0KlpnVbdWPb+tletXc4IFckxOyClxyQWpkxvSIE3CyRN5Ji/k1Xqz3q1P6+v3ac6a7xyShbG+fwDjiKlp</latexit>

x̃`

<latexit sha1_base64="E7QAN9gyfUgscCurvITIHrYLsG8=">AAACNHicbVBLS8NAGNzUqjW+Wr0IXhZLwVNJpKLHohePFewDmlI226916ebB7hexhPhrvOrR/yJ4E6/+BpPYg22d0zCz3zIzbiiFRst6NwprxfWNzdKWub2zu7dfrhx0dBApDm0eyED1XKZBCh/aKFBCL1TAPFdC151eZ373AZQWgX+HsxAGHpv4Yiw4w1Qalo8cFHIEseMxvHfH8WOSDB2Q0hyWq1bdykFXiT0nVTJHa1gxis4o4JEHPnLJtO7bVoiDmCkUXEJiOpGGkPEpm0A/pT7zQA/ivEJCa5FmGNAQFBWS5iKYtT8n8TitLEAliyrztJ55bvpBVkCbS14m/uu53lIgHF8OYuGHEYLPszzpLpDn0VyJdEKgI6EAkWUFgQqfcqYYIihBGeepGKWbZrvZyyutks5Z3W7Uz28b1ebVfMESOSYn5JTY5II0yQ1pkTbh5Ik8kxfyarwZH8an8fX7tGDMbw7JAozvH6gnqsI=</latexit>

X̃

<latexit sha1_base64="XI5diIv7obTk726sOP4jPsSi4kc=">AAACLnicbZA7TwJBFIVnERXXF2BpM5GQWJFdg9GSaGOJiTwSIGR2uOCE2Udm7hrJZv+KrZb+GhMLY+vPcBa3EPRWJ+fMnZz7eZEUGh3n3SpsFDe3tks79u7e/sFhuVLt6jBWHDo8lKHqe0yDFAF0UKCEfqSA+Z6Enje/zvLeAygtwuAOFxGMfDYLxFRwhsYal6tDFHICydBneO9Nk36ajss1p+Esh/4Vbi5qJJ/2uGIVh5OQxz4EyCXTeuA6EY4SplBwCak9jDVEjM/ZDAZGBswHPUqW5VNajzXDkEagqJB0aYJd/7WSTM2xAlS66jJf64XvmQ+y6tpeyzLz38zz1wrh9HKUiCCKEQKe9TFEYNlHcyUMPKAToQCRZQcCFQHlTDFEUIIyzo0ZG5q24eauU/orumcNt9k4v23WWlc5wRI5JifklLjkgrTIDWmTDuHkkTyRZ/JivVpv1of1+fO0YOU7R2RlrK9v64qoZA==</latexit>



Epipolar geometry

§ Baseline: the line passing through the camera centers

§ Epipolar plane: the plane containg𝑿 and the baseline

§ Epipoles: the intersection points 𝒆ℓ and 𝒆0 of the image planes and the baseline
§ Epipolar lines: lines 𝑙ℓ, 𝑙0 intersection of the epipolar plane and the image plane

Luca Magri 2022

Cr

<latexit sha1_base64="6432fmPTJwz3M9WoV6gsntUHZvw=">AAACJnicbVBNT8JAFNwiKtYv0KOXjYTEE2kNRo9ELh4xkY8ECNkuD9yw2za7ryak4W941aO/xpsx3vwptrUHAec0mXnvZd54oRQGHefLKmwVt3d2S3v2/sHh0XG5ctI1QaQ5dHggA933mAEpfOigQAn9UANTnoSeN2+lfu8JtBGB/4CLEEaKzXwxFZxhIg2HiuGjN41by7Eel6tO3clAN4mbkyrJ0R5XrOJwEvBIgY9cMmMGrhPiKGYaBZewtIeRgZDxOZvBIKE+U2BGcRZ6SWuRYRjQEDQVkmYi2LU/K/E0eVKAXq6qTBmzUF5yIM1u7DUvFf/1PLUWCKc3o1j4YYTg8zQPCglZHsO1SEoDOhEaEFn6IFDhU840QwQtKOM8EaOkRTvpzV1vaZN0L+tuo35136g2b/MGS+SMnJML4pJr0iR3pE06hJOQPJMX8mq9We/Wh/X5O1qw8p1TsgLr+wfX+aVN</latexit>

C`

<latexit sha1_base64="38bvT/F7nBaIXRRbw3ATefXM2uc=">AAACK3icbVDLTgJBEJxFVFwfgB69TCQknsiu0eiRyMUjJvJIgGxmh16cMPvITK8J2fAlXvXo13jSePU/nEUOAtapUtXdqS4/kUKj43xYha3i9s5uac/ePzg8Kleqx10dp4pDh8cyVn2faZAigg4KlNBPFLDQl9Dzp63c7z2B0iKOHnCWwChkk0gEgjM0klcpD0OGj36QtebeEKT0KjWn4SxAN4m7JDWyRNurWsXhOOZpCBFyybQeuE6Co4wpFFzC3B6mGhLGp2wCA0MjFoIeZYvkc1pPNcOYJqCokHQhgl3/s5IF5lMBar6qslDrWeibA3l8ba95ufiv54drgTC4GWUiSlKEiOd5UEhY5NFcCdMc0LFQgMjyB4GKiHKmGCIoQRnnRkxNlbbpzV1vaZN0LxruZePq/rLWvF02WCKn5IycE5dckya5I23SIZyk5Jm8kFfrzXq3Pq2v39GCtdw5ISuwvn8Azvimww==</latexit>

e`

<latexit sha1_base64="EzWH0nwZytQbb+iwEHMR8kbgz0M=">AAACK3icbVC7TsNAEDyHAME8kkBJcyKKRBXZKAjKCBrKIJGHFFvR+bIJp5wfulsjRVa+hBZKvoYKRMt/YBsXJGGq0czuana8SAqNlvVhlLbK2zu7lT1z/+DwqFqrH/d1GCsOPR7KUA09pkGKAHooUMIwUsB8T8LAm99m/uAJlBZh8ICLCFyfzQIxFZxhKo1rVcdn+OhNE1iOHZByXGtYLSsH3SR2QRqkQHdcN8rOJOSxDwFyybQe2VaEbsIUCi5haTqxhojxOZvBKKUB80G7SZ58SZuxZhjSCBQVkuYimM0/K8k0/VSAWq6qzNd64XvpgSy+Nte8TPzX8/y1QDi9dhMRRDFCwLM8KCTkeTRXIm0O6EQoQGTZg0BFQDlTDBGUoIzzVIzTKs20N3u9pU3Sv2jZ7dblfbvRuSkarJBTckbOiU2uSIfckS7pEU5i8kxeyKvxZrwbn8bX72jJKHZOyAqM7x8KIabl</latexit>

er

<latexit sha1_base64="CsHZR8AoFaNGRkXd4GrgpFzSIIQ=">AAACJnicbVC7TsNAEDyHAMG8EihpTkSRqCIbgaCMoKEMEnlIsRWdL+twyvmhuzVSZOU3aKHka+gQouNTsI0LkjDVaGZ3NTteLIVGy/oyKhvVza3t2o65u7d/cFhvHPV1lCgOPR7JSA09pkGKEHooUMIwVsACT8LAm93m/uAJlBZR+IDzGNyATUPhC84wkxwnYPjo+Sksxmpcb1ptqwBdJ3ZJmqREd9wwqs4k4kkAIXLJtB7ZVoxuyhQKLmFhOomGmPEZm8IooyELQLtpEXpBW4lmGNEYFBWSFiKYrT8rqZ89KUAtllUWaD0PvOxAnl2bK14u/ut5wUog9K/dVIRxghDyPA8KCUUezZXISgM6EQoQWf4gUBFSzhRDBCUo4zwTk6xFM+vNXm1pnfTP2/ZF+/L+otm5KRuskRNySs6ITa5Ih9yRLukRTmLyTF7Iq/FmvBsfxufvaMUod47JEozvHxK8pW8=</latexit>

X̃

<latexit sha1_base64="XI5diIv7obTk726sOP4jPsSi4kc=">AAACLnicbZA7TwJBFIVnERXXF2BpM5GQWJFdg9GSaGOJiTwSIGR2uOCE2Udm7hrJZv+KrZb+GhMLY+vPcBa3EPRWJ+fMnZz7eZEUGh3n3SpsFDe3tks79u7e/sFhuVLt6jBWHDo8lKHqe0yDFAF0UKCEfqSA+Z6Enje/zvLeAygtwuAOFxGMfDYLxFRwhsYal6tDFHICydBneO9Nk36ajss1p+Esh/4Vbi5qJJ/2uGIVh5OQxz4EyCXTeuA6EY4SplBwCak9jDVEjM/ZDAZGBswHPUqW5VNajzXDkEagqJB0aYJd/7WSTM2xAlS66jJf64XvmQ+y6tpeyzLz38zz1wrh9HKUiCCKEQKe9TFEYNlHcyUMPKAToQCRZQcCFQHlTDFEUIIyzo0ZG5q24eauU/orumcNt9k4v23WWlc5wRI5JifklLjkgrTIDWmTDuHkkTyRZ/JivVpv1of1+fO0YOU7R2RlrK9v64qoZA==</latexit>

x̃`

<latexit sha1_base64="MREuHUjWfgTrjAO8xqg+jNONxfE=">AAACM3icbVC9TgJBGNxDVDz/QAsLm42ExIrcGYyWRBtLTARJOEL2lg/csPeT3e+M5HJPY6ulD2PsjK3v4B5SCDjVZGa/zcz4sRQaHefdKqwV1zc2S1v29s7u3n65ctDRUaI4tHkkI9X1mQYpQmijQAndWAELfAn3/uQ69+8fQWkRhXc4jaEfsHEoRoIzNNKgfOShkENIvYDhgz9Kn7Js4IGUg3LVqTsz0FXizkmVzNEaVKyiN4x4EkCIXDKte64TYz9lCgWXkNleoiFmfMLG0DM0ZAHofjprkNFaohlGNAZFhaQzEezan5N0ZBoLUNmiygKtp4FvPsjza3vJy8V/PT9YCoSjy34qwjhBCHmex8wCszyaK2EWBDoUChBZXhCoCClniiGCEpRxbsTETGqb3dzllVZJ56zuNurnt41q82q+YIkckxNySlxyQZrkhrRIm3CSkWfyQl6tN+vD+rS+fp8WrPnNIVmA9f0DaAOqrg==</latexit>

x̃r

<latexit sha1_base64="wu8cfuTFyIYvAZtbTA1RD9RUPP4=">AAACMHicbZA7TwJBFIVnERXXF6idzURCYkV2DUZLoo0lJvJIgJDZ4YITZh+ZuWvEzf4XWy39NVoZW3+Fs0gh4K1Ozpk7OffzIik0Os6HlVvLr29sFrbs7Z3dvf1i6aClw1hxaPJQhqrjMQ1SBNBEgRI6kQLmexLa3uQ6y9sPoLQIgzucRtD32TgQI8EZGmtQPOqhkENIej7De2+UPKbpQA2KZafqzIauCncuymQ+jUHJyveGIY99CJBLpnXXdSLsJ0yh4BJSuxdriBifsDF0jQyYD7qfzOqntBJrhiGNQFEh6cwEu/JnJRmZcwWodNFlvtZT3zMfZOW1vZRl5r+Z5y8VwtFlPxFBFCMEPOtjmMCsj+ZKGHxAh0IBIssOBCoCypliiKAEZZwbMzY8bcPNXaa0KlpnVbdWPb+tletXc4IFckxOyClxyQWpkxvSIE3CyRN5Ji/k1Xqz3q1P6+v3ac6a7xyShbG+fwDjiKlp</latexit>

l`

<latexit sha1_base64="lJq83W7W9b0tbu2V/JsFM5ix5Qw=">AAACK3icbVC7TsNAEDyHAME8kkBJcyKKRBXZKAjKCBrKIJGHFFvR+bIJp5wfulsjRVa+hBZKvoYKRMt/YBsXJGGq0czuana8SAqNlvVhlLbK2zu7lT1z/+DwqFqrH/d1GCsOPR7KUA09pkGKAHooUMIwUsB8T8LAm99m/uAJlBZh8ICLCFyfzQIxFZxhKo1rVcdn+OhNE7kcOyDluNawWlYOuknsgjRIge64bpSdSchjHwLkkmk9sq0I3YQpFFzC0nRiDRHjczaDUUoD5oN2kzz5kjZjzTCkESgqJM1FMJt/VpJp+qkAtVxVma/1wvfSA1l8ba55mfiv5/lrgXB67SYiiGKEgGd5UEjI82iuRNoc0IlQgMiyB4GKgHKmGCIoQRnnqRinVZppb/Z6S5ukf9Gy263L+3ajc1M0WCGn5IycE5tckQ65I13SI5zE5Jm8kFfjzXg3Po2v39GSUeyckBUY3z8WTKbs</latexit>

lr

<latexit sha1_base64="qLCiyE6Jnb5FmP72Acy9Z865fKc=">AAACJnicbVC7TsNAEDyHAMG8EihpTkSRqCIbgaCMoKEMEnlIsRWdL+twyvmhuzVSZOU3aKHka+gQouNTsI0LkjDVaGZ3NTteLIVGy/oyKhvVza3t2o65u7d/cFhvHPV1lCgOPR7JSA09pkGKEHooUMIwVsACT8LAm93m/uAJlBZR+IDzGNyATUPhC84wkxwnYPjo+alcjNW43rTaVgG6TuySNEmJ7rhhVJ1JxJMAQuSSaT2yrRjdlCkUXMLCdBINMeMzNoVRRkMWgHbTIvSCthLNMKIxKCokLUQwW39WUj97UoBaLKss0HoeeNmBPLs2V7xc/NfzgpVA6F+7qQjjBCHkeR4UEoo8miuRlQZ0IhQgsvxBoCKknCmGCEpQxnkmJlmLZtabvdrSOumft+2L9uX9RbNzUzZYIyfklJwRm1yRDrkjXdIjnMTkmbyQV+PNeDc+jM/f0YpR7hyTJRjfPx7SpXY=</latexit>

baseline

optical ray

Epipolar line

left epipole



Epipolar geometry

Given a point s𝒙ℓ, one can determine the epipolar line in the right image on which the corresponding point 
s𝒙0,must lie.

The equation of the epipolar line can be derived geometrically, as the projection of the optical ray of s𝒙ℓ
onto the right image plane:

𝜁0s𝒙0 = 𝑃0
𝐶ℓ
1 + 𝜁ℓ𝑃0

𝑃ℓ ':*$' s𝒙ℓ
0

𝜁0s𝒙0 = 𝒆0 + 𝜁ℓ𝑃0 ':*𝑃ℓ ':*$' s𝒙ℓ

Luca Magri 2022

This is the equation of a line 𝒍? through the right epipole 
and the image point 𝑃?	%::𝑃ℓ	%::C% l𝒙ℓ which represents the 
projection onto the right image plane of the point at 
infinity of the optical ray.

The left epipolar line can be derived similarly.

viewing ray through 6𝑥ℓ

ideal point

✓
C`

1

◆

<latexit sha1_base64="TfofvRGMoIUMmB8YbSkaG8h4wZ8=">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</latexit>

er

<latexit sha1_base64="CsHZR8AoFaNGRkXd4GrgpFzSIIQ=">AAACJnicbVC7TsNAEDyHAMG8EihpTkSRqCIbgaCMoKEMEnlIsRWdL+twyvmhuzVSZOU3aKHka+gQouNTsI0LkjDVaGZ3NTteLIVGy/oyKhvVza3t2o65u7d/cFhvHPV1lCgOPR7JSA09pkGKEHooUMIwVsACT8LAm93m/uAJlBZR+IDzGNyATUPhC84wkxwnYPjo+Sksxmpcb1ptqwBdJ3ZJmqREd9wwqs4k4kkAIXLJtB7ZVoxuyhQKLmFhOomGmPEZm8IooyELQLtpEXpBW4lmGNEYFBWSFiKYrT8rqZ89KUAtllUWaD0PvOxAnl2bK14u/ut5wUog9K/dVIRxghDyPA8KCUUezZXISgM6EQoQWf4gUBFSzhRDBCUo4zwTk6xFM+vNXm1pnfTP2/ZF+/L+otm5KRuskRNySs6ITa5Ih9yRLukRTmLyTF7Iq/FmvBsfxufvaMUod47JEozvHxK8pW8=</latexit>

x̃r

<latexit sha1_base64="wu8cfuTFyIYvAZtbTA1RD9RUPP4=">AAACMHicbZA7TwJBFIVnERXXF6idzURCYkV2DUZLoo0lJvJIgJDZ4YITZh+ZuWvEzf4XWy39NVoZW3+Fs0gh4K1Ozpk7OffzIik0Os6HlVvLr29sFrbs7Z3dvf1i6aClw1hxaPJQhqrjMQ1SBNBEgRI6kQLmexLa3uQ6y9sPoLQIgzucRtD32TgQI8EZGmtQPOqhkENIej7De2+UPKbpQA2KZafqzIauCncuymQ+jUHJyveGIY99CJBLpnXXdSLsJ0yh4BJSuxdriBifsDF0jQyYD7qfzOqntBJrhiGNQFEh6cwEu/JnJRmZcwWodNFlvtZT3zMfZOW1vZRl5r+Z5y8VwtFlPxFBFCMEPOtjmMCsj+ZKGHxAh0IBIssOBCoCypliiKAEZZwbMzY8bcPNXaa0KlpnVbdWPb+tletXc4IFckxOyClxyQWpkxvSIE3CyRN5Ji/k1Xqz3q1P6+v3ac6a7xyShbG+fwDjiKlp</latexit>

x̃`

<latexit sha1_base64="E7QAN9gyfUgscCurvITIHrYLsG8=">AAACNHicbVBLS8NAGNzUqjW+Wr0IXhZLwVNJpKLHohePFewDmlI226916ebB7hexhPhrvOrR/yJ4E6/+BpPYg22d0zCz3zIzbiiFRst6NwprxfWNzdKWub2zu7dfrhx0dBApDm0eyED1XKZBCh/aKFBCL1TAPFdC151eZ373AZQWgX+HsxAGHpv4Yiw4w1Qalo8cFHIEseMxvHfH8WOSDB2Q0hyWq1bdykFXiT0nVTJHa1gxis4o4JEHPnLJtO7bVoiDmCkUXEJiOpGGkPEpm0A/pT7zQA/ivEJCa5FmGNAQFBWS5iKYtT8n8TitLEAliyrztJ55bvpBVkCbS14m/uu53lIgHF8OYuGHEYLPszzpLpDn0VyJdEKgI6EAkWUFgQqfcqYYIihBGeepGKWbZrvZyyutks5Z3W7Uz28b1ebVfMESOSYn5JTY5II0yQ1pkTbh5Ik8kxfyarwZH8an8fX7tGDMbw7JAozvH6gnqsI=</latexit>

✓
P�1
`1:3x̃`

0

◆

<latexit sha1_base64="ECDFedvGDhFCgCtzZpDCYDofVyQ=">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</latexit>

X̃

<latexit sha1_base64="XI5diIv7obTk726sOP4jPsSi4kc=">AAACLnicbZA7TwJBFIVnERXXF2BpM5GQWJFdg9GSaGOJiTwSIGR2uOCE2Udm7hrJZv+KrZb+GhMLY+vPcBa3EPRWJ+fMnZz7eZEUGh3n3SpsFDe3tks79u7e/sFhuVLt6jBWHDo8lKHqe0yDFAF0UKCEfqSA+Z6Enje/zvLeAygtwuAOFxGMfDYLxFRwhsYal6tDFHICydBneO9Nk36ajss1p+Esh/4Vbi5qJJ/2uGIVh5OQxz4EyCXTeuA6EY4SplBwCak9jDVEjM/ZDAZGBswHPUqW5VNajzXDkEagqJB0aYJd/7WSTM2xAlS66jJf64XvmQ+y6tpeyzLz38zz1wrh9HKUiCCKEQKe9TFEYNlHcyUMPKAToQCRZQcCFQHlTDFEUIIyzo0ZG5q24eauU/orumcNt9k4v23WWlc5wRI5JifklLjkgrTIDWmTDuHkkTyRZ/JivVpv1of1+fO0YOU7R2RlrK9v64qoZA==</latexit>

x̃r

<latexit sha1_base64="wu8cfuTFyIYvAZtbTA1RD9RUPP4=">AAACMHicbZA7TwJBFIVnERXXF6idzURCYkV2DUZLoo0lJvJIgJDZ4YITZh+ZuWvEzf4XWy39NVoZW3+Fs0gh4K1Ozpk7OffzIik0Os6HlVvLr29sFrbs7Z3dvf1i6aClw1hxaPJQhqrjMQ1SBNBEgRI6kQLmexLa3uQ6y9sPoLQIgzucRtD32TgQI8EZGmtQPOqhkENIej7De2+UPKbpQA2KZafqzIauCncuymQ+jUHJyveGIY99CJBLpnXXdSLsJ0yh4BJSuxdriBifsDF0jQyYD7qfzOqntBJrhiGNQFEh6cwEu/JnJRmZcwWodNFlvtZT3zMfZOW1vZRl5r+Z5y8VwtFlPxFBFCMEPOtjmMCsj+ZKGHxAh0IBIssOBCoCypliiKAEZZwbMzY8bcPNXaa0KlpnVbdWPb+tletXc4IFckxOyClxyQWpkxvSIE3CyRN5Ji/k1Xqz3q1P6+v3ac6a7xyShbG+fwDjiKlp</latexit>

x̃`

<latexit sha1_base64="E7QAN9gyfUgscCurvITIHrYLsG8=">AAACNHicbVBLS8NAGNzUqjW+Wr0IXhZLwVNJpKLHohePFewDmlI226916ebB7hexhPhrvOrR/yJ4E6/+BpPYg22d0zCz3zIzbiiFRst6NwprxfWNzdKWub2zu7dfrhx0dBApDm0eyED1XKZBCh/aKFBCL1TAPFdC151eZ373AZQWgX+HsxAGHpv4Yiw4w1Qalo8cFHIEseMxvHfH8WOSDB2Q0hyWq1bdykFXiT0nVTJHa1gxis4o4JEHPnLJtO7bVoiDmCkUXEJiOpGGkPEpm0A/pT7zQA/ivEJCa5FmGNAQFBWS5iKYtT8n8TitLEAliyrztJ55bvpBVkCbS14m/uu53lIgHF8OYuGHEYLPszzpLpDn0VyJdEKgI6EAkWUFgQqfcqYYIihBGeepGKWbZrvZyyutks5Z3W7Uz28b1ebVfMESOSYn5JTY5II0yQ1pkTbh5Ik8kxfyarwZH8an8fX7tGDMbw7JAozvH6gnqsI=</latexit>

X̃

<latexit sha1_base64="XI5diIv7obTk726sOP4jPsSi4kc=">AAACLnicbZA7TwJBFIVnERXXF2BpM5GQWJFdg9GSaGOJiTwSIGR2uOCE2Udm7hrJZv+KrZb+GhMLY+vPcBa3EPRWJ+fMnZz7eZEUGh3n3SpsFDe3tks79u7e/sFhuVLt6jBWHDo8lKHqe0yDFAF0UKCEfqSA+Z6Enje/zvLeAygtwuAOFxGMfDYLxFRwhsYal6tDFHICydBneO9Nk36ajss1p+Esh/4Vbi5qJJ/2uGIVh5OQxz4EyCXTeuA6EY4SplBwCak9jDVEjM/ZDAZGBswHPUqW5VNajzXDkEagqJB0aYJd/7WSTM2xAlS66jJf64XvmQ+y6tpeyzLz38zz1wrh9HKUiCCKEQKe9TFEYNlHcyUMPKAToQCRZQcCFQHlTDFEUIIyzo0ZG5q24eauU/orumcNt9k4v23WWlc5wRI5JifklLjkgrTIDWmTDuHkkTyRZ/JivVpv1of1+fO0YOU7R2RlrK9v64qoZA==</latexit>



✓
C`

1

◆

<latexit sha1_base64="TfofvRGMoIUMmB8YbSkaG8h4wZ8=">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</latexit>

er

<latexit sha1_base64="CsHZR8AoFaNGRkXd4GrgpFzSIIQ=">AAACJnicbVC7TsNAEDyHAMG8EihpTkSRqCIbgaCMoKEMEnlIsRWdL+twyvmhuzVSZOU3aKHka+gQouNTsI0LkjDVaGZ3NTteLIVGy/oyKhvVza3t2o65u7d/cFhvHPV1lCgOPR7JSA09pkGKEHooUMIwVsACT8LAm93m/uAJlBZR+IDzGNyATUPhC84wkxwnYPjo+Sksxmpcb1ptqwBdJ3ZJmqREd9wwqs4k4kkAIXLJtB7ZVoxuyhQKLmFhOomGmPEZm8IooyELQLtpEXpBW4lmGNEYFBWSFiKYrT8rqZ89KUAtllUWaD0PvOxAnl2bK14u/ut5wUog9K/dVIRxghDyPA8KCUUezZXISgM6EQoQWf4gUBFSzhRDBCUo4zwTk6xFM+vNXm1pnfTP2/ZF+/L+otm5KRuskRNySs6ITa5Ih9yRLukRTmLyTF7Iq/FmvBsfxufvaMUod47JEozvHxK8pW8=</latexit>

x̃r

<latexit sha1_base64="wu8cfuTFyIYvAZtbTA1RD9RUPP4=">AAACMHicbZA7TwJBFIVnERXXF6idzURCYkV2DUZLoo0lJvJIgJDZ4YITZh+ZuWvEzf4XWy39NVoZW3+Fs0gh4K1Ozpk7OffzIik0Os6HlVvLr29sFrbs7Z3dvf1i6aClw1hxaPJQhqrjMQ1SBNBEgRI6kQLmexLa3uQ6y9sPoLQIgzucRtD32TgQI8EZGmtQPOqhkENIej7De2+UPKbpQA2KZafqzIauCncuymQ+jUHJyveGIY99CJBLpnXXdSLsJ0yh4BJSuxdriBifsDF0jQyYD7qfzOqntBJrhiGNQFEh6cwEu/JnJRmZcwWodNFlvtZT3zMfZOW1vZRl5r+Z5y8VwtFlPxFBFCMEPOtjmMCsj+ZKGHxAh0IBIssOBCoCypliiKAEZZwbMzY8bcPNXaa0KlpnVbdWPb+tletXc4IFckxOyClxyQWpkxvSIE3CyRN5Ji/k1Xqz3q1P6+v3ac6a7xyShbG+fwDjiKlp</latexit>

x̃`

<latexit sha1_base64="E7QAN9gyfUgscCurvITIHrYLsG8=">AAACNHicbVBLS8NAGNzUqjW+Wr0IXhZLwVNJpKLHohePFewDmlI226916ebB7hexhPhrvOrR/yJ4E6/+BpPYg22d0zCz3zIzbiiFRst6NwprxfWNzdKWub2zu7dfrhx0dBApDm0eyED1XKZBCh/aKFBCL1TAPFdC151eZ373AZQWgX+HsxAGHpv4Yiw4w1Qalo8cFHIEseMxvHfH8WOSDB2Q0hyWq1bdykFXiT0nVTJHa1gxis4o4JEHPnLJtO7bVoiDmCkUXEJiOpGGkPEpm0A/pT7zQA/ivEJCa5FmGNAQFBWS5iKYtT8n8TitLEAliyrztJ55bvpBVkCbS14m/uu53lIgHF8OYuGHEYLPszzpLpDn0VyJdEKgI6EAkWUFgQqfcqYYIihBGeepGKWbZrvZyyutks5Z3W7Uz28b1ebVfMESOSYn5JTY5II0yQ1pkTbh5Ik8kxfyarwZH8an8fX7tGDMbw7JAozvH6gnqsI=</latexit>

✓
P�1
`1:3x̃`

0

◆

<latexit sha1_base64="ECDFedvGDhFCgCtzZpDCYDofVyQ=">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</latexit>

X̃

<latexit sha1_base64="XI5diIv7obTk726sOP4jPsSi4kc=">AAACLnicbZA7TwJBFIVnERXXF2BpM5GQWJFdg9GSaGOJiTwSIGR2uOCE2Udm7hrJZv+KrZb+GhMLY+vPcBa3EPRWJ+fMnZz7eZEUGh3n3SpsFDe3tks79u7e/sFhuVLt6jBWHDo8lKHqe0yDFAF0UKCEfqSA+Z6Enje/zvLeAygtwuAOFxGMfDYLxFRwhsYal6tDFHICydBneO9Nk36ajss1p+Esh/4Vbi5qJJ/2uGIVh5OQxz4EyCXTeuA6EY4SplBwCak9jDVEjM/ZDAZGBswHPUqW5VNajzXDkEagqJB0aYJd/7WSTM2xAlS66jJf64XvmQ+y6tpeyzLz38zz1wrh9HKUiCCKEQKe9TFEYNlHcyUMPKAToQCRZQcCFQHlTDFEUIIyzo0ZG5q24eauU/orumcNt9k4v23WWlc5wRI5JifklLjkgrTIDWmTDuHkkTyRZ/JivVpv1of1+fO0YOU7R2RlrK9v64qoZA==</latexit>

x̃r

<latexit sha1_base64="wu8cfuTFyIYvAZtbTA1RD9RUPP4=">AAACMHicbZA7TwJBFIVnERXXF6idzURCYkV2DUZLoo0lJvJIgJDZ4YITZh+ZuWvEzf4XWy39NVoZW3+Fs0gh4K1Ozpk7OffzIik0Os6HlVvLr29sFrbs7Z3dvf1i6aClw1hxaPJQhqrjMQ1SBNBEgRI6kQLmexLa3uQ6y9sPoLQIgzucRtD32TgQI8EZGmtQPOqhkENIej7De2+UPKbpQA2KZafqzIauCncuymQ+jUHJyveGIY99CJBLpnXXdSLsJ0yh4BJSuxdriBifsDF0jQyYD7qfzOqntBJrhiGNQFEh6cwEu/JnJRmZcwWodNFlvtZT3zMfZOW1vZRl5r+Z5y8VwtFlPxFBFCMEPOtjmMCsj+ZKGHxAh0IBIssOBCoCypliiKAEZZwbMzY8bcPNXaa0KlpnVbdWPb+tletXc4IFckxOyClxyQWpkxvSIE3CyRN5Ji/k1Xqz3q1P6+v3ac6a7xyShbG+fwDjiKlp</latexit>

x̃`

<latexit sha1_base64="E7QAN9gyfUgscCurvITIHrYLsG8=">AAACNHicbVBLS8NAGNzUqjW+Wr0IXhZLwVNJpKLHohePFewDmlI226916ebB7hexhPhrvOrR/yJ4E6/+BpPYg22d0zCz3zIzbiiFRst6NwprxfWNzdKWub2zu7dfrhx0dBApDm0eyED1XKZBCh/aKFBCL1TAPFdC151eZ373AZQWgX+HsxAGHpv4Yiw4w1Qalo8cFHIEseMxvHfH8WOSDB2Q0hyWq1bdykFXiT0nVTJHa1gxis4o4JEHPnLJtO7bVoiDmCkUXEJiOpGGkPEpm0A/pT7zQA/ivEJCa5FmGNAQFBWS5iKYtT8n8TitLEAliyrztJ55bvpBVkCbS14m/uu53lIgHF8OYuGHEYLPszzpLpDn0VyJdEKgI6EAkWUFgQqfcqYYIihBGeepGKWbZrvZyyutks5Z3W7Uz28b1ebVfMESOSYn5JTY5II0yQ1pkTbh5Ik8kxfyarwZH8an8fX7tGDMbw7JAozvH6gnqsI=</latexit>

X̃

<latexit sha1_base64="XI5diIv7obTk726sOP4jPsSi4kc=">AAACLnicbZA7TwJBFIVnERXXF2BpM5GQWJFdg9GSaGOJiTwSIGR2uOCE2Udm7hrJZv+KrZb+GhMLY+vPcBa3EPRWJ+fMnZz7eZEUGh3n3SpsFDe3tks79u7e/sFhuVLt6jBWHDo8lKHqe0yDFAF0UKCEfqSA+Z6Enje/zvLeAygtwuAOFxGMfDYLxFRwhsYal6tDFHICydBneO9Nk36ajss1p+Esh/4Vbi5qJJ/2uGIVh5OQxz4EyCXTeuA6EY4SplBwCak9jDVEjM/ZDAZGBswHPUqW5VNajzXDkEagqJB0aYJd/7WSTM2xAlS66jJf64XvmQ+y6tpeyzLz38zz1wrh9HKUiCCKEQKe9TFEYNlHcyUMPKAToQCRZQcCFQHlTDFEUIIyzo0ZG5q24eauU/orumcNt9k4v23WWlc5wRI5JifklLjkgrTIDWmTDuHkkTyRZ/JivVpv1of1+fO0YOU7R2RlrK9v64qoZA==</latexit>

Epipolar geometry

The line 𝒍0 joining 𝒆0 and 𝑃0 ':*𝑃ℓ ':*$' s𝒙ℓ can be represented in terms of the cross product

𝒍0 ≡ 𝒆0× 𝑃0 ':*𝑃ℓ ':*$' s𝒙ℓ

𝒍0 ≡ 𝒆0 × 𝑃0 ':*𝑃ℓ ':*$' s𝒙ℓ

The matrix 𝐹 = 𝒆0 × 𝑃0 ':*𝑃ℓ ':*$' is called fundamental matrix.

The epipolar line for a point 𝒙 is 𝒍0 = 𝐹𝒙.
The incidence relation s𝒙0 ∈ 𝒍0 implies s𝒙02𝒍0 = 0
and corresponding points have to satisfy

Luca Magri 2022

7𝒙��𝐹7𝒙� = 0

a point-line relation between two views 
based only on camera matrices



Fundamental matrix

Why rank 2? 

Epipolar lines can be seen as the 
intersection with the image plane of 
the pencil of planes (epipolar planes) 
having the baseline as axis.

Consider an epipolar lines 𝒍’ = 𝐹𝒙D, 
The right epipole 𝒆? lies on this line, 
so 𝒆?E𝐹𝒙D = 0 for all 𝒙D. This implies 
that 𝒆?E𝐹 = 0. Similarly, one can prove 
that 𝐹𝒆ℓ = 0, this gives an intuition of 
the reason why 𝐹 is rank deficient.

Luca Magri 2022

Fundametal matrix:
the fundamental matrix 𝐹 is the unique 3×3 matrix rank 2 homogeneous matrix which satisfy 𝒙?E𝐹𝒙D = 0 for 
all corresponding points 𝒙? ↔ 𝒙D in the two images

er

<latexit sha1_base64="CsHZR8AoFaNGRkXd4GrgpFzSIIQ=">AAACJnicbVC7TsNAEDyHAMG8EihpTkSRqCIbgaCMoKEMEnlIsRWdL+twyvmhuzVSZOU3aKHka+gQouNTsI0LkjDVaGZ3NTteLIVGy/oyKhvVza3t2o65u7d/cFhvHPV1lCgOPR7JSA09pkGKEHooUMIwVsACT8LAm93m/uAJlBZR+IDzGNyATUPhC84wkxwnYPjo+Sksxmpcb1ptqwBdJ3ZJmqREd9wwqs4k4kkAIXLJtB7ZVoxuyhQKLmFhOomGmPEZm8IooyELQLtpEXpBW4lmGNEYFBWSFiKYrT8rqZ89KUAtllUWaD0PvOxAnl2bK14u/ut5wUog9K/dVIRxghDyPA8KCUUezZXISgM6EQoQWf4gUBFSzhRDBCUo4zwTk6xFM+vNXm1pnfTP2/ZF+/L+otm5KRuskRNySs6ITa5Ih9yRLukRTmLyTF7Iq/FmvBsfxufvaMUod47JEozvHxK8pW8=</latexit>

X̃

<latexit sha1_base64="XI5diIv7obTk726sOP4jPsSi4kc=">AAACLnicbZA7TwJBFIVnERXXF2BpM5GQWJFdg9GSaGOJiTwSIGR2uOCE2Udm7hrJZv+KrZb+GhMLY+vPcBa3EPRWJ+fMnZz7eZEUGh3n3SpsFDe3tks79u7e/sFhuVLt6jBWHDo8lKHqe0yDFAF0UKCEfqSA+Z6Enje/zvLeAygtwuAOFxGMfDYLxFRwhsYal6tDFHICydBneO9Nk36ajss1p+Esh/4Vbi5qJJ/2uGIVh5OQxz4EyCXTeuA6EY4SplBwCak9jDVEjM/ZDAZGBswHPUqW5VNajzXDkEagqJB0aYJd/7WSTM2xAlS66jJf64XvmQ+y6tpeyzLz38zz1wrh9HKUiCCKEQKe9TFEYNlHcyUMPKAToQCRZQcCFQHlTDFEUIIyzo0ZG5q24eauU/orumcNt9k4v23WWlc5wRI5JifklLjkgrTIDWmTDuHkkTyRZ/JivVpv1of1+fO0YOU7R2RlrK9v64qoZA==</latexit>

pencil of 
epipolar planes

pencil of 
epipolar lines



Fundamental matrix

Why rank 2?

Algebrically, we have
det 𝐹 = det( 𝒆? × 𝑃? %::𝑃ℓ %::C% )

that from the Binet theorem can be 
factorized as 

det 𝐹 = det 𝒆? × det 𝑃? %::𝑃ℓ %::C% = 0

since det 𝒆? × = 0.

Luca Magri 2022

Fundametal matrix:
the fundamental matrix 𝐹 is the unique 3×3 matrix rank 2 homogeneous matrix which satisfy 𝒙?E𝐹𝒙D = 0 for 
all corresponding points 𝒙? ↔ 𝒙D in the two images

er

<latexit sha1_base64="CsHZR8AoFaNGRkXd4GrgpFzSIIQ=">AAACJnicbVC7TsNAEDyHAMG8EihpTkSRqCIbgaCMoKEMEnlIsRWdL+twyvmhuzVSZOU3aKHka+gQouNTsI0LkjDVaGZ3NTteLIVGy/oyKhvVza3t2o65u7d/cFhvHPV1lCgOPR7JSA09pkGKEHooUMIwVsACT8LAm93m/uAJlBZR+IDzGNyATUPhC84wkxwnYPjo+Sksxmpcb1ptqwBdJ3ZJmqREd9wwqs4k4kkAIXLJtB7ZVoxuyhQKLmFhOomGmPEZm8IooyELQLtpEXpBW4lmGNEYFBWSFiKYrT8rqZ89KUAtllUWaD0PvOxAnl2bK14u/ut5wUog9K/dVIRxghDyPA8KCUUezZXISgM6EQoQWf4gUBFSzhRDBCUo4zwTk6xFM+vNXm1pnfTP2/ZF+/L+otm5KRuskRNySs6ITa5Ih9yRLukRTmLyTF7Iq/FmvBsfxufvaMUod47JEozvHxK8pW8=</latexit>

X̃

<latexit sha1_base64="XI5diIv7obTk726sOP4jPsSi4kc=">AAACLnicbZA7TwJBFIVnERXXF2BpM5GQWJFdg9GSaGOJiTwSIGR2uOCE2Udm7hrJZv+KrZb+GhMLY+vPcBa3EPRWJ+fMnZz7eZEUGh3n3SpsFDe3tks79u7e/sFhuVLt6jBWHDo8lKHqe0yDFAF0UKCEfqSA+Z6Enje/zvLeAygtwuAOFxGMfDYLxFRwhsYal6tDFHICydBneO9Nk36ajss1p+Esh/4Vbi5qJJ/2uGIVh5OQxz4EyCXTeuA6EY4SplBwCak9jDVEjM/ZDAZGBswHPUqW5VNajzXDkEagqJB0aYJd/7WSTM2xAlS66jJf64XvmQ+y6tpeyzLz38zz1wrh9HKUiCCKEQKe9TFEYNlHcyUMPKAToQCRZQcCFQHlTDFEUIIyzo0ZG5q24eauU/orumcNt9k4v23WWlc5wRI5JifklLjkgrTIDWmTDuHkkTyRZ/JivVpv1of1+fO0YOU7R2RlrK9v64qoZA==</latexit>

pencil of 
epipolar planes

pencil of 
epipolar lines



Fundamental matrix

Why rank 2?

𝐹 is a projective map that associate a 
point in the first image to a line 

𝐹: 𝒙ℓ ↦ 𝒍?

If 𝑙ℓ and 𝑙? are corresponding epipolar 
lines, then any point 𝒙ℓ ∈ 𝒍ℓ is 
mapped to the same line 𝒍?.

This means there is no inverse 
mapping and 𝐹 is not of full rank.

Luca Magri 2022

Fundametal matrix:
the fundamental matrix 𝐹 is the unique 3×3 matrix rank 2 homogeneous matrix which satisfy 𝒙?E𝐹𝒙D = 0 for 
all corresponding points 𝒙? ↔ 𝒙D in the two images

er

<latexit sha1_base64="CsHZR8AoFaNGRkXd4GrgpFzSIIQ=">AAACJnicbVC7TsNAEDyHAMG8EihpTkSRqCIbgaCMoKEMEnlIsRWdL+twyvmhuzVSZOU3aKHka+gQouNTsI0LkjDVaGZ3NTteLIVGy/oyKhvVza3t2o65u7d/cFhvHPV1lCgOPR7JSA09pkGKEHooUMIwVsACT8LAm93m/uAJlBZR+IDzGNyATUPhC84wkxwnYPjo+Sksxmpcb1ptqwBdJ3ZJmqREd9wwqs4k4kkAIXLJtB7ZVoxuyhQKLmFhOomGmPEZm8IooyELQLtpEXpBW4lmGNEYFBWSFiKYrT8rqZ89KUAtllUWaD0PvOxAnl2bK14u/ut5wUog9K/dVIRxghDyPA8KCUUezZXISgM6EQoQWf4gUBFSzhRDBCUo4zwTk6xFM+vNXm1pnfTP2/ZF+/L+otm5KRuskRNySs6ITa5Ih9yRLukRTmLyTF7Iq/FmvBsfxufvaMUod47JEozvHxK8pW8=</latexit>



Fundamental matrix

The fundamental matrix represents the condition that corresponding points 𝒙0 ↔ 𝒙3 have to satisfy in the 
camera system.

This property enables computing F from pairs of corresponding points, without having to known 𝑃ℓ and 𝑃0

If 𝐹 is the fundamental matrix of the pair of cameras 𝑃ℓ and 𝑃0, then 𝐹2 is the fundamental matrix of the 
pair of cameras in the opposite order: 𝑃0 and 𝑃ℓ .

For any point 𝑥ℓ in the right image the corresponding epipolar line is 𝒍0 = 𝐹𝒙ℓ, similarly 𝒍ℓ = 𝐹2𝒙0
identifies the epipolar line corresponding to 𝒙0 in the left image.

Luca Magri 2022

Cr

<latexit sha1_base64="6432fmPTJwz3M9WoV6gsntUHZvw=">AAACJnicbVBNT8JAFNwiKtYv0KOXjYTEE2kNRo9ELh4xkY8ECNkuD9yw2za7ryak4W941aO/xpsx3vwptrUHAec0mXnvZd54oRQGHefLKmwVt3d2S3v2/sHh0XG5ctI1QaQ5dHggA933mAEpfOigQAn9UANTnoSeN2+lfu8JtBGB/4CLEEaKzXwxFZxhIg2HiuGjN41by7Eel6tO3clAN4mbkyrJ0R5XrOJwEvBIgY9cMmMGrhPiKGYaBZewtIeRgZDxOZvBIKE+U2BGcRZ6SWuRYRjQEDQVkmYi2LU/K/E0eVKAXq6qTBmzUF5yIM1u7DUvFf/1PLUWCKc3o1j4YYTg8zQPCglZHsO1SEoDOhEaEFn6IFDhU840QwQtKOM8EaOkRTvpzV1vaZN0L+tuo35136g2b/MGS+SMnJML4pJr0iR3pE06hJOQPJMX8mq9We/Wh/X5O1qw8p1TsgLr+wfX+aVN</latexit>

C`

<latexit sha1_base64="38bvT/F7nBaIXRRbw3ATefXM2uc=">AAACK3icbVDLTgJBEJxFVFwfgB69TCQknsiu0eiRyMUjJvJIgGxmh16cMPvITK8J2fAlXvXo13jSePU/nEUOAtapUtXdqS4/kUKj43xYha3i9s5uac/ePzg8Kleqx10dp4pDh8cyVn2faZAigg4KlNBPFLDQl9Dzp63c7z2B0iKOHnCWwChkk0gEgjM0klcpD0OGj36QtebeEKT0KjWn4SxAN4m7JDWyRNurWsXhOOZpCBFyybQeuE6Co4wpFFzC3B6mGhLGp2wCA0MjFoIeZYvkc1pPNcOYJqCokHQhgl3 /s5IF5lMBar6qslDrWeibA3l8ba95ufiv54drgTC4GWUiSlKEiOd5UEhY5NFcCdMc0LFQgMjyB4GKiHKmGCIoQRnnRkxNlbbpzV1vaZN0LxruZePq/rLWvF02WCKn5IycE5dckya5I23SIZyk5Jm8kFfrzXq3Pq2v39GCtdw5ISuwvn8Azvimww==</latexit>

e`

<latexit sha1_base64="EzWH0nwZytQbb+iwEHMR8kbgz0M=">AAACK3icbVC7TsNAEDyHAME8kkBJcyKKRBXZKAjKCBrKIJGHFFvR+bIJp5wfulsjRVa+hBZKvoYKRMt/YBsXJGGq0czuana8SAqNlvVhlLbK2zu7lT1z/+DwqFqrH/d1GCsOPR7KUA09pkGKAHooUMIwUsB8T8LAm99m/uAJlBZh8ICLCFyfzQIxFZxhKo1rVcdn+OhNE1iOHZByXGtYLSsH3SR2QRqkQHdcN8rOJOSxDwFyybQe2VaEbsIUCi5haTqxhojxOZvBKKUB80G7SZ58SZuxZh jSCBQVkuYimM0/K8k0/VSAWq6qzNd64XvpgSy+Nte8TPzX8/y1QDi9dhMRRDFCwLM8KCTkeTRXIm0O6EQoQGTZg0BFQDlTDBGUoIzzVIzTKs20N3u9pU3Sv2jZ7dblfbvRuSkarJBTckbOiU2uSIfckS7pEU5i8kxeyKvxZrwbn8bX72jJKHZOyAqM7x8KIabl</latexit>

er

<latexit sha1_base64="CsHZR8AoFaNGRkXd4GrgpFzSIIQ=">AAACJnicbVC7TsNAEDyHAMG8EihpTkSRqCIbgaCMoKEMEnlIsRWdL+twyvmhuzVSZOU3aKHka+gQouNTsI0LkjDVaGZ3NTteLIVGy/oyKhvVza3t2o65u7d/cFhvHPV1lCgOPR7JSA09pkGKEHooUMIwVsACT8LAm93m/uAJlBZR+IDzGNyATUPhC84wkxwnYPjo+Sksxmpcb1ptqwBdJ3ZJmqREd9wwqs4k4kkAIXLJtB7ZVoxuyhQKLmFhOomGmPEZm8IooyELQLtpEXpBW4lmGNEYFBWSFiKYrT8rqZ89KUAtllUWaD0PvOxAnl2bK14u/ut5wUog9K/dVIRxghDyPA8KCUUezZXISgM6EQoQWf4gUBFSzhRDBCUo4zwTk6xFM+vNXm1pnfTP2/ZF+/L+otm5KRuskRNySs6ITa5Ih9yRLukRTmLyTF7Iq/FmvBsfxufvaMUod47JEozvHxK8pW8=</latexit>

X̃

<latexit sha1_base64="XI5diIv7obTk726sOP4jPsSi4kc=">AAACLnicbZA7TwJBFIVnERXXF2BpM5GQWJFdg9GSaGOJiTwSIGR2uOCE2Udm7hrJZv+KrZb+GhMLY+vPcBa3EPRWJ+fMnZz7eZEUGh3n3SpsFDe3tks79u7e/sFhuVLt6jBWHDo8lKHqe0yDFAF0UKCEfqSA+Z6Enje/zvLeAygtwuAOFxGMfDYLxFRwhsYal6tDFHICydBneO9Nk36ajss1p+Esh/4Vbi5qJJ/2uGIVh5OQxz4EyCXTeuA6EY4SplBwCak9jDVEjM/ZDAZGBswHPUqW5V NajzXDkEagqJB0aYJd/7WSTM2xAlS66jJf64XvmQ+y6tpeyzLz38zz1wrh9HKUiCCKEQKe9TFEYNlHcyUMPKAToQCRZQcCFQHlTDFEUIIyzo0ZG5q24eauU/orumcNt9k4v23WWlc5wRI5JifklLjkgrTIDWmTDuHkkTyRZ/JivVpv1of1+fO0YOU7R2RlrK9v64qoZA==</latexit>

x̃`

<latexit sha1_base64="MREuHUjWfgTrjAO8xqg+jNONxfE=">AAACM3icbVC9TgJBGNxDVDz/QAsLm42ExIrcGYyWRBtLTARJOEL2lg/csPeT3e+M5HJPY6ulD2PsjK3v4B5SCDjVZGa/zcz4sRQaHefdKqwV1zc2S1v29s7u3n65ctDRUaI4tHkkI9X1mQYpQmijQAndWAELfAn3/uQ69+8fQWkRhXc4jaEfsHEoRoIzNNKgfOShkENIvYDhgz9Kn7Js4IGUg3LVqTsz0FXizkmVzNEaVKyiN4x4EkCIXDKte64TYz9lCgWXkNleoiFmfMLG0DM0ZAHofj prkNFaohlGNAZFhaQzEezan5N0ZBoLUNmiygKtp4FvPsjza3vJy8V/PT9YCoSjy34qwjhBCHmex8wCszyaK2EWBDoUChBZXhCoCClniiGCEpRxbsTETGqb3dzllVZJ56zuNurnt41q82q+YIkckxNySlxyQZrkhrRIm3CSkWfyQl6tN+vD+rS+fp8WrPnNIVmA9f0DaAOqrg==</latexit>

x̃r

<latexit sha1_base64="wu8cfuTFyIYvAZtbTA1RD9RUPP4=">AAACMHicbZA7TwJBFIVnERXXF6idzURCYkV2DUZLoo0lJvJIgJDZ4YITZh+ZuWvEzf4XWy39NVoZW3+Fs0gh4K1Ozpk7OffzIik0Os6HlVvLr29sFrbs7Z3dvf1i6aClw1hxaPJQhqrjMQ1SBNBEgRI6kQLmexLa3uQ6y9sPoLQIgzucRtD32TgQI8EZGmtQPOqhkENIej7De2+UPKbpQA2KZafqzIauCncuymQ+jUHJyveGIY99CJBLpnXXdSLsJ0yh4BJSuxdriBifsDF0jQyYD7qfzOqntBJrhiGNQFEh6cwEu/JnJRmZcwWodNFlvtZT3zMfZOW1vZRl5r+Z5y8VwtFlPxFBFCMEPOtjmMCsj+ZKGHxAh0IBIssOBCoCypliiKAEZZwbMzY8bcPNXaa0KlpnVbdWPb+tletXc4IFckxOyClxyQWpkxvSIE3CyRN5Ji/k1Xqz3q1P6+v3ac6a7xyShbG+fwDjiKlp</latexit>

l`

<latexit sha1_base64="lJq83W7W9b0tbu2V/JsFM5ix5Qw=">AAACK3icbVC7TsNAEDyHAME8kkBJcyKKRBXZKAjKCBrKIJGHFFvR+bIJp5wfulsjRVa+hBZKvoYKRMt/YBsXJGGq0czuana8SAqNlvVhlLbK2zu7lT1z/+DwqFqrH/d1GCsOPR7KUA09pkGKAHooUMIwUsB8T8LAm99m/uAJlBZh8ICLCFyfzQIxFZxhKo1rVcdn+OhNE7kcOyDluNawWlYOuknsgjRIge64bpSdSchjHwLkkmk9sq0I3YQpFFzC0nRiDRHjczaDUUoD5oN2kzz5kjZjzT CkESgqJM1FMJt/VpJp+qkAtVxVma/1wvfSA1l8ba55mfiv5/lrgXB67SYiiGKEgGd5UEjI82iuRNoc0IlQgMiyB4GKgHKmGCIoQRnnqRinVZppb/Z6S5ukf9Gy263L+3ajc1M0WCGn5IycE5tckQ65I13SI5zE5Jm8kFfjzXg3Po2v39GSUeyckBUY3z8WTKbs</latexit>

lr

<latexit sha1_base64="qLCiyE6Jnb5FmP72Acy9Z865fKc=">AAACJnicbVC7TsNAEDyHAMG8EihpTkSRqCIbgaCMoKEMEnlIsRWdL+twyvmhuzVSZOU3aKHka+gQouNTsI0LkjDVaGZ3NTteLIVGy/oyKhvVza3t2o65u7d/cFhvHPV1lCgOPR7JSA09pkGKEHooUMIwVsACT8LAm93m/uAJlBZR+IDzGNyATUPhC84wkxwnYPjo+alcjNW43rTaVgG6TuySNEmJ7rhhVJ1JxJMAQuSSaT2yrRjdlCkUXMLCdBINMeMzNoVRRkMWgHbTIvSCthLNMKIxKCokLUQwW39WUj97UoBaLKss0HoeeNmBPLs2V7xc/NfzgpVA6F+7qQjjBCHkeR4UEoo8miuRlQZ0IhQgsvxBoCKknCmGCEpQxnkmJlmLZtabvdrSOumft+2L9uX9RbNzUzZYIyfklJwRm1yRDrkjXdIjnMTkmbyQV+PNeDc+jM/f0YpR7hyTJRjfPx7SpXY=</latexit>

𝐹

𝐹i

e`

<latexit sha1_base64="EzWH0nwZytQbb+iwEHMR8kbgz0M=">AAACK3icbVC7TsNAEDyHAME8kkBJcyKKRBXZKAjKCBrKIJGHFFvR+bIJp5wfulsjRVa+hBZKvoYKRMt/YBsXJGGq0czuana8SAqNlvVhlLbK2zu7lT1z/+DwqFqrH/d1GCsOPR7KUA09pkGKAHooUMIwUsB8T8LAm99m/uAJlBZh8ICLCFyfzQIxFZxhKo1rVcdn+OhNE1iOHZByXGtYLSsH3SR2QRqkQHdcN8rOJOSxDwFyybQe2VaEbsIUCi5haTqxhojxOZvBKKUB80G7SZ58SZuxZhjSCBQVkuYimM0/K8k0/VSAWq6qzNd64XvpgSy+Nte8TPzX8/y1QDi9dhMRRDFCwLM8KCTkeTRXIm0O6EQoQGTZg0BFQDlTDBGUoIzzVIzTKs20N3u9pU3Sv2jZ7dblfbvRuSkarJBTckbOiU2uSIfckS7pEU5i8kxeyKvxZrwbn8bX72jJKHZOyAqM7x8KIabl</latexit>

er

<latexit sha1_base64="CsHZR8AoFaNGRkXd4GrgpFzSIIQ=">AAACJnicbVC7TsNAEDyHAMG8EihpTkSRqCIbgaCMoKEMEnlIsRWdL+twyvmhuzVSZOU3aKHka+gQouNTsI0LkjDVaGZ3NTteLIVGy/oyKhvVza3t2o65u7d/cFhvHPV1lCgOPR7JSA09pkGKEHooUMIwVsACT8LAm93m/uAJlBZR+IDzGNyATUPhC84wkxwnYPjo+Sksxmpcb1ptqwBdJ3ZJmqREd9wwqs4k4kkAIXLJtB7ZVoxuyhQKLmFhOomGmPEZm8IooyELQLtpEXpBW4lmGNEYFBWSFiKYrT8rqZ89KUAtllUWaD0PvOxAnl2bK14u/ut5wUog9K/dVIRxghDyPA8KCUUezZXISgM6EQoQWf4gUBFSzhRDBCUo4zwTk6xFM+vNXm1pnfTP2/ZF+/L+otm5KRuskRNySs6ITa5Ih9yRLukRTmLyTF7Iq/FmvBsfxufvaMUod47JEozvHxK8pW8=</latexit>

Cr

<latexit sha1_base64="6432fmPTJwz3M9WoV6gsntUHZvw=">AAACJnicbVBNT8JAFNwiKtYv0KOXjYTEE2kNRo9ELh4xkY8ECNkuD9yw2za7ryak4W941aO/xpsx3vwptrUHAec0mXnvZd54oRQGHefLKmwVt3d2S3v2/sHh0XG5ctI1QaQ5dHggA933mAEpfOigQAn9UANTnoSeN2+lfu8JtBGB/4CLEEaKzXwxFZxhIg2HiuGjN41by7Eel6tO3clAN4mbkyrJ0R5XrOJwEvBIgY9cMmMGrhPiKGYaBZewtIeRgZDxOZvBIKE+U2BGcRZ6SWuRYRjQEDQVkmYi2LU/K/E0eVKAXq6qTBmzUF5yIM1u7DUvFf/1PLUWCKc3o1j4YYTg8zQPCglZHsO1SEoDOhEaEFn6IFDhU840QwQtKOM8EaOkRTvpzV1vaZN0L+tuo35136g2b/MGS+SMnJML4pJr0iR3pE06hJOQPJMX8mq9We/Wh/X5O1qw8p1TsgLr+wfX+aVN</latexit>

C`
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Essential matrix

When the interior parameters are known, we can assume that points are in normalized image coordinates 
(NIC). Using the NIC, the left and the right camera matrices can be chosen as 𝑃ℓ = 𝐼 𝟎 and 𝑃0 = [𝑅|𝒕]

By substituting these cameras into the equation  of the epipolar line, we get
𝜁0s𝒑0 = 𝒕 + 𝜁ℓ𝑅s𝒑ℓ

So, the point s𝒑0 lies on the line through the points 𝒕 and 𝑅s𝒑ℓ:
s𝒑02 𝒕×𝑅s𝒑ℓ = 0

or
s𝒑02 𝒕 ×𝑅s𝒑ℓ = 0

In summary, the relationship between the corresponding image points s𝒑ℓ ↔ s𝒑0 in NIC is the bilinear form:
s𝒑02𝐸s𝒑ℓ = 0

where 𝐸 = 𝒕 ×𝑅 is called essential matrix and encodes the information on the rigid displacement 
between cameras. It has five degrees of freedom: a 3D rotation and a 3D translation direction.  

Luca Magri 2024



Input images
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Input images from the Adelaide RMF dataset



Correspondences and epipolar lines
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The eight-points algorithm 

Given a set of correspondences 𝒙4ℓ ⟷ 𝒙40 , we want to determine the matrix 𝐹 that encodes the bilinear 
condition: 𝒙402 𝐹𝒙4ℓ = 0
This matrix can be recovered using the property of the Kronecker product:

𝒙402 𝐹𝒙4ℓ = 0⟺ vec 𝒙402 𝐹𝒙4ℓ = 0 ⟺ 𝒙4ℓ2 ⊗𝒙402 vec 𝐹 = 0
Every correspondence yields a homogeneous equation in the 9 unknown of 𝐹. From 𝑛 corresponding 
points we get the system:

𝒙'ℓ2 ⊗𝒙'02

𝒙)ℓ2 ⊗𝒙)02
⋮

𝒙%ℓ2 ⊗𝒙%02
vec 𝐹 = 0.

The solution of this system is the ker(𝐴%). When the points are in general position and 𝑛 = 8, the 
solution is determined up to a multiplicative factor. In practice, when more than 8 points are available the 
solution can be obtained using the SVD. 

Luca Magri 2022
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The projective reconstruction theorem 

One may compute a projective reconstruction of a scene from two views based on image 
correspondences alone, without knowing anything about the calibration or pose of the two cameras 
involved. In particular the true reconstruction is within a projective transformation of the projective 
reconstruction.
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The projective reconstruction theorem 

If the calibration matrices are known, the scene can be reconstructed up to a similarity.
We still have scale ambiguity
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10 3D Reconstruction of Cameras and Structure 

Fig. 10.5. Metric reconstruction. The affine reconstruction of figure 10.4 is upgraded to metric by 
computing the image of the absolute conic. The information used is the orthogonality of the directions 
of the parallel line sets shown in figure 10.4, together with the constraint that both images have square 
pixels. The square pixel constraint is transferred from one image to the other using HTO. (a) Two 
views of the metric reconstruction. Lines which are perpendicular in the scene are perpendicular in the 
reconstruction and also the aspect ratio of the sides of the house is veridical, (b) Two views of a texture 
mapped piecewise planar model built from the wireframes. 

sufficiently many images, one may use this property to obtain a metric reconstruction 
from an affine reconstruction. This method of metric reconstruction, and its use for 
self-calibration of a camera, will be treated in greater detail in chapter 19. For now, we 
give just the general principle. 

Since the absolute conic lies on the plane at infinity, its image may be transferred 
from one view to the other via the infinite homography. This implies an equation (see 
result 2.13(p37)) 

J = H ^ H - 1 (10.3) 

where u and UJ' are images of fi^ in the two views. In forming these equations it is 
necessary to have an affine reconstruction already, since the infinite homography must 
be known. If u = a/, then (10.3) gives a set of linear equations in the entries of u>. In 
general this set of linear equations places four constraints on u>, and since UJ has 5 de-
grees of freedom it is not completely determined. However, by combining these linear 
equations with those above provided by scene orthogonality or known internal param-
eters, LO may be determined uniquely. Indeed (10.3) may be used to transfer constraints 
on to to constraints on u/. Figure 10.5 shows an example of a metric reconstruction 
computed by combining constraints in this manner. 



Two view Structure from Motion

• We are given two image of a scene,

• we don’t know the poses of the cameras (in some cases we can assume that we do know the intrinsics)

• we want to compute the 3D Structure of the scene and the motion of the cameras

There are several approaches to address this problem that produce different outputs:

Luca Magri 2024

Wang, Jianyuan, et al. "Deep two-view structure-from-motion revisited." CVPR  2021.
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Traditional methods

• Compute sparse correspondences (handcrafted feature)

• Estimate relative pose between the cameras (robust fitting)

• Triangulate points to get the 3D structure
• Optimize for the position of the triangulated points and for the pose of the cameras (Bundle 

Adjustment)
• Rectify the cameras

• Compute disparity to get dense correspondences 

• Triangulate a dense point cloud

Luca Magri 2024
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SfM learner

As in stereo self-supervision, rely on view-synthesis.

The source view 𝐼5 is warped via the estimated pose to a novel view 𝐼6.

The loss is the the photometric error between 𝐼6 and 𝐼2, and the network learns both the relative depth
and the relative pose.

Luca Magri 2024
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Figure 1. Comparison between our method and previous deep monocular structure-from-motion methods. We formulate camera
pose estimation as a 2D matching problem (optical flow) and depth prediction as a 1D matching problem along an epipolar line. In
contrast, previous methods suffer from ill-posedness (either single-frame depth prediction, in the case of Type I, or scaled estimates, in the
case of Type II).

relative camera poses have scale ambiguity, the estimated
depth suffers from scale ambiguity as well. Therefore,
in order to supervise the estimated scale-ambiguous depth
with the (scaled) ground truth depth, we propose a scale-
invariant depth estimation network combined with scale-
specific losses to estimate the final relative depth maps.
Since the search space of the depth estimation network is re-
duced to epipolar lines thanks to the camera poses, it yields
higher accuracy than directly triangulating the optical flows
with the estimated camera poses. We demonstrate the ef-
fectiveness of our framework by achieving state-of-the-art
accuracy in both pose and depth estimation on KITTI depth,
KITTI VO, MVS, Scenes11, and SUN3D datasets.

Our main contributions are summarized as:
1) We revisit the use of deep learning in SfM, and propose

a new deep two-view SfM framework that avoids ill-
posedness. Our framework combines the best of deep
learning and classical geometry.

2) We propose a scale-invariant depth estimation module
to handle the mismatched scales between ground truth
depth and the estimated depth.

3) Our method outperforms all previous methods on var-
ious benchmarks for both relative pose estimation and
depth estimation under the two-view SfM setting.

2. Two-view Geometry: Review and Analysis

The task of two-view SfM refers to estimating the rela-
tive camera poses and dense depth maps from two consec-
utive monocular frames. In classic geometric vision, it is

well understood that the camera poses as well as the depth
maps can be computed from image matching points alone
without any other information [26].1

Given a set of image matching points in homogeneous
coordinates, xi =

⇥
xi yi 1

⇤> and x0
i =

⇥
x0
i y0i 1

⇤>

with known camera intrinsic matrix K, the two-view SfM
task is to find a camera rotation matrix R and a transla-
tion vector t as well as the corresponding 3D homogeneous
point Xi such that:

xi = K
⇥
I | 0

⇤
Xi x0

i = K
⇥
R | t

⇤
Xi 8i. (1)

A classical method to solve this problem consists of three
consecutive steps: 1) Computing the essential matrix E
from the image matching points xi and x0

i; 2) Extracting
the relative camera pose R and t from the essential matrix
E; 3) Triangulating the matching points xi and x0

i with the
camera pose to get the 3D point Xi.

All steps in this pipeline are well-posed problems. The
essential matrix E can be solved with at least 5 matching
points using the equation below:

x0>
i K�>EK�1xi = 0 8i. (2)

R and t can be computed from E using matrix decompo-
sition such that E = SR, where S is a skew symmetric
matrix and R is a rotation matrix. Since for any non-zero
scaling factor ↵,

⇥
↵t

⇤
⇥ R = ↵

⇥
t
⇤
⇥ R = ↵E provides a

1Excluding degenerate cases.
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pose estimation as a 2D matching problem (optical flow) and depth prediction as a 1D matching problem along an epipolar line. In
contrast, previous methods suffer from ill-posedness (either single-frame depth prediction, in the case of Type I, or scaled estimates, in the
case of Type II).

relative camera poses have scale ambiguity, the estimated
depth suffers from scale ambiguity as well. Therefore,
in order to supervise the estimated scale-ambiguous depth
with the (scaled) ground truth depth, we propose a scale-
invariant depth estimation network combined with scale-
specific losses to estimate the final relative depth maps.
Since the search space of the depth estimation network is re-
duced to epipolar lines thanks to the camera poses, it yields
higher accuracy than directly triangulating the optical flows
with the estimated camera poses. We demonstrate the ef-
fectiveness of our framework by achieving state-of-the-art
accuracy in both pose and depth estimation on KITTI depth,
KITTI VO, MVS, Scenes11, and SUN3D datasets.

Our main contributions are summarized as:
1) We revisit the use of deep learning in SfM, and propose

a new deep two-view SfM framework that avoids ill-
posedness. Our framework combines the best of deep
learning and classical geometry.

2) We propose a scale-invariant depth estimation module
to handle the mismatched scales between ground truth
depth and the estimated depth.

3) Our method outperforms all previous methods on var-
ious benchmarks for both relative pose estimation and
depth estimation under the two-view SfM setting.

2. Two-view Geometry: Review and Analysis

The task of two-view SfM refers to estimating the rela-
tive camera poses and dense depth maps from two consec-
utive monocular frames. In classic geometric vision, it is

well understood that the camera poses as well as the depth
maps can be computed from image matching points alone
without any other information [26].1

Given a set of image matching points in homogeneous
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tion vector t as well as the corresponding 3D homogeneous
point Xi such that:
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A classical method to solve this problem consists of three
consecutive steps: 1) Computing the essential matrix E
from the image matching points xi and x0

i; 2) Extracting
the relative camera pose R and t from the essential matrix
E; 3) Triangulating the matching points xi and x0

i with the
camera pose to get the 3D point Xi.

All steps in this pipeline are well-posed problems. The
essential matrix E can be solved with at least 5 matching
points using the equation below:

x0>
i K�>EK�1xi = 0 8i. (2)

R and t can be computed from E using matrix decompo-
sition such that E = SR, where S is a skew symmetric
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relative camera poses have scale ambiguity, the estimated
depth suffers from scale ambiguity as well. Therefore,
in order to supervise the estimated scale-ambiguous depth
with the (scaled) ground truth depth, we propose a scale-
invariant depth estimation network combined with scale-
specific losses to estimate the final relative depth maps.
Since the search space of the depth estimation network is re-
duced to epipolar lines thanks to the camera poses, it yields
higher accuracy than directly triangulating the optical flows
with the estimated camera poses. We demonstrate the ef-
fectiveness of our framework by achieving state-of-the-art
accuracy in both pose and depth estimation on KITTI depth,
KITTI VO, MVS, Scenes11, and SUN3D datasets.

Our main contributions are summarized as:
1) We revisit the use of deep learning in SfM, and propose

a new deep two-view SfM framework that avoids ill-
posedness. Our framework combines the best of deep
learning and classical geometry.

2) We propose a scale-invariant depth estimation module
to handle the mismatched scales between ground truth
depth and the estimated depth.

3) Our method outperforms all previous methods on var-
ious benchmarks for both relative pose estimation and
depth estimation under the two-view SfM setting.

2. Two-view Geometry: Review and Analysis

The task of two-view SfM refers to estimating the rela-
tive camera poses and dense depth maps from two consec-
utive monocular frames. In classic geometric vision, it is

well understood that the camera poses as well as the depth
maps can be computed from image matching points alone
without any other information [26].1

Given a set of image matching points in homogeneous
coordinates, xi =

⇥
xi yi 1

⇤> and x0
i =
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⇤>

with known camera intrinsic matrix K, the two-view SfM
task is to find a camera rotation matrix R and a transla-
tion vector t as well as the corresponding 3D homogeneous
point Xi such that:

xi = K
⇥
I | 0

⇤
Xi x0

i = K
⇥
R | t

⇤
Xi 8i. (1)

A classical method to solve this problem consists of three
consecutive steps: 1) Computing the essential matrix E
from the image matching points xi and x0

i; 2) Extracting
the relative camera pose R and t from the essential matrix
E; 3) Triangulating the matching points xi and x0

i with the
camera pose to get the 3D point Xi.

All steps in this pipeline are well-posed problems. The
essential matrix E can be solved with at least 5 matching
points using the equation below:

x0>
i K�>EK�1xi = 0 8i. (2)

R and t can be computed from E using matrix decompo-
sition such that E = SR, where S is a skew symmetric
matrix and R is a rotation matrix. Since for any non-zero
scaling factor ↵,
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Figure 1. Comparison between our method and previous deep monocular structure-from-motion methods. We formulate camera
pose estimation as a 2D matching problem (optical flow) and depth prediction as a 1D matching problem along an epipolar line. In
contrast, previous methods suffer from ill-posedness (either single-frame depth prediction, in the case of Type I, or scaled estimates, in the
case of Type II).

relative camera poses have scale ambiguity, the estimated
depth suffers from scale ambiguity as well. Therefore,
in order to supervise the estimated scale-ambiguous depth
with the (scaled) ground truth depth, we propose a scale-
invariant depth estimation network combined with scale-
specific losses to estimate the final relative depth maps.
Since the search space of the depth estimation network is re-
duced to epipolar lines thanks to the camera poses, it yields
higher accuracy than directly triangulating the optical flows
with the estimated camera poses. We demonstrate the ef-
fectiveness of our framework by achieving state-of-the-art
accuracy in both pose and depth estimation on KITTI depth,
KITTI VO, MVS, Scenes11, and SUN3D datasets.

Our main contributions are summarized as:
1) We revisit the use of deep learning in SfM, and propose

a new deep two-view SfM framework that avoids ill-
posedness. Our framework combines the best of deep
learning and classical geometry.

2) We propose a scale-invariant depth estimation module
to handle the mismatched scales between ground truth
depth and the estimated depth.

3) Our method outperforms all previous methods on var-
ious benchmarks for both relative pose estimation and
depth estimation under the two-view SfM setting.

2. Two-view Geometry: Review and Analysis

The task of two-view SfM refers to estimating the rela-
tive camera poses and dense depth maps from two consec-
utive monocular frames. In classic geometric vision, it is

well understood that the camera poses as well as the depth
maps can be computed from image matching points alone
without any other information [26].1

Given a set of image matching points in homogeneous
coordinates, xi =

⇥
xi yi 1

⇤> and x0
i =

⇥
x0
i y0i 1

⇤>

with known camera intrinsic matrix K, the two-view SfM
task is to find a camera rotation matrix R and a transla-
tion vector t as well as the corresponding 3D homogeneous
point Xi such that:

xi = K
⇥
I | 0

⇤
Xi x0

i = K
⇥
R | t

⇤
Xi 8i. (1)

A classical method to solve this problem consists of three
consecutive steps: 1) Computing the essential matrix E
from the image matching points xi and x0

i; 2) Extracting
the relative camera pose R and t from the essential matrix
E; 3) Triangulating the matching points xi and x0

i with the
camera pose to get the 3D point Xi.

All steps in this pipeline are well-posed problems. The
essential matrix E can be solved with at least 5 matching
points using the equation below:

x0>
i K�>EK�1xi = 0 8i. (2)

R and t can be computed from E using matrix decompo-
sition such that E = SR, where S is a skew symmetric
matrix and R is a rotation matrix. Since for any non-zero
scaling factor ↵,

⇥
↵t

⇤
⇥ R = ↵

⇥
t
⇤
⇥ R = ↵E provides a
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relative camera poses have scale ambiguity, the estimated
depth suffers from scale ambiguity as well. Therefore,
in order to supervise the estimated scale-ambiguous depth
with the (scaled) ground truth depth, we propose a scale-
invariant depth estimation network combined with scale-
specific losses to estimate the final relative depth maps.
Since the search space of the depth estimation network is re-
duced to epipolar lines thanks to the camera poses, it yields
higher accuracy than directly triangulating the optical flows
with the estimated camera poses. We demonstrate the ef-
fectiveness of our framework by achieving state-of-the-art
accuracy in both pose and depth estimation on KITTI depth,
KITTI VO, MVS, Scenes11, and SUN3D datasets.

Our main contributions are summarized as:
1) We revisit the use of deep learning in SfM, and propose

a new deep two-view SfM framework that avoids ill-
posedness. Our framework combines the best of deep
learning and classical geometry.

2) We propose a scale-invariant depth estimation module
to handle the mismatched scales between ground truth
depth and the estimated depth.

3) Our method outperforms all previous methods on var-
ious benchmarks for both relative pose estimation and
depth estimation under the two-view SfM setting.
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relative camera poses have scale ambiguity, the estimated
depth suffers from scale ambiguity as well. Therefore,
in order to supervise the estimated scale-ambiguous depth
with the (scaled) ground truth depth, we propose a scale-
invariant depth estimation network combined with scale-
specific losses to estimate the final relative depth maps.
Since the search space of the depth estimation network is re-
duced to epipolar lines thanks to the camera poses, it yields
higher accuracy than directly triangulating the optical flows
with the estimated camera poses. We demonstrate the ef-
fectiveness of our framework by achieving state-of-the-art
accuracy in both pose and depth estimation on KITTI depth,
KITTI VO, MVS, Scenes11, and SUN3D datasets.

Our main contributions are summarized as:
1) We revisit the use of deep learning in SfM, and propose

a new deep two-view SfM framework that avoids ill-
posedness. Our framework combines the best of deep
learning and classical geometry.

2) We propose a scale-invariant depth estimation module
to handle the mismatched scales between ground truth
depth and the estimated depth.

3) Our method outperforms all previous methods on var-
ious benchmarks for both relative pose estimation and
depth estimation under the two-view SfM setting.
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i; 2) Extracting
the relative camera pose R and t from the essential matrix
E; 3) Triangulating the matching points xi and x0

i with the
camera pose to get the 3D point Xi.

All steps in this pipeline are well-posed problems. The
essential matrix E can be solved with at least 5 matching
points using the equation below:
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relative camera poses have scale ambiguity, the estimated
depth suffers from scale ambiguity as well. Therefore,
in order to supervise the estimated scale-ambiguous depth
with the (scaled) ground truth depth, we propose a scale-
invariant depth estimation network combined with scale-
specific losses to estimate the final relative depth maps.
Since the search space of the depth estimation network is re-
duced to epipolar lines thanks to the camera poses, it yields
higher accuracy than directly triangulating the optical flows
with the estimated camera poses. We demonstrate the ef-
fectiveness of our framework by achieving state-of-the-art
accuracy in both pose and depth estimation on KITTI depth,
KITTI VO, MVS, Scenes11, and SUN3D datasets.

Our main contributions are summarized as:
1) We revisit the use of deep learning in SfM, and propose

a new deep two-view SfM framework that avoids ill-
posedness. Our framework combines the best of deep
learning and classical geometry.

2) We propose a scale-invariant depth estimation module
to handle the mismatched scales between ground truth
depth and the estimated depth.

3) Our method outperforms all previous methods on var-
ious benchmarks for both relative pose estimation and
depth estimation under the two-view SfM setting.

2. Two-view Geometry: Review and Analysis

The task of two-view SfM refers to estimating the rela-
tive camera poses and dense depth maps from two consec-
utive monocular frames. In classic geometric vision, it is

well understood that the camera poses as well as the depth
maps can be computed from image matching points alone
without any other information [26].1

Given a set of image matching points in homogeneous
coordinates, xi =
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point Xi such that:
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A classical method to solve this problem consists of three
consecutive steps: 1) Computing the essential matrix E
from the image matching points xi and x0

i; 2) Extracting
the relative camera pose R and t from the essential matrix
E; 3) Triangulating the matching points xi and x0

i with the
camera pose to get the 3D point Xi.

All steps in this pipeline are well-posed problems. The
essential matrix E can be solved with at least 5 matching
points using the equation below:
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R and t can be computed from E using matrix decompo-
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relative camera poses have scale ambiguity, the estimated
depth suffers from scale ambiguity as well. Therefore,
in order to supervise the estimated scale-ambiguous depth
with the (scaled) ground truth depth, we propose a scale-
invariant depth estimation network combined with scale-
specific losses to estimate the final relative depth maps.
Since the search space of the depth estimation network is re-
duced to epipolar lines thanks to the camera poses, it yields
higher accuracy than directly triangulating the optical flows
with the estimated camera poses. We demonstrate the ef-
fectiveness of our framework by achieving state-of-the-art
accuracy in both pose and depth estimation on KITTI depth,
KITTI VO, MVS, Scenes11, and SUN3D datasets.

Our main contributions are summarized as:
1) We revisit the use of deep learning in SfM, and propose

a new deep two-view SfM framework that avoids ill-
posedness. Our framework combines the best of deep
learning and classical geometry.

2) We propose a scale-invariant depth estimation module
to handle the mismatched scales between ground truth
depth and the estimated depth.

3) Our method outperforms all previous methods on var-
ious benchmarks for both relative pose estimation and
depth estimation under the two-view SfM setting.
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The task of two-view SfM refers to estimating the rela-
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relative camera poses have scale ambiguity, the estimated
depth suffers from scale ambiguity as well. Therefore,
in order to supervise the estimated scale-ambiguous depth
with the (scaled) ground truth depth, we propose a scale-
invariant depth estimation network combined with scale-
specific losses to estimate the final relative depth maps.
Since the search space of the depth estimation network is re-
duced to epipolar lines thanks to the camera poses, it yields
higher accuracy than directly triangulating the optical flows
with the estimated camera poses. We demonstrate the ef-
fectiveness of our framework by achieving state-of-the-art
accuracy in both pose and depth estimation on KITTI depth,
KITTI VO, MVS, Scenes11, and SUN3D datasets.

Our main contributions are summarized as:
1) We revisit the use of deep learning in SfM, and propose

a new deep two-view SfM framework that avoids ill-
posedness. Our framework combines the best of deep
learning and classical geometry.

2) We propose a scale-invariant depth estimation module
to handle the mismatched scales between ground truth
depth and the estimated depth.

3) Our method outperforms all previous methods on var-
ious benchmarks for both relative pose estimation and
depth estimation under the two-view SfM setting.

2. Two-view Geometry: Review and Analysis

The task of two-view SfM refers to estimating the rela-
tive camera poses and dense depth maps from two consec-
utive monocular frames. In classic geometric vision, it is

well understood that the camera poses as well as the depth
maps can be computed from image matching points alone
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the relative camera pose R and t from the essential matrix
E; 3) Triangulating the matching points xi and x0

i with the
camera pose to get the 3D point Xi.

All steps in this pipeline are well-posed problems. The
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relative camera poses have scale ambiguity, the estimated
depth suffers from scale ambiguity as well. Therefore,
in order to supervise the estimated scale-ambiguous depth
with the (scaled) ground truth depth, we propose a scale-
invariant depth estimation network combined with scale-
specific losses to estimate the final relative depth maps.
Since the search space of the depth estimation network is re-
duced to epipolar lines thanks to the camera poses, it yields
higher accuracy than directly triangulating the optical flows
with the estimated camera poses. We demonstrate the ef-
fectiveness of our framework by achieving state-of-the-art
accuracy in both pose and depth estimation on KITTI depth,
KITTI VO, MVS, Scenes11, and SUN3D datasets.

Our main contributions are summarized as:
1) We revisit the use of deep learning in SfM, and propose

a new deep two-view SfM framework that avoids ill-
posedness. Our framework combines the best of deep
learning and classical geometry.

2) We propose a scale-invariant depth estimation module
to handle the mismatched scales between ground truth
depth and the estimated depth.

3) Our method outperforms all previous methods on var-
ious benchmarks for both relative pose estimation and
depth estimation under the two-view SfM setting.

2. Two-view Geometry: Review and Analysis

The task of two-view SfM refers to estimating the rela-
tive camera poses and dense depth maps from two consec-
utive monocular frames. In classic geometric vision, it is

well understood that the camera poses as well as the depth
maps can be computed from image matching points alone
without any other information [26].1

Given a set of image matching points in homogeneous
coordinates, xi =

⇥
xi yi 1

⇤> and x0
i =

⇥
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⇤>

with known camera intrinsic matrix K, the two-view SfM
task is to find a camera rotation matrix R and a transla-
tion vector t as well as the corresponding 3D homogeneous
point Xi such that:

xi = K
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A classical method to solve this problem consists of three
consecutive steps: 1) Computing the essential matrix E
from the image matching points xi and x0

i; 2) Extracting
the relative camera pose R and t from the essential matrix
E; 3) Triangulating the matching points xi and x0

i with the
camera pose to get the 3D point Xi.

All steps in this pipeline are well-posed problems. The
essential matrix E can be solved with at least 5 matching
points using the equation below:
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R and t can be computed from E using matrix decompo-
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relative camera poses have scale ambiguity, the estimated
depth suffers from scale ambiguity as well. Therefore,
in order to supervise the estimated scale-ambiguous depth
with the (scaled) ground truth depth, we propose a scale-
invariant depth estimation network combined with scale-
specific losses to estimate the final relative depth maps.
Since the search space of the depth estimation network is re-
duced to epipolar lines thanks to the camera poses, it yields
higher accuracy than directly triangulating the optical flows
with the estimated camera poses. We demonstrate the ef-
fectiveness of our framework by achieving state-of-the-art
accuracy in both pose and depth estimation on KITTI depth,
KITTI VO, MVS, Scenes11, and SUN3D datasets.

Our main contributions are summarized as:
1) We revisit the use of deep learning in SfM, and propose

a new deep two-view SfM framework that avoids ill-
posedness. Our framework combines the best of deep
learning and classical geometry.

2) We propose a scale-invariant depth estimation module
to handle the mismatched scales between ground truth
depth and the estimated depth.

3) Our method outperforms all previous methods on var-
ious benchmarks for both relative pose estimation and
depth estimation under the two-view SfM setting.
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relative camera poses have scale ambiguity, the estimated
depth suffers from scale ambiguity as well. Therefore,
in order to supervise the estimated scale-ambiguous depth
with the (scaled) ground truth depth, we propose a scale-
invariant depth estimation network combined with scale-
specific losses to estimate the final relative depth maps.
Since the search space of the depth estimation network is re-
duced to epipolar lines thanks to the camera poses, it yields
higher accuracy than directly triangulating the optical flows
with the estimated camera poses. We demonstrate the ef-
fectiveness of our framework by achieving state-of-the-art
accuracy in both pose and depth estimation on KITTI depth,
KITTI VO, MVS, Scenes11, and SUN3D datasets.

Our main contributions are summarized as:
1) We revisit the use of deep learning in SfM, and propose

a new deep two-view SfM framework that avoids ill-
posedness. Our framework combines the best of deep
learning and classical geometry.

2) We propose a scale-invariant depth estimation module
to handle the mismatched scales between ground truth
depth and the estimated depth.

3) Our method outperforms all previous methods on var-
ious benchmarks for both relative pose estimation and
depth estimation under the two-view SfM setting.
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The task of two-view SfM refers to estimating the rela-
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well understood that the camera poses as well as the depth
maps can be computed from image matching points alone
without any other information [26].1
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point Xi such that:
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A classical method to solve this problem consists of three
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from the image matching points xi and x0

i; 2) Extracting
the relative camera pose R and t from the essential matrix
E; 3) Triangulating the matching points xi and x0

i with the
camera pose to get the 3D point Xi.

All steps in this pipeline are well-posed problems. The
essential matrix E can be solved with at least 5 matching
points using the equation below:
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relative camera poses have scale ambiguity, the estimated
depth suffers from scale ambiguity as well. Therefore,
in order to supervise the estimated scale-ambiguous depth
with the (scaled) ground truth depth, we propose a scale-
invariant depth estimation network combined with scale-
specific losses to estimate the final relative depth maps.
Since the search space of the depth estimation network is re-
duced to epipolar lines thanks to the camera poses, it yields
higher accuracy than directly triangulating the optical flows
with the estimated camera poses. We demonstrate the ef-
fectiveness of our framework by achieving state-of-the-art
accuracy in both pose and depth estimation on KITTI depth,
KITTI VO, MVS, Scenes11, and SUN3D datasets.

Our main contributions are summarized as:
1) We revisit the use of deep learning in SfM, and propose

a new deep two-view SfM framework that avoids ill-
posedness. Our framework combines the best of deep
learning and classical geometry.

2) We propose a scale-invariant depth estimation module
to handle the mismatched scales between ground truth
depth and the estimated depth.

3) Our method outperforms all previous methods on var-
ious benchmarks for both relative pose estimation and
depth estimation under the two-view SfM setting.

2. Two-view Geometry: Review and Analysis

The task of two-view SfM refers to estimating the rela-
tive camera poses and dense depth maps from two consec-
utive monocular frames. In classic geometric vision, it is

well understood that the camera poses as well as the depth
maps can be computed from image matching points alone
without any other information [26].1

Given a set of image matching points in homogeneous
coordinates, xi =

⇥
xi yi 1

⇤> and x0
i =
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x0
i y0i 1

⇤>

with known camera intrinsic matrix K, the two-view SfM
task is to find a camera rotation matrix R and a transla-
tion vector t as well as the corresponding 3D homogeneous
point Xi such that:

xi = K
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I | 0

⇤
Xi x0

i = K
⇥
R | t

⇤
Xi 8i. (1)

A classical method to solve this problem consists of three
consecutive steps: 1) Computing the essential matrix E
from the image matching points xi and x0

i; 2) Extracting
the relative camera pose R and t from the essential matrix
E; 3) Triangulating the matching points xi and x0

i with the
camera pose to get the 3D point Xi.

All steps in this pipeline are well-posed problems. The
essential matrix E can be solved with at least 5 matching
points using the equation below:

x0>
i K�>EK�1xi = 0 8i. (2)

R and t can be computed from E using matrix decompo-
sition such that E = SR, where S is a skew symmetric
matrix and R is a rotation matrix. Since for any non-zero
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relative camera poses have scale ambiguity, the estimated
depth suffers from scale ambiguity as well. Therefore,
in order to supervise the estimated scale-ambiguous depth
with the (scaled) ground truth depth, we propose a scale-
invariant depth estimation network combined with scale-
specific losses to estimate the final relative depth maps.
Since the search space of the depth estimation network is re-
duced to epipolar lines thanks to the camera poses, it yields
higher accuracy than directly triangulating the optical flows
with the estimated camera poses. We demonstrate the ef-
fectiveness of our framework by achieving state-of-the-art
accuracy in both pose and depth estimation on KITTI depth,
KITTI VO, MVS, Scenes11, and SUN3D datasets.

Our main contributions are summarized as:
1) We revisit the use of deep learning in SfM, and propose

a new deep two-view SfM framework that avoids ill-
posedness. Our framework combines the best of deep
learning and classical geometry.

2) We propose a scale-invariant depth estimation module
to handle the mismatched scales between ground truth
depth and the estimated depth.

3) Our method outperforms all previous methods on var-
ious benchmarks for both relative pose estimation and
depth estimation under the two-view SfM setting.

2. Two-view Geometry: Review and Analysis

The task of two-view SfM refers to estimating the rela-
tive camera poses and dense depth maps from two consec-
utive monocular frames. In classic geometric vision, it is

well understood that the camera poses as well as the depth
maps can be computed from image matching points alone
without any other information [26].1

Given a set of image matching points in homogeneous
coordinates, xi =
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tion vector t as well as the corresponding 3D homogeneous
point Xi such that:
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A classical method to solve this problem consists of three
consecutive steps: 1) Computing the essential matrix E
from the image matching points xi and x0

i; 2) Extracting
the relative camera pose R and t from the essential matrix
E; 3) Triangulating the matching points xi and x0

i with the
camera pose to get the 3D point Xi.

All steps in this pipeline are well-posed problems. The
essential matrix E can be solved with at least 5 matching
points using the equation below:
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relative camera poses have scale ambiguity, the estimated
depth suffers from scale ambiguity as well. Therefore,
in order to supervise the estimated scale-ambiguous depth
with the (scaled) ground truth depth, we propose a scale-
invariant depth estimation network combined with scale-
specific losses to estimate the final relative depth maps.
Since the search space of the depth estimation network is re-
duced to epipolar lines thanks to the camera poses, it yields
higher accuracy than directly triangulating the optical flows
with the estimated camera poses. We demonstrate the ef-
fectiveness of our framework by achieving state-of-the-art
accuracy in both pose and depth estimation on KITTI depth,
KITTI VO, MVS, Scenes11, and SUN3D datasets.

Our main contributions are summarized as:
1) We revisit the use of deep learning in SfM, and propose

a new deep two-view SfM framework that avoids ill-
posedness. Our framework combines the best of deep
learning and classical geometry.

2) We propose a scale-invariant depth estimation module
to handle the mismatched scales between ground truth
depth and the estimated depth.

3) Our method outperforms all previous methods on var-
ious benchmarks for both relative pose estimation and
depth estimation under the two-view SfM setting.

2. Two-view Geometry: Review and Analysis

The task of two-view SfM refers to estimating the rela-
tive camera poses and dense depth maps from two consec-
utive monocular frames. In classic geometric vision, it is

well understood that the camera poses as well as the depth
maps can be computed from image matching points alone
without any other information [26].1

Given a set of image matching points in homogeneous
coordinates, xi =
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⇤> and x0
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with known camera intrinsic matrix K, the two-view SfM
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tion vector t as well as the corresponding 3D homogeneous
point Xi such that:
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A classical method to solve this problem consists of three
consecutive steps: 1) Computing the essential matrix E
from the image matching points xi and x0

i; 2) Extracting
the relative camera pose R and t from the essential matrix
E; 3) Triangulating the matching points xi and x0

i with the
camera pose to get the 3D point Xi.

All steps in this pipeline are well-posed problems. The
essential matrix E can be solved with at least 5 matching
points using the equation below:
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R and t can be computed from E using matrix decompo-
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relative camera poses have scale ambiguity, the estimated
depth suffers from scale ambiguity as well. Therefore,
in order to supervise the estimated scale-ambiguous depth
with the (scaled) ground truth depth, we propose a scale-
invariant depth estimation network combined with scale-
specific losses to estimate the final relative depth maps.
Since the search space of the depth estimation network is re-
duced to epipolar lines thanks to the camera poses, it yields
higher accuracy than directly triangulating the optical flows
with the estimated camera poses. We demonstrate the ef-
fectiveness of our framework by achieving state-of-the-art
accuracy in both pose and depth estimation on KITTI depth,
KITTI VO, MVS, Scenes11, and SUN3D datasets.

Our main contributions are summarized as:
1) We revisit the use of deep learning in SfM, and propose

a new deep two-view SfM framework that avoids ill-
posedness. Our framework combines the best of deep
learning and classical geometry.

2) We propose a scale-invariant depth estimation module
to handle the mismatched scales between ground truth
depth and the estimated depth.

3) Our method outperforms all previous methods on var-
ious benchmarks for both relative pose estimation and
depth estimation under the two-view SfM setting.

2. Two-view Geometry: Review and Analysis

The task of two-view SfM refers to estimating the rela-
tive camera poses and dense depth maps from two consec-
utive monocular frames. In classic geometric vision, it is

well understood that the camera poses as well as the depth
maps can be computed from image matching points alone
without any other information [26].1

Given a set of image matching points in homogeneous
coordinates, xi =
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with known camera intrinsic matrix K, the two-view SfM
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point Xi such that:
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A classical method to solve this problem consists of three
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i with the
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specific losses to estimate the final relative depth maps.
Since the search space of the depth estimation network is re-
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fectiveness of our framework by achieving state-of-the-art
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relative camera poses have scale ambiguity, the estimated
depth suffers from scale ambiguity as well. Therefore,
in order to supervise the estimated scale-ambiguous depth
with the (scaled) ground truth depth, we propose a scale-
invariant depth estimation network combined with scale-
specific losses to estimate the final relative depth maps.
Since the search space of the depth estimation network is re-
duced to epipolar lines thanks to the camera poses, it yields
higher accuracy than directly triangulating the optical flows
with the estimated camera poses. We demonstrate the ef-
fectiveness of our framework by achieving state-of-the-art
accuracy in both pose and depth estimation on KITTI depth,
KITTI VO, MVS, Scenes11, and SUN3D datasets.

Our main contributions are summarized as:
1) We revisit the use of deep learning in SfM, and propose

a new deep two-view SfM framework that avoids ill-
posedness. Our framework combines the best of deep
learning and classical geometry.

2) We propose a scale-invariant depth estimation module
to handle the mismatched scales between ground truth
depth and the estimated depth.

3) Our method outperforms all previous methods on var-
ious benchmarks for both relative pose estimation and
depth estimation under the two-view SfM setting.
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relative camera poses have scale ambiguity, the estimated
depth suffers from scale ambiguity as well. Therefore,
in order to supervise the estimated scale-ambiguous depth
with the (scaled) ground truth depth, we propose a scale-
invariant depth estimation network combined with scale-
specific losses to estimate the final relative depth maps.
Since the search space of the depth estimation network is re-
duced to epipolar lines thanks to the camera poses, it yields
higher accuracy than directly triangulating the optical flows
with the estimated camera poses. We demonstrate the ef-
fectiveness of our framework by achieving state-of-the-art
accuracy in both pose and depth estimation on KITTI depth,
KITTI VO, MVS, Scenes11, and SUN3D datasets.

Our main contributions are summarized as:
1) We revisit the use of deep learning in SfM, and propose

a new deep two-view SfM framework that avoids ill-
posedness. Our framework combines the best of deep
learning and classical geometry.

2) We propose a scale-invariant depth estimation module
to handle the mismatched scales between ground truth
depth and the estimated depth.

3) Our method outperforms all previous methods on var-
ious benchmarks for both relative pose estimation and
depth estimation under the two-view SfM setting.
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points using the equation below:
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relative camera poses have scale ambiguity, the estimated
depth suffers from scale ambiguity as well. Therefore,
in order to supervise the estimated scale-ambiguous depth
with the (scaled) ground truth depth, we propose a scale-
invariant depth estimation network combined with scale-
specific losses to estimate the final relative depth maps.
Since the search space of the depth estimation network is re-
duced to epipolar lines thanks to the camera poses, it yields
higher accuracy than directly triangulating the optical flows
with the estimated camera poses. We demonstrate the ef-
fectiveness of our framework by achieving state-of-the-art
accuracy in both pose and depth estimation on KITTI depth,
KITTI VO, MVS, Scenes11, and SUN3D datasets.

Our main contributions are summarized as:
1) We revisit the use of deep learning in SfM, and propose

a new deep two-view SfM framework that avoids ill-
posedness. Our framework combines the best of deep
learning and classical geometry.

2) We propose a scale-invariant depth estimation module
to handle the mismatched scales between ground truth
depth and the estimated depth.

3) Our method outperforms all previous methods on var-
ious benchmarks for both relative pose estimation and
depth estimation under the two-view SfM setting.
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relative camera poses have scale ambiguity, the estimated
depth suffers from scale ambiguity as well. Therefore,
in order to supervise the estimated scale-ambiguous depth
with the (scaled) ground truth depth, we propose a scale-
invariant depth estimation network combined with scale-
specific losses to estimate the final relative depth maps.
Since the search space of the depth estimation network is re-
duced to epipolar lines thanks to the camera poses, it yields
higher accuracy than directly triangulating the optical flows
with the estimated camera poses. We demonstrate the ef-
fectiveness of our framework by achieving state-of-the-art
accuracy in both pose and depth estimation on KITTI depth,
KITTI VO, MVS, Scenes11, and SUN3D datasets.

Our main contributions are summarized as:
1) We revisit the use of deep learning in SfM, and propose

a new deep two-view SfM framework that avoids ill-
posedness. Our framework combines the best of deep
learning and classical geometry.

2) We propose a scale-invariant depth estimation module
to handle the mismatched scales between ground truth
depth and the estimated depth.

3) Our method outperforms all previous methods on var-
ious benchmarks for both relative pose estimation and
depth estimation under the two-view SfM setting.
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without any other information [26].1
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Removing posenet: two view triangulation as depth supervision

Aligning the depth with the pose 

1. Select accurate correspondences (taking into consideration epipolar distance, and occlusion mask)

2. Reconstruct an up to scale structure using mid-point triangulation (differentiable)

The loss of the network is composed by:
• The unsupervised loss for the optical flow,

• The loss between triangulated, 
and predicted depth,

• The reprojection error (depth map reconstruction
+ flow error between optical flow and rigid flow
generated by depth reprojection),

• Depth smoothness term.

Luca Magri 2024

Zhao, Wang, et al. "Towards better generalization: Joint depth-pose learning without posenet.” CVPR 2020.

Depth- up to scale Triangulated point cloud

Loss between triangulated and predicted depth



Static scene assumption

All SfM methods rely on the assumption that the scene is static, thus, as regard moving objects we have 
two approaches:

1. Detect and ignore: e.g.:

Luca Magri 2024

Method Seq. 09 Seq. 10

ORB-SLAM (full) 0.014 ± 0.008 0.012 ± 0.011

ORB-SLAM (short) 0.064 ± 0.141 0.064 ± 0.130
Mean Odom. 0.032 ± 0.026 0.028 ± 0.023
Ours 0.021 ± 0.017 0.020 ± 0.015

Table 3. Absolute Trajectory Error (ATE) on the KITTI odome-
try split averaged over all 5-frame snippets (lower is better). Our
method outperforms baselines with the same input setting, but falls
short of ORB-SLAM (full) that uses strictly more data.
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Figure 9. Absolute Trajectory Error (ATE) at different left/right
turning magnitude (coordinate difference in the side-direction be-
tween the start and ending frame of a testing sequence). Our
method performs significantly better than ORB-SLAM (short)

when side rotation is small, and is comparable with ORB-SLAM

(full) across the entire spectrum.

rotation by the car between the beginning and the end of a se-
quence. Figure 9 suggests that our method is significantly bet-
ter than ORB-SLAM (short) when the side-rotation is small
(i.e. car mostly driving forward), and comparable to ORB-SLAM
(full) across the entire spectrum. The large performance
gap between ours and ORB-SLAM (short) suggests that our
learned ego-motion could potentially be used as an alternative to
the local estimation modules in monocular SLAM systems.

4.3. Visualizing the explainability prediction

We visualize example explainability masks predicted by our
network in Figure 10. The first three rows suggest that the network
has learned to identify dynamic objects in the scene as unexplain-
able by our model, and similarly, rows 4–5 are examples of ob-
jects that disappear from the frame in subsequent views. The last
two rows demonstrate the potential downside of explainability-
weighted loss: the depth CNN has low confidence in predicting
thin structures well, and tends to mask them as unexplainable.

5. Discussion

We have presented an end-to-end learning pipeline that utilizes
the task of view synthesis for supervision of single-view depth
and camera pose estimation. The system is trained on unlabeled
videos, and yet performs comparably with approaches that require
ground-truth depth or pose for training. Despite good performance
on the benchmark evaluation, our method is by no means close to
solving the general problem of unsupervised learning of 3D scene
structure inference. A number of major challenges are yet to be

Target view Explanability mask Source view

Figure 10. Sample visualizations of the explainability masks.
Highlighted pixels are predicted to be unexplainable by the net-
work due to motion (rows 1–3), occlusion/visibility (rows 4–5), or
other factors (rows 7–8).

addressed: 1) our current framework does not explicitly estimate
scene dynamics and occlusions (although they are implicitly taken
into account by the explainability masks), both of which are crit-
ical factors in 3D scene understanding. Direct modeling of scene
dynamics through motion segmentation (e.g. [48, 40]) could be a
potential solution; 2) our framework assumes the camera intrinsics
are given, which forbids the use of random Internet videos with un-
known camera types/calibration – we plan to address this in future
work; 3) depth maps are a simplified representation of the under-
lying 3D scene. It would be interesting to extend our framework
to learn full 3D volumetric representations (e.g. [46]).

Another interesting area for future work would be to investi-
gate in more detail the representation learned by our system. In
particular, the pose network likely uses some form of image cor-
respondence in estimating the camera motion, whereas the depth
estimation network likely recognizes common structural features
of scenes and objects. It would be interesting to probe these, and
investigate the extent to which our network already performs, or
could be re-purposed to perform, tasks such as object detection
and semantic segmentation.
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Detect and ignore moving objects Model moving objects

● Godard et al., Monodepth2 – Automasking

Module 3

Learning and Understanding Single Image Depth Estimation in the 
Wild

Static camera → Whole frame ignored

Ego-velocity objects → Objects removed

Detect and ignore moving objects Model moving objects

● Godard et al., Monodepth2 – Automasking

Module 3

Learning and Understanding Single Image Depth Estimation in the 
Wild

Static camera → Whole frame ignored

Ego-velocity objects → Objects removed

Automasking stationary pixels by Monodepthv2: ignore 
pixels in the loss which don’t appear to change between 
images. Allow to  ignore whole frames in monocular 
videos when the camera stops moving.

Masks estimated by SfMLearner



Static scene assumption

All SfM methods rely on the assumption that the scene is static, thus, as regard moving objects we have 
two approaches:

1. Detect and ignore:
2. Clever tricks: Mannequin Challenge Dataset

Luca Magri 2024
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Static scene assumption

All SfM methods rely on the assumption that the scene is static, thus, as regard moving objects we have 
two approaches:

1. Detect and ignore
2. Clever tricks

3. Modeling moving objects

Luca Magri 2024

Dal Cin, Andrea Porfiri, Giacomo Boracchi, and Luca Magri. "Multi-body Depth and Camera Pose Estimation 
from Multiple Views." ICCV, 2023.
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Abstract

Traditional and deep Structure-from-Motion (SfM) meth-

ods typically operate under the assumption that the scene

is rigid, i.e., the environment is static or consists of a sin-

gle moving object. Few multi-body SfM approaches ad-

dress the reconstruction of multiple rigid bodies in a scene

but suffer from the inherent scale ambiguity of SfM, such

that objects are reconstructed at inconsistent scales. We

propose a depth and camera pose estimation framework to

resolve the scale ambiguity in multi-body scenes. Specifi-

cally, starting from disorganized images, we present a novel

multi-view scale estimator that resolves the camera pose

ambiguity and a multi-body plane sweep network that gen-

eralizes depth estimation to dynamic scenes. Experiments

demonstrate the advantages of our method over state-of-

the-art SfM frameworks in multi-body scenes and show that

it achieves comparable results in static scenes. The code

and dataset are available at https://github.com/
andreadalcin/MultiBodySfM .

1. Introduction
Real-world environments often contain independently

moving objects, and their reconstruction is fundamental for
safe robot navigation and augmented reality in complex dy-
namic environments. Unfortunately, traditional and deep
learning Structure-from-Motion (SfM) algorithms assume
that the scene is static and treat moving objects as outliers,
missing important information and producing suboptimal
results when the scene is dynamic. In Fig. 1-left, the depth
reconstructed by the state-of-the-art DeepSfM [36] shows
artifacts in the image region of a moving object (in red).

In this work, we go one step further and enable consis-
tent 3D reconstruction (Fig. 1-right) of a scene with multi-
ple rigidly moving objects. This task, also known as Multi-
Body Structure-from-Motion (MBSfM), is still open and
far from being solved in practice. Traditional MBSfM at-
tempts [1, 26] segment rigid motions to obtain partial re-
constructions of individually moving objects in the scene.
However, these methods are hampered by the relative scale

problem, namely that the 3D structure of each indepen-

Two frames of a dynamic scene with a moving object

DeepSFM

Reconstructed Depth Maps of the second frame

Ours

Figure 1: Two-views of a multi-body scene (top-row). Depth esti-
mation networks (e.g. [36]) yield inconsistent depths (bottom-left)
for moving objects. Our method explicitly accounts for moving
objects to produce geometrically consistent depths (bottom-right).

dently moving object is estimated up to a similarity, so
that each object is reconstructed in its own scale. There-
fore, a unified reconstruction of all objects up to a common
global scale factor is impossible without additional infor-
mation. Similarly, deep methods for SfM that leverage ex-
plicit multi-view constraints [34, 36, 13, 29, 4] are affected
by the relative scale problem and cannot regress a unified
depth map of a multi-body scene since their underlying ar-
chitecture cannot handle multiple motions.

Recent monocular depth estimators [9, 2] use learned
priors to regress dense depth maps from images without
exploiting multi-view constraints. Thus, monocular meth-
ods implicitly avoid the relative scale problem by regress-
ing consistent depth maps across the entire image. How-
ever, monocular depth estimation is inherently ill-posed and
these models do not provide the same generalization capa-
bilities of multi-view methods when scenes are static. Fur-
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results when the scene is dynamic. In Fig. 1-left, the depth
reconstructed by the state-of-the-art DeepSfM [36] shows
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In this work, we go one step further and enable consis-
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dently moving object is estimated up to a similarity, so
that each object is reconstructed in its own scale. There-
fore, a unified reconstruction of all objects up to a common
global scale factor is impossible without additional infor-
mation. Similarly, deep methods for SfM that leverage ex-
plicit multi-view constraints [34, 36, 13, 29, 4] are affected
by the relative scale problem and cannot regress a unified
depth map of a multi-body scene since their underlying ar-
chitecture cannot handle multiple motions.

Recent monocular depth estimators [9, 2] use learned
priors to regress dense depth maps from images without
exploiting multi-view constraints. Thus, monocular meth-
ods implicitly avoid the relative scale problem by regress-
ing consistent depth maps across the entire image. How-
ever, monocular depth estimation is inherently ill-posed and
these models do not provide the same generalization capa-
bilities of multi-view methods when scenes are static. Fur-
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Multi-body Depth and Camera Pose Estimation 

Setup:

• The scene is composed by multiple rigid bodies moving independently

• We have a sparse set of images (this differs from the previous monodepth approach where the input is 
typically a video)

Problem:

If one is able to segment the scene, using SfM pipelines you get indepent reconstruction each in its own 
scale.

Goal:
We want to reconcile all the reconstruction to the same scale

Luca Magri 2024

Dal Cin, Andrea Porfiri, Giacomo Boracchi, and Luca Magri. "Multi-body Depth and Camera Pose Estimation 
from Multiple Views." ICCV, 2023.



Combine several ingredients that we have seen so far…

Luca Magri 2024

Multi-body Depth and Camera Pose Estimation 



Motion segmentation leverages multi-model robust fitting on the optical flow between the two input 
images to estimate several essential matrices.

• SIFT keypoints are clustered according to object motion 
(multi-model fitting + synchronization)

• Dense optical flow matches augment the set 
of keypoints

• For each motion in the scene, 
we compute essential matrices, 
and up-to-scale camera poses

Luca Magri 2024
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Multi-body Depth and Camera Pose Estimation 

Scale estimation: The monocular depth is used as a prior that can be used to reconcile all the poses in the 
same scale.

For each image and each moving object, the ratio between the mono and triangulated depth is computed   
using a Kernel Density Voting. 

Luca Magri 2024

True scene Triangulated

Figure 3: (left) In a multi-body scene, the scale of triangulated structures (orange) differs from the true object scale (cyan), leading to
inconsistent relative object scales, i.e., cube bigger than pyramid. The tentative scale factor �1

i,u of X1
u 2 �1 is the ratio of the monocular

depth m1
i,u and its triangulated depth d1i,u. (right) traditional plane sweep [5] vs. multi-body plane sweep.

to keypoints belonging to the same motion the very same
label in all views.

In multi-body scenes, moving objects can be supported
by few keypoints. Therefore, to refine the essential matri-
ces, we augment the set of sparse matches with dense ones
computed from the optical flow, since, as argued in [35],
the optical flow is more accurate in the well-textured areas
where keypoints are extracted. In particular, given an im-
age pair ↵ = (Ii, Ij), for each object �k 2 B, we consider
U

i
k = {xi,u : `(xi,u) = k} the sparse keypoints in Ii la-

belled as k. Around each keypoint x 2 U
i
k we consider

a squared neighborhood N(x) of 3⇥3 pixels. The union
of neighborhoods S

i
k =

S
x2Ui

k
N(x) defines a mask in Ii

as illustrated in Fig. 2. We refine E↵
k by RANSAC equipped

with the 5-point algorithm [22, 18] on the set of all the dense
matches corresponding to the mask S

i
k. The optical flow is

computed using the DICL-Flow network [36].

4.2. Robust Scale Estimation

We factorize each essential matrix E↵
k = [t̃↵

k ]⇥R̃↵
k to

obtain the relative camera pose as a rotation R̃↵
k and trans-

lation t̃↵
k . Since each t̃↵

k can be recovered up to an unknown
scale-factor �k from matched image points, each moving
object in a multi-body scene is reconstructed in its own ar-
bitrary scale �k. Specifically, given an image pair ↵, we can
triangulate a set of 3D points {Xk

u}
pk
u=1 belonging to object

�k from the up-to-scale camera pose {R̃↵
k , t̃↵

k}. However,
these 3D points are expressed in the scale �k of t̃↵

k , meaning
that different objects refer to inconsistent scales. Fig. 3-left
depicts a multi-body scene where the scale ambiguity man-
ifests as an inconsistent relative scale between objects �1�1

and �2�2 in the triangulated scene (orange) w.r.t. the actual
3D scene (cyan). As a result, the cube �1�1 appears larger
than the pyramid �2�2 in the reconstruction.

We estimate the unknown scale factor �k for each object
�k by first regressing a monocular depth map Mi from each
image Ii using AdaBins [2]. This network processes each
Ii individually and, thus, is not affected by the multi-view

scale ambiguity. We denote by d
k
i,u and by m

k
i,u the trian-

gulated and monocular depths respectively of the u-th 3D
point X

k
u w.r.t. Ii. Then, for each object �k and image Ii,

we compute the point-wise scale factor �
k
i,u = d

k
i,u/m

k
i,u

that approximates the real �k according to the triangulated
and monocular depths of X

k
u .

As monocular depth maps generally lack in accuracy, we
devise a voting scheme to robustly aggregate the scale fac-
tors from all images {Ii}n

i=1 and unify all the µ camera
poses under a global scale factor �. First, we partition the
point-wise scale factors computed from all the images into
µ sets ⇤k = {�k

i,u}
n,pk
i=1,u=1 according to their object �k.

Then, to promote robustness, we adopt a Kernel Density
Estimator and derive a probability density function �k from
each ⇤k. We use a Gaussian Kernel K with bandwidth h set
at 5% of the median of the elements in ⇤k and define the
kernel �k as follows:

�k(x) =
X

�k
i,u2⇤k

K(�k
i,u � x)

h
. (1)

The highest peak of �k is denoted by �̂k and represents
the estimate of the k-th object scale factor �k. The esti-
mated {�̂k}µ

k=1 are used to scale the pairwise relative cam-
era poses [R̃↵

k , �̂
�1
k t̃↵

k ] by multiplying the translation com-
ponent. Now, camera poses are aligned to a global scale fac-
tor �, which is implicitly set by the monocular network [2].
As depths Mi are regressed in real-world unit of measure-
ment, � ⇡ 1, i.e., camera poses should be approximately
in their real-world scale. We denote the correctly scaled
camera poses as [R̂↵

k , t̂↵
k ] and use this unified camera con-

figuration as the initialization for the next step.

4.3. Multi-body Plane Sweep Network
Even though the poses {R̂↵

k , t̂↵
k} are now aligned to

a single scale factor, the depths are estimated only from
monocular maps Mi, which ignore the multi-view con-
straints. In principle, it could be possible to use cam-
era poses to initialize a multi-view iterative scheme where

Scale factor 𝜆



Plane sweep

At the core of several traditional plane estimation algorithm, based on photoconsitency

Input: an image pair of a source and a target image

• Tentative depth planes parallel to the target are sampled

• For each pixel 𝑢, and each plane at depth 𝑑3 the intersection 
of the optical ray and the plane is projected onto the source view 
(the projection 𝑢3 depends both on depth and relative pose)

• A photometric error is computed by comparing the image values
of pixels 𝑢 and 𝑢3

The errors can be packaged in a cost volume and 
the depth of the scene is the surface with the minimum cost

Luca Magri 2024
𝐻×𝑊

Size of the target image

𝐿
virtual planes



Multi-body plane sweep

This time, each pixel can be projected in different ways according to all the relative motions involved in 
the dynamic scenes.
All scene motions are considered when constructing the depth cost volume

Luca Magri 2024



Multi-body plane sweep network
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Multi-body plane sweep network

• Receives RGB images and correctly scaled camera poses as input

• Outputs dense depth maps and refined camera poses for each input image

• Includes our multi-body plane sweep algorithm to regress geometrically consistent depths

Luca Magri 2024

feature warping

Input images Feature extraction Plane-sweep

Multi-body
Plane-sweep

Pose Cost Volume 3D convolution Camera poses

source

target

Depth Cost Volume 3D convolution Refinement Depth map

camera poses

Figure 4: Multi-body Plane Sweep network. We extract CNN features from input images and build a cost volume using our multi-body

plane sweep algorithm. Depth and camera poses are regressed from separate cost volumes with a series of 3D CNN and refinement layers.

Feature Extraction. A multi-scale CNN with spatial pyra-
mid pooling [12] extracts features {Fi}n

i=1 from images
{Ii}n

i=1. Each Fi has dimension C ⇥ W ⇥ H, where C,
W, H are feature channels, width and height respectively.

Multi-body Plane Sweep for Cost Volume Construction.
Let us briefly recall how the traditional plane sweep works
before describing our contributions. The traditional plane
sweep algorithm [5] takes as input an image pair ↵ of a
source Ii and target Ij and their relative pose [R↵

, t↵].
The algorithm samples a set of virtual planes parallel to
Ij at fixed depths {dl}L

l=1. Then, for each depth dl, the
source Ii is warped onto the target Ij through the homogra-
phy induced by the plane at dl and the relative camera pose
[R↵

, t↵], as in Fig. 3-right. A dense depth map is obtained
by selecting, for each pixel, the depth dl that minimizes
a pixel-wise photometric dissimilarity between the target
Ij and the warped source Ii. Deep methods [13, 36, 34]
revisited this framework, but measure featuremetric con-
sistency between latent features {Fi}n

i=1 instead of photo-
metric dissimilarity. To this end, warped source and tar-
get features are aggregated in a single depth cost volume
from which depths are regressed through convolutional lay-
ers. Unfortunately, both traditional and deep plane sweep
methods assume static scenes with a single relative camera
pose [R↵

, t↵] between the pair ↵. As a result, any point
belonging to a moving object has an inconsistent depth.

We propose instead a multi-body plane sweep that con-
siders all the µ relative poses {R̂↵

k , t̂↵
k}

µ
k=1 to warp a source

feature Fi onto a target Fj and construct the depth cost vol-
ume. Given a source-target pair ↵ = (Ii, Ij), we uniformly
sample L 3D virtual planes at depths {dl}L

l=1 parallel to the
source Ii. Then, we sequentially assign each depth plane
to one of the µ relative camera poses by cycling through
the {R̂↵

k , t̂↵
k}

µ
k=1. Thus, the individual features Fi of the

object �k are warped onto Fj in a geometrically consistent
manner when considering any depth plane assigned to the
camera pose [R̂↵

k , t̂↵
k ] relative to �k. This is depicted in

Fig. 3-right, utilizing color to illustrate the cyclic assign-
ment of the k-th and h-th rigid motions to planes at dl and
dl+1, respectively, and to subsequent planes. Finally, each
point u in the source feature Fi is first back-projected onto
the virtual planes at dl and then re-projected as ũlk on the
target Fj as follows:

F̃k
il(u) = Fi(ũlk), ũlk ⇠ K

⇥
R̂↵

k |t̂↵k
⇤ (K�1u)dl

1

�
, (2)

where F̃k
il is the warped source feature through the homog-

raphy induced by the plane at dl and the motion [R̂↵
k , t̂↵

k ].
Cost volume Construction. Given the set of virtual depth
planes {dl}L

l=1, for each dl, we obtain a warped source fea-
ture F̃k

il using Eq. 2 and concatenate it to the target fea-
ture Fj . This yields a set of L feature blocks, each sized
2C ⇥ W ⇥ H, that we arrange into a 4D depth cost vol-
ume sized 2C ⇥ L ⇥ W ⇥ H, as illustrated in Fig. 5. Since
the number of virtual planes is significantly higher than the
number of motions, all the µ motions are assigned to some
virtual planes. Thus, our cost volume jointly incorporates
all the motions in the scene, unlike traditional plane-sweep
methods that assume a single motion.
Cost volume Regularization. Regularizing the cost vol-
ume is fundamental to cope with imperfect latent feature
matching, which is especially common in image regions
corresponding to texture-less objects or uniform pixel in-
tensity. To this end, we use a sequence of 3D convolutional
layers consisting of L/2 filters of size 3⇥3⇥3 with stride 1,
and residual connections. Then, we apply a 3D convolution
with a single 3 ⇥ 3 ⇥ 3 filter to obtain a 3D cost volume of
size L⇥W⇥H. Since the order of the stacked features in the
cost volume follows the correct virtual plane sequence, 3D
convolutional layers can capture the 3D dependencies in the
scene to enable consistent depth map estimation. Finally,
we apply edge-preserving filtering to the resulting cost vol-
ume as in [13, 11]. In the case of multiple source-target
image pairs, the final 3D cost volume is obtained by aver-



Multi-body plane sweep network

Qualitative comparisons on ETH3D and Multi-body Unstructured. 

The yellow boxes highlight moving objects reconstructed by our method but not by the state-of-the-art 
DeepSfM
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Monodepth training

• More abundant data since we can use video sequences

• Multiple viewpoint for reprojection improving the robustness

• Uniform region and moving object must be handled with care

Luca Magri 2024



To sum up

• Depth estimation from a single image is possible

• Compared to other tasks (e.g. object detection, semantic segmentation…) accurate manual annotation 
is unfeasible

• Geometry come to rescue: self-supervision is possible by exploiting stonger or weaker constraints…

What’s next?
Monocular networks can still be easily fooled!
Although self-supervised techniques allow to increase the amount of training data with low effort, we are 
far from considering single image depth estimation to be solved.

Conversely to other task, such as Optical Flow and stereo, synthetic images have been rarely used, pre-
trainig on synthetic samples and fine-tuning on the domain at hand could improve the results.

Even when 3D data are not needed for training, still they are needed for testing.
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